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I. STATEMENT OF PRECISE RELIEF REQUESTED 

Petitioners seek leave to file:  (1) a replacement version of originally-filed 

Exhibit 1004 (a prior art article), attached as Exhibit A; (2) new Exhibit 1009, 

attached as Exhibit B, which is a declaration attesting to the publication of 

replacement Exhibit 1004; (3) a replacement version of Exhibit 1007, attached as 

Exhibit C, which is a declaration by Petitioners’ technical expert that has been 

updated to correct page citations that will change with entry of replacement Exhibit 

1004 and use a cleaner image from the replacement, and to correct two 

typographical errors; and (4) a replacement Petition, attached as Exhibit D, which 

has been changed to list new Exhibit 1019 and reference same as showing the 

publication of replacement Exhibit 1004, and fix some typographical errors. 

Petitioners accept whatever new filing date the Board determines should it 

grant this request, and believe Patent Owner’s Exclusive Licensee’s 

characterization of this request as “substantive” is unnecessary but will not dispute 

it.  However, Petitioners do object to extending the preliminary response deadline 

(currently May 25, 2016) by the time between February 25, 2016 and the new 

filing date.  No additional time is justified because Patent Owner has been in 

possession of replacement Exhibit 1004 and new Exhibit 1019 since February 19, 

2016, when they were filed as Exhibits 1004 and 1019, respectively, in IPR2016-

00597 and as Exhibits 1003 and 1014, respectively, in IPR2016-00598.  Any 
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challenge Patent Owner’s Exclusive Licensee intends to make to the prior art 

nature of replacement Exhibit 1004 will logically extend across all three of these 

IPRs—the latter two of which have the same original May 25, 2016 preliminary 

response deadline—eliminating any need for additional time to do so here.   

II. BACKGROUND 

Counsel of record learned after filing the February 12, 2016 Petition that the 

filed version of Exhibit 1004—which is a paper—may not have been the version 

included in the bound proceedings associated with the relevant conference, which 

version Petitioners subsequently filed as the proposed replacement version of 

Exhibit 1004 (in combination with new Exhibit 1019) in other recent IPR petitions 

against the same Patent Owner (i.e., in IPR2016-00597 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see 

Exs. 1004 and 1019); IRP2016-00598 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see Exs. 1003 and 

1014); IPR2016-00650 (filed February 23, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1016); 

IPR2016-00656 (filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021); and IPR2016-

00657 (filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021)).   

On March 4, 2016, the day Patent Owner’s Exclusive Licensee filed 

mandatory notices in this case, Petitioners sent their counsel an email at 7:25 pm 

EST (copy attached as Exhibit E), explaining this proposal, requesting feedback on 

whether Patent Owner opposed this request, and forwarding copies of: 

 the proposed replacement Exhibit 1004 (attached as Exhibit A); 
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 new Exhibit 1019 (attached as Exhibit B); 

 the proposed replacement Exhibit 1007 (attached as Exhibit C); 

 a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Exhibit 1007 relative to 

originally-filed Exhibit 1007, showing the changes in the replacement 

relative to the original, and explaining those changes (and one that was 

not clear from the redline) in the email (attached as Exhibit F);  

 the proposed replacement Petition (attached as Exhibit D); and 

 a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Petition relative to the 

originally-filed Petition, showing the changes in the replacement relative 

to the original, and explaining those changes in the email (attached here 

as Exhibit G).  

On March 9, 2016, as reflected in Exhibit H, Patent Owner’s Exclusive 

Licensee’s counsel indicated the following: 

Patent Owner will not oppose Petitioner's Motion to Correct provided that 

the Motion indicates that the change is substantive (e.g., a new declaration is 

being submitted), and asks that, if granted, the Office change the Petition’s 

filing date to the date the motion to correct is granted and moves Patent 

Owner's preliminary response due date to 3 months from the new filing date. 

Patent Owner will oppose any Motion to Correct that presents this mistake 

as clerical or typographical or does not request a change to the petition filing 

date and preliminary response date. 
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Petitioners requested a conference call with the Board on March 9, 2016, and 

received a response that the panel had not yet been assembled, and to check back 

in two weeks, as reflected in attached Exhibit I.  The parties had additional 

correspondence about the requested call, as reflected in attached Exhibit J.   

III. EXPLANATION OF REPLACEMENT EXHIBITS AND PETITION 

An annotated version of replacement Exhibit 1004 (attached as Exhibit K)—

which is used in Grounds 3 and 7 against dependent claims 23 and 27—reflects 

that the only changes to the written content from original Exhibit 1004 are the 

paper presentation language on the first page, and five wording changes on the last 

two pages.  A comparison of original Exhibit 1004 to replacement Exhibit 1004 

reflects that:  the quality of the text in replacement Exhibit 1004 is better than in 

original Exhibit 1004 (including punctuation, which is generally not visible in 

original Exhibit 1004); the text starts and stops on slightly different pages; and the 

Figures of replacement Exhibit 1004 are cleaner, though Figure 12 (which was not 

and is not cited in the Petition or Exhibit 1007) is missing.   

As Exhibit F shows,  page citation changes resulting from the change in text 

start/stop location are made on pages 12, 23, 24, 44, and 45; and typographical 

errors (unrelated to the requested replacement) are corrected on pages 19 and 20.  

A comparison of page 35 from Exhibit C to the original reflects that the cleaner 

version of Figure 4 is used, though the corresponding description is unchanged. 
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As Exhibit G shows, the Exhibit List is updated with Exhibit 1019, Exhibit 

1019 is referenced on page 4 thereof, the two typographical error corrections from 

Exhibit F are also made on pages 10 and 49 thereof, and dashed lead lines have 

been added where previously missing in the Table of Contents.   

IV. NO PREJUDICE 

Exhibit 1019 is new to this case, but it relates to the prior art nature of 

replacement Exhibit 1004 and not to that exhibit’s content or the substance of the 

relevant Grounds.  Furthermore, neither replacement Exhibit 1004 nor the 

proceedings copy in Exhibit 1019 are new to Patent Owner, whose CEO and the 

co-inventor of the ’505 Patent is a named co-author.   

Granting the requested relief should eliminate any legitimate basis for 

challenging the prior art nature of original Exhibit 1004, and save the parties’ and 

Board’s resources that might otherwise be required to address such a challenge.  

Moreover, even if Patent Owner’s Exclusive Licensee decides to bring such a 

challenge, they would logically also have to do so by May 25, 2016 for the two 

February 19, 2016 IPRs referenced above, negating any possible claim to need 

more time to do so in this case. 

Dated:  April 6, 2016 Respectfully submitted, 
/Mark T. Garrett/ 
Mark T. Garrett, Reg. No. 44,699 
Lead Counsel for Petitioners 
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certifies that on April 6, 2016, a complete copy of MOTION SEEKING 

AUTHORIZATION TO FILE REPLACEMENT PETITION AND EXHIBITS 
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DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER D. HAWKES, Ph.D., P.Geo.

1. My name is Christopher D. Hawkes, Ph.D., P.Geo. I have personal

knowledge of the statements below. I am an associate professor of Civil and

Geological Engineering in the College of Engineering at the University of

Saskatchewan.

2. I was a co-author of a paper entitled “Minimizing Borehole Instability Risks

in Build Sections through Shales” that I presented to the attendees of the 7th One-

Day Conference on Horizontal Well Technology that took place on November 3,

1999 in Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

3. I have reviewed a copy of the proceedings for the conference that is attached

to my declaration and compared it to my own personal copy of the proceedings.

The two appear to be the same, including the paper entitled “Production Control of
9

Horizontal Wells in a Carbonate Reef Structure.’ The attached copy therefore

appears to be a true and correct copy.

4. To the best of my recollection, copies of the proceedings were distributed

during check-in to each registered attendee of the conference, and this is how I

received my copy of the proceedings. I have attended similar conferences before

and after this one, and copies of those conference proceedings were distributed to

attendees when they checked in. For that reason, I would expect to remember if

the proceedings for this conference were distributed in a different manner.

5. I estimate that at least 50 individuals attended the conference.

6. I declare under penalty of the perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Felt). l°l,7.o16 lg]/_{!
Date Name (print):
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7th One Day Conference on HORIZONTAL WELL Technology

November 3,1999 - Calgary, Alberta, Canada

uh

‘ ‘. Presented by the Petroleum Society at CIM-Horizontal Well Special Interest Group
and the Canadian Section ol the Society of Petroleum Engineers

SPE CI M

Message from the Chair

Welcome to the 7th One—Day Conference on Horizontal Well Technology.

On behalf of the Canadian Section of the SPE and the Petroleum Society, we are pleased to offer

to the technical community a day of new ideas, case studies and analyses focussed on

technology related to horizontal wells.

The organizers. led by General Chairman. Fiick Kry and the Technical Program Committee

Chairman, K.C. Young, have enticed a selection of presentations, divided into four technical

sessions: “Heavy Oil", "Drilling Advances”, “FormationlStirnulation”, and “Field Cases". They

have arranged a luncheon presentation by Dr. Alan. D. Kersey, Vice President of CiDFiA

Corporation on fibre optic applications and potential. And to complete the program, a panel

comprised of leaders in horizontal well applications and technoiogy and representing business

and technical perspectives. will discuss the latest advancements in horizontal wells, what is still

needed and what are the likely breakthroughs in the future.

Thank—you to each of the authors, speakers, panel members and organizing committee and

technical committee volunteers who have taken time from their busy schedules to contribute to

the success of this meeting. Enjoy the day and may it be productive for you.

Dr. P. H. Kry

Imperial Oil Resources
General Chairman

7th One Day Conference
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for the WAG process is that wells produce substantially

better after re-pressuring. The geometric arrangement of

the study pattern was of four vertical wells at the corners

of a square. The distance between vertical wells was 440
m for historical reasons. For the WAG study of horizontal

production wells, four vertical wells and a segment of
horizontal well between them had been used. For

comparison purposes a vertical infill well was also used

in the center of the four original vertical wells. A

comparison of the production from both horizontal and

vertical wells, before and after re-pressuring by water

injection, is shown in Figure 1. It may be observed that

both the rates and amounts of production of either type of

well were much improved. As was to be expected, the

performance of the horizontal well was superior.

The improvement in performance after re-pressuring

can be shown to be primarily due to forcing gas back into

solution in the oil rather than the increase in pressure, as

such. One observation supporting this conclusion is, that

re-pressuring with water beyond the pressure at which

nearly all gas was forced into solution produced

noticeably more water, but very little more oil. Re-

pressuring to pressures much below the gas re-solution

pressure markedly reduced oil production. The second
observation was that if repeated re-pressurings and

productions were done without the addition of gas,

production declined fairly quickly with successive cycles.

Addition of gas prior to the water re-pressuring resulted

in a much slower decline in productivity.

The conclusion drawn from the above observations

is that the pressure cycling scheme works by largely

restoring the solution gas drive mechanism of primary

production. Primary production is a generally well

understood process,for which information is necessarily

available for any reservoir to which the pressure cycling

process might be applied. The production aspect of the

pressure cycling process should therefore be known
about beforehand. What remains to be clarified is the

details of pressuring up and the timing of phases of

operations.

Optimization of Injection Phases

The optimization of gas injection amount depends

upon what stopping criteria are used for the production

phase of the cycles. At first sight it might be supposed

that measures such as rate of production or watercut

might be used. It turns out that there exists what might be

termed a natural stopping signal for production. It was

observed, in a horizontal production well system, that if
production for a cycle was carried on for sufficiently long,

four gas-oil ratio (GOR) peaks were observable in the

production. An example of these GOR peaks to the top of
the fourth peak is given in Figure 2. Examination of the

system at the times of these peaks indicated the origins of

the GOR peaks to be the following. The pressure exerted by
the water during re-pressuring is not uniform over the entire

pattern. As a consequence some gas is moved sideways,

and ultimately two small pockets of gas are formed near the

center part of the horizontal well, which would require quite

high pressure to force into solution. It is counterproductive to

do so. Not compressing this small amount of gas into

solution does result in a brief GOR peak very early in the

production phase. The second GOR peak occurs when the

production well reaches minimum bottomhole pressure

(maximum gradients). The third GOR peak is observed to be

associated with free gas saturation occurring all the way to

the edges of the production pattern (maximum area of
production). The fourth GOR peak is associated with free

gas saturation reaching the bottom of the outer part of the

pattern (maximum volume of production).

If the production phase of the cycles is terminated too
early, oil is produced from only the central portion of the “

pattern, and so areal conformance is diminished. If

production is carried out too long, the lower regions of the

pattern become excessively de-gassed. This condition is

detrimental to production in any further cycles, as re-gassing

the lower regions of the pattern seems to be quite difficult. A

close to optimal termination criterion is to end the cycle at
about the minimum between the third and fourth GOR

peaks. This stopping condition has the advantage of being

one that can be quite readily operationally observed.

With the above stopping condition it can be

demonstrated that there is an amount of injection gas that is

optimal in several senses. The average rate of oil production
showed a maximum, and the average watercut and amount

of injected gas required to produce a unit of oil showed

minima. These optima were fairly broad and all occurred at

about the same amount of injected gas. The amount of gas

required to achieve the optimal conditions was also that

which resulted in the system being restored to about original

reservoir pressure, when water injection had effectively

pressured the gas into solution. With the gas being injected

at a maximum pressure only slightly above original reservoir

pressure, it was found that the same amount of gas was

needed for several successive cycles. it is not presently

known if re-pressuring to about original reservoir pressure is

a very general optimization condition.
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Effect of infill options

The pressure cycling study evolved from an infill

horizontal production well. Drilling such wells represents

a substantial capital investment and so the question

naturally arose of whether infill wells were really

necessary for the pressure cycling process. The cases of
no infill well, a vertical infill production well, and a

horizontal infill production well were compared. The

amounts and rates of production for the three cases are

given in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The results are
reported on a per pattern basis (same production area)
for all cases. This means, of course, that the horizontal

well results are for just a segment of horizontal well

contained in the square pattern. In reality a horizontal well

would have productive end zones and would possibly be

somewhat longer. In the no infill case there is only one

half a production well per pattern.

It may be noted that not very much is gained by using

a vertical infill well. It is also quite clear that the horizontal

infill well case gives much higher rates of production and

a somewhat higher ultimate recovery than do the vertical

production well cases. It is almost certainly necessary to

drill horizontal wells to obtain economically attractive

rates of production. This assumes that the heavy oil
reservoirs exhibit normal darcian flow. In cases where a

larger percentage of oil has been recovered in vertical

well primary production, possibly due to wormholes, or in

reservoirs with medium oil, vertical producers might

provide acceptable rates.

Comments and conclusions

The research discussed above provides good reasons for

believing the pressure cycling technique to have good

potential as a EOR scheme in the difficult application of

thin heavy oil reservoirs. It is, naturally, quite probable

that application to less difficult situations would be more

profitable. The pressure cycling scheme has the merit of

simplicity, both in terms of what inputs are needed, and

in terms of the process to be carried out. The inputs are

water and produced gaswhich are reasonably available,

require no special safety precautions, and are reasonably

inexpensive. it is to be noted that the gas is not

consumed. It is returned as the oil is produced. The

production side of the process, being primary production,

is readily understood, and the production limitations of

needing to produce to the edge of the pattern but without

de-gassing the oil are easily grasped.

Research on pressure cycling at the Saskatchewan

Research Council is continuing. Studies ofthicker reservoirs,

systems with bottomwater, and a range of viscosities all

show positive findings. Work on how to fully optimize the

pressure cycling process is also undenivay.
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Drilling Engineering Challenges

in Commercial SAGD Well Design in Alberta

R. Knoll — H-Tech Petroleum Consulting Inc.

K.C.Yeung — Suncor Energy Inc.

THIS PAPER IS TO BE PRESENTED AT THE SEVENTH ONE DAY CONFERENCE ON HORIZONTAL WELL

TECHNOLOGY, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, NOVEMBER 3, 1999.

ABSTRACT

Recently, the field pilots in Canada using SAGD (Steam

Assisted Gravity Drainage) technology have generated

sufficient positive response to encourage commercial
scale development in the Alberta Oil Sands Deposits.

This will be a very interesting time for drilling engineers,
since SAGD well pairs present some unique design and

operational challenges.

This paper will attempt to review some of the drilling
engineering challenges of generic SAGD well design in

the Alberta setting, specifically, the need to cool the
drilling mud to maintain hole stability, and the selection of
slant or vertical intermediate hole section geometry.

INTRODUCTION

The Alberta Oil Sands deposits, located in the areas of
Athabasca, Cold Lake and Peace River, are widely
recognized for their tremendous resources (Figure 1).

The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (AEUB) has
estimated that the potential ultimate volume of crude

bitumen in place in Alberta to be some 400 billion cubic
metres (2.5 trillion barrels). Of these, the ultimate
potential amount of crude bitumen recoverable from '

Cretaceous sediments by in situ recovery methods is
estimated to be 33 billion cubic metres (200 billion
barrels).

About 80% of the bitumen in Alberta are contained in the

Athabasca Oil Sands Deposits, where the in situ viscosity

is over 1 million centipoise. The oil industry and Alberta
government have been searching for in situ techniques to

recover the bitumen economically. Significant amount of
research and development and piloting effort have been
spent on in-situ combustion, cyclic steam stimulation and

steamflooding with limited success. Finally, with the
advance in horizontal well technology, the Steam Assisted

Gravity Drainage (SAGD) process was pioneered at the
Underground Test Facilities (UTF) near Fort McMurray

and has become the technology of choice for many new

in-situ projects in Alberta. Some 39 SAGD well pairs have
been drilled in Alberta to date. In the last two years, there

are four announced new commercial in-situ development
in the Athabasca Oil Sands, whereby SAGD is the

selected recovery process. These projects are AEC

Foster Creek, JACOS Hangingstone, Pan Canadian
Christina Lake and Petro Canada Mackay River.

These commercial scale projects will utilize parallel pairs
of horizontal wells which are key to the SAGD process.

The lower horizontal well is the producer and the upper
horizontal well, which is placed several metres directly

above the producer, is the steam injector (Figure 2). As

steam is injected into the reservoir along the upper
horizontal well, the steam rises in the reservoir and heats

the bitumen. As the steam cools, the force of gravity
enables the heated bitumen and condensate (water) to
flow to the lower production well.

The amount of steam injected and fluid produced depend
on reservoir qualities such as permeability, porosity, water

saturation; on operating constraints such as operating
pressure and steam trap control temperature; and on the
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V. we length of the well. Some of the factors_ that determine the
;length of a well include geology and the_pressure drop
between the heel and the toe in the horizontal section.
The pressure drop in an injector is a function of steam
volume, pressure and pipe size. Using a larger casing
will reduce this pressure drop. The selection of the size
of the liner and the intermediate casing is also influenced

by the size of tubing and other instrumentation strings
inside the casings. All the injection/production process,
monitoring and manipulation demands have to be defined
and addressed prior to considering the more typical

drilling engineering issues. Thus, the optimization in the
drilling design of SAGD wells requires dramatically more
multi-disciplined team synergy than do vertical wells.

SAGD wells are extended reach drilling (ERD)

applications, where total length will be 3 to 8 times the

true vertical depth (TVDV). The well pairs require uniquely
precise 3-D trajectory control, since the accuracy of well
separation is a critical parameter in the SAGD process.

Typically the reservoir will be a very shallow depth (150 to
600 m TVD). Hole stability is a concern in drilling in the

unconsolidated oil sands. Tight streaks and shale plugs
in the reservoir and the erratic overlain glacial till deposits

can complicate directional drilling capability. All these,
and other aspects, present significant design and
operational challenges to the well construction team.

In the field pilots conducted to date, these challenges
have been overcome with numerous technical and

operational innovations. Pilot curves and magnetic
vectoring for trajectory control, fibre optics for downhole
instrumentation, expansion joints for tubular thermal

distortion are examples. As the industry progresses from
process validation (i.e., pilot) to commercial scale

development, much more emphasis must be placed on
the capital and operating costs of these wells. The well

construction costs represent a significant portion of total
project capital expenditures. The economic success of

any commercial SAGD development will depend on how
cost effectively the multi-disciplined team can address

and overcome the design'and operational challenges of
optimized well pairs.

This paper will focus on two specific drilling engineering
issues: the requirement for mud cooling and the choice of

vertical vs. slant intermediate hole section geometry.

MUD COOLING

An extensive series of informal interviews with SAGD pilot
operators revealed a spectrum of opinion in respect to the

value added of mud cooling during drilling operations.
The argument promoting mud cooling is relatively
straightfonivard. The in-situ temperature of the typical

SAGD reservoir is low. The “Cold Lake” type d%posits will
have reservoir temperature around 12-16 C. The

deposits of the more tar-like bitumen in the Fort
McMurray region to the north tend to occur at a shallower
depth and will have in-situ temperatures in the 7-10 °C
range. While drilling, the fluid gains temperature due to
the pumping action. The relatively hot drilling fluid will
warm the near wellbore radius. The bitumen being
heated along the well will thin, and this would lead to a
reduction in the cohesive nature of the tar sand material.

This may lead to a higher risk of hole instability, wellbore

collapse and a host of other potential aggravations to the

drilling operations. One can argue that mud chilling is an
appropriate preventative maintenance step to reduce
these hole trouble risks.

However, a few experienced SAGD pilot operators claim
mud cooling is expensive and inefficient, and question the

“value added” of this undertaking. In the publicly available

documentation of SAGD field pilot operations there exist
very little detailed data on either the effectiveness of mud

cooling, or any definitive field observations of improved
hole conditions being the direct result of mud chilling.

During extensive interviews with SAGD pilot operators, it
became clear that the issue is driven by personal opinion
and common sense, as opposed to any detailed field

data, which either strongly supports or challenges the
benefit argument.

The authors conducted a review of the field data available

from a pilot drilled in the Cold Lake area in the winter

season. During extended bitumen drilling intervals
(horizontal hole exposure time averaged 7.3 days per
well), the drilling fluid temperature increased to a

maximum of approximately 35 °C. Mud chilling was
attempted by adding dry ice to the mud tanks. The field
data was too sparse to define the chilling efficiency of this

method, although it was expensive. The limited hole

condition monitoring of torque and drag values (T&D)
conducted on these wells precluded any ability to validate

a value added, or risk avoided by mud chilling. The fact

that all well pairs (for the most part) were successfully
completed is not definitive proof of a mud chilling benefit.
This “rather indefinite” scenario is common.

Heat Generation and Dissemination

There are unknowns in regard to how much heat is

gained by the drilling fluid via handling and pumping.
There exists a complex set of unknowns in terms of

where and how fast the heat is disseminated throughout
the hole and surface system, as well as how deep and

how fast the heat is transferred from circulating fluid to
the wellbore wall along the horizontal section in the
reservoir.
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In an attempt to quantify the heat generation and
dissemination in a generic SAGD well design, the

following assumptions were made:

1. A 1-km horizontal section is drilled with water. The

total hole volume (total measured length is 1,500

metres) is 110 ms, the surface tank volume is 250 m3,
and the total system volume is 360 m3.

2. _A 1,200 HP pumping system is employed and
operates 18 hours in a 24-hour period at 95%
mechanical efficiency. The initial reservoir

temperature is 10 °C, and the ambient temperature is
10 °C and constant.

3. A heat generation of 2,545 BTUs/hour per
horsepower of pump is assumed for the heat

generated by pumping. in one day of drilling

operations (18 hours pump activity), this would predict
the total system volume would experience a

temperature increase of approximately 18 °C, thus,
the system temperature would be 28 °C after the first
day with zero heat loss.

The monitored heat gain values in the reviewed pilots

were far less than this figure. Perhaps 5-7 °C gain per
day is more in line with reported field observation. This

would suggest that the majority of the heat is lost by the
drilling fluid as it is circulated. How much of this heat is

taken up by the bitumen wellbore wall is difficult to
quantify.

The effectiveness of introducing dry ice, liquid nitrogen, or
other agents to the system is not well documented in the

public domain. One operator employed liquid nitrogen to
“boil” the active drilling fluid in a Fort McMurray area pilot

during the winter season. This appeared to help, since
the mud temperature was controlled at low levels. The

two pilot pairs were constructed without any major hole
stability problems. However, the incremental well cost

was quoted in the $70,000 to $100,000 range. For a 50-
well commercial project, this would relate to a 3 to 5
million-dollar trouble avoidance expenditure. in a

commercial scale development, perhaps a more" capital
intensive (consumable free) commercial chilling unit
would be more cost effective.

Recently an operator employed a commercial chilling unit
in a SAGD project. The first well pairs were drilled in the
winter season without major hole trouble observed related

to mud temperature. The second phase pilot drilling was
to be conducted in the summer. The operator employed
a commercial chiller for the summer drilling operations to
restrict the drilling fluid temperature to that experienced
during winter drilling. This chilling unit is similar in scale

to the refrigeration system required in a typical community
ice rink.

A series of tubes were installed in a conventional mud

tank to act as a heat exchanger. A coolant was circulated

to lower the drilling fluid temperature in the tank. This
arrangement can be used to either pre-chill the mix water

or to actively chill the drilling fluid. Other than the

purchase cost or rental of the chiller itself, the only daily
expense was fuel to operate the chiller compressors and

transfer pumps. The operator reported that this system

was relatively inexpensive and trouble free to employ
during the drilling operations. The quoted capability of the

chiller was 480,000 BTUs per hour. At 90% efficiency,
this chiller would remove approximately 10.4 million BTUs
from the drilling fluid in a 24-hour period. For our

example well scenario, the 360 m3 water system could be
chilled approximately 7 °C in 24 hours, or about equal to
the field observation of the heat retained in the drilling
fluid from the pumping activity.

A review of the field data from this pilot suggests that in
general, this degree of cooling was achieved. The well

pairs were successfully completed, the fluid temperature
was lowered to winter condition levels, and thus the

operator is inclined to assign a benefit to the mud cooling
efforts.

The critical unknowns are the effectiveness of heat

transfer from the fluid to the wellbore wall, and the

threshold bitumen temperature at which hole trouble is

experienced. Recently one operator conducted lab tests
on site-specific cores to identify this threshold
temperature at which thinning of the bitumen would

generate hole instability. The tests did identify a target
“trouble” temperature, although it must be stressed that it

is extremely difficult to mimic all downhole physical and
chemical dynamics. There are many inter-related factors
other than mud temperature at play. Annular velocities
and flow regime, solids distribution, reservoir character,

fluid chemistry and rheology, pipe movement, hole

exposure time, etc., all may have significant impact on
hole integrity. The operator did suggest that for a
commercial scale SAGD development, conventional

chiller mud-cooling expense will probably average
$10,000 per well. They concluded that this may represent
a reasonable “trouble avoidance’ expense.

To Cool or Not to Cool?

Most drilling engineers will quickly accept the fact that hot
drilling fluid could help aspirate poor hole conditions in a

SAGD well setting. It also appears that chillers can be

employed to counteract some of the heat gain generated
by the drilling activity. Does this mean that mud cooling is
a must for commercial SAGD operations?
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Figure 3 presents the temperature/viscosity relationship of
some sample bitumen. As seen, there is a variance of

character. The bitumen in the more northern Athabasca
and Fort McMurray regions have higher in-situ viscosity
than do the Cold Lake type deposits. This more viscous
bitumen tends to be at a shallower depth, and their in-situ

temperatures are therefore lower than the deeper, less
viscous varieties.

Let us assume that a SAGD well was drilled in an

Athabasca Bitumen (in-situ viscosity of 4,000,000
centipoise at 10 °C); and the drilling fluid was allowed to
heat to 30 °C. If the hot mud was 100% effective in

heating the wellbore wall to a similar temperature of 30

°C, the altered material would still be significantly (i.e., 10
times) thicker than the Cold Lake material in its unheated
native state. Given the observation that relatively hot fluid

was employed at a Cold Lake area pilot, and the holes

had very extensive exposure times without any major hole

collapse problem, leads one to conclude that mud chilling
will be less critical in a colder, thicker, bitumen

application. The thicker and cooler the target bitumen,

the less it will be susceptible to hole trouble related to

heat transfer from the drilling fluid.

SLANT OR VERTICAL INTERMEDIATE SECTION
DESIGN

The optimal 3-dimensional profile of the well will be

defined by numerous issues. A pilot program may involve
a few well pairs having relatively simple 2-D curve shapes
from a small surface pad. On a commercial scale, SAGD

development strongly promotes utilization of multi-well

pads. The primary benefits of this surface geometry

being minimized land disturbance, optimized drilling
operations, heat conservation and surface facilities

consolidation. Assuming the reservoir areal distribution
allows for symmetrical exploitation with parallel well pairs,

the vast majority of well pairs will require a 3-D

intermediate hole section design.

Figure 4 provides one possible plan view example for a

twin, 8-10 pair pad geometry. As seen, most of the wells
must have 3-D shape in their intermediate hole section to

generate symmetrical, parallel steam chambers. This

example design employs 200-metre inter-well pair
spacing with horizontal productive intervals of 1-km

length. The total area exploited by this layout would be
approximately 4.75 km2 (1.75 miles ). This geometry puts
the gathering system in the ground and exploits almost 2
sections of resource from one central plant facility.

One issue is whether or not to employ a slant design in
the upper hole section vs. a more conventional vertical

surface hole arrangement. The slant design would

reduce the dogleg severity (DLS) in the curve. The DLS
is a critical design issue since it constrains ability to drill
the wells and install completion tubulars. It also will

significantly impact well intervention capabilities, and
affects the stress on the thermal casing around the curve.

Figure 5 illustrates the performance envelope for thermal
grade casing as a function of DLS. As seen, the more

gentle the bend, the greater the performance capability of
the tube. Connector performance is also dramatically

affected by the bend rate. In general terms, the greater
the bend rate, the more the stress on the connector, thus,

the higher the risk of failure. Limiting the DLS is
attractive, and thus employing a slant intermediate hole

design appears advantageous.

Torgue and Drag

A comparison of predicted surface torque and drag

values was conducted on the generic far corner well,

illustrated in Figure 4, with progressively shallower
settings. For this analysis, the ability to run 1 km of 178
mm slotted liner was investigated in the well where the
only change was the shape of the intermediate hole

section (slant or curve) and the target TVD. Figure 6
shows the 3-D image of two wells (slant and vertical)
having identical starting points and horizontal landing
points. For this example it is assumed that all wells must

start at a 300 degree Azimuth direction and that
directional drilling cannot be initiated above a TVD of 60
metres and Azimuth turns cannot be initiated above a

depth of 120 metres TVD. A maximum allowable build
rate of 9.5 degree per 30 metres is assumed. All wells

have identical heel landing point (275 metres north, 241
metres west of surface location). *

The minimum TVD required for a conventional build rate

of 8.5° in the vertical plane is approximately 200 metres,

assuming the curve is initiated at surface. Since many

SAGD settings have glacial till coverage where directional
drilling (build rate capability) can be both unpredictable
and troublesome, it is assumed a 60-metre TVD vertical

conductor barrel is required in the conventional (non-
slant) case. The shallowest possible target reservoir
depth for the conventional design would therefore be

approximately 260 metres.

It must be stressed that there are near infinite number of

- possible 3-D curves and slant trajectories which would
achieve the same landing point. The final choice of 3-D

shape must be balanced within spatial constraints, drilling
and completion component bend rate capability,
instrumentation and downhole component access,

optimized drilling parameters, hole section length, time,
cost, etc. This example has not been optimized in this

manner, and is offered simply to investigate the torque
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and drag (T&D) implications of the two basic intermediate
hole section shapes.

All well trajectories survey files are roughened at 300

metre frequency with 0.5 degree of torture in the
intermediate cased hole and 1 degree in the horizontal

section. The curves are thermally cased with 244 mm

(9 5/8") intermediate casing. One km of 216 mm (8 1/2”)
horizontal section is drilled and then slotted liner is run.

The 178 mm (7") slotted liner weighs 25 kg per metre and
is run with the necessary length of a running string of 127

mm (5") heavy weight drill pipe topped with 80 metres of
203 mm (8") drill collar for weight inversion. The amount

of drag generated (or push required) to install the liner at
the end of the well is predicted utilizing friction factors of

0.28 and 0.22 (open/cased hole respectively). Similar

comparison were made for 3 different target TVD (352,
302, and 252 metres). The following figures provide the
results of this analysis.

Figures 7 and 8 compare the predicted dogleg severity
and the maximum pushdown required for installing liner to
the end of the horizontal section. Figure 9 illustrates the

maximum surface torque required to rotate the liner @ 20

RPM during installation. These T&D values are

unrealistically high since none of the trajectories or

parameters have been optimized. All are kept as similar
as possible to illustrate the generic comparison. The
torque dynamics are particularly interesting. The ability to
rotate theliner during installation is critical, but must be

balanced by torque capability of all downhole tubular
components. Special care must be taken with any sand
control devices, as they could be distorted or destroyed

by pipe manipulation during installation.

This generic comparison illustrates that the surface slant
design offers reduction in DLS and section length and a
resultant reduction in push and torque requirements. The

shallower the depth, the larger the benefit. Assuming the
maximum allowable DLS for all potential well components

is 8.5°, vertical surface hole would not be practical in any

development setting shallower than approximately 250
metres. At deeper target TVD applications, the slant

design offers progressively less benefit. For example, the
hole conditions of a 352 metre TVD setting have

significantly more impact than does the slant design. If
the open hole friction factor is improved to 0.25 from 0.28,

the drag (push required) for the vertical well case is
reduced by 13% compared to the 6% reduction achieved
by the slant design at this depth.

It must be stressed that there are numerous other

concerns in this choice. Most experienced field personnel

will accept that a vertical operation is typically more
efficient than drilling or intervening a slant well. Drilling

and service rig availability may be a concern where slant
design is considered. Wellhead and well servicing

components may have to be customized. Future well
operations such as concentric string centralization and

artificial lift options may be restricted by the slant design.

This discussion illustrates that there are many conflicting
concerns involved in the trajectory design. This generic

comparison was generated utilizing software programs

(WELLPATH and DDRAG) from the DEA-44 Maurer

Engineering Suite. Given the uniqueness of each
potential SAGD setting, it is clear that detailed thought
and trajectory customization is required in the planning of

these 3-D profiles. Other concerns may arise from glacial

till, lost zones, gas caps, etc., as they are penetrated by
the 3-D trajectories. These are very complex geometries
which must be explored and optimized with these

software technologies to define the optimum site-specific
3-D profiles. The torque and drag predictions are

particularly important as they are the primary indicators of
hole conditions to be calibrated and monitored during well

construction operations. Without this detailed parameter
modeling and monitoring, the well construction team will

have difficulty in achieving their goals in an optimized
manner.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Alberta has a huge amount of bitumen resource. The

industry is now on the verge of commercial exploitation of
this resource base after having confirmed the viability of

the SAGD process through field pilots. As these
commercial scale developments are pursued, the well
construction team will have to place more focus on cost

effective solutions to numerous design and operational
challenges. This paper provides a brief examination of

two well design issues:

(A) Mud Cooling

Information to-date has not provided definitive proof on
the requirement of mud cooling, however, some practical
observations and conclusions can be offered:

1. The shallower and thicker the bitumen target, the less

emphasis required on mud chilling.

2. Drilling in the winter season will significantly reduce or

eliminate the need for mud chilling.

3. The larger the system volume, the less temperature
elevation will occur and the faster it will disseminate.

4. Hole exposure time may be a dominant factor in the
requirement for mud cooling. The faster the

horizontal section can be drilled/lined, the less priority
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will be given to mud chilling.

5. in a commercial scale project, where mud cooiing is
deemed a necessary trouble avoidance expense,
"built-for-purpose" holding tanks and commercial
scale chillers are potentialty more cost effective than

introducing chilling agents such as dry ice or liquid
nitrogen.

8. Given the variation of bitumen character and the

uniqueness of each rig setup and drilling fluid system
in respect to thermal-dynamic behavior. it will be
difficult for one to pre-determine the value-added of

mud cooling site-specifically. Detailed operational
parameter monitoring would be required to confidently
claim a risk avoidance benefit. There are many Inter-
related cause and effect scenarios which will lead to

troublesome hole in a SAGD application. Proper

monitoring of downhole conditions (particularly torque
and drag values) and a detailed understanding of
these cause and effect relationships in an

EFiD;'unconsoiidated big hole setting, are the primary
tools employed to justify the team's decision either

for. or against. mud chilling expenditures.

(Bl Slant vs. Vertical

1. In SAGD commercial development. muiti-well pads
will be the surface geometry of choice. This will
demand complex 3~l'J trajectories in the curved
sections of the wells.

2. Based on maximum acceptable DLS limits. vertical
surface hole design will not be practical at depths
above a threshold minimum. For 8.5“ DLS, this

minimum target TVD will be 200 to 250 metres and
slant surface hole design will be required at shallower
settings.

3. Slant surface hote design does provide advantages in
respect to section length, DLS and related drilling
parameters (e.g., torque and drag values). The

degree of this benefit diminishes as the target TVD
increases beyond the vertical design threshold
minimum depth.

4. There are many intenrelated issues invotved in the

choice of stem vs. vertical surface hole design. The
well construction team must examine and balance all

long-term impacts of the SD trajectory design in
addition to the immediate effect on drilling operations.

5. Hole condition modeling and monitoring (i.e.. T&D,
friction factors, etc.) are the fundamentai tools the
well construction team must emptoy to both optimize

(1

these complex 3-D trajectories and cost-effectively

construct these challenging EFtD well pairs.
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A second factor that impacts ROP is optimized bit selection.
More often than not a bit is chosen for a directional or

horizontal well not based on how well it will perform in a

formation but rather how compatible it is with mud motors.

An example of this is PDC bits, PDC’s are notorious for
making it difficult to hold a tool face while sliding and Rotary
Steerable Tools eliminate this concern. When you can choose

a bit most suited to your formation ROP is certainly going to
increase.

Reduced bit bouncing is another factor that can lead to an
increase in ROP. The tool that Phoenix markets, the Well

Director® has four steering ribs that remain in contact with
the formation constantly during drilling. This constant contact
creates the effect of a stabilizer to buffer the bit while drilling,

reducing the effects of bit bouncing and therefore optimizing

the bit performance, which results in higher ROP.

2.ImQr0ved Hole Cleaning
Continuous rotation of the drill string is the first and most
obvious reason these tools have a hole cleaning advantage

over the sliding method of drilling.‘ Slide drilling permits the

cuttings to settle while not rotating and this can lead to the
necessity for wiper trip and possibly even stuck pipe.

Hole tortuosity is an inherent problem associated with
steerable mud motor drilling. The continual process of

sliding, rotating ahead, sliding, rotating ahead, etc creates a

drill path that is not smooth but full of ledges. These ledges

cause cutting build up to occur. Rotary Steerable Tool

technology eliminates this problem. Hole tortuosity is
minimized due to constant rotation of the drill string. The

resulting drillpath is much smoother and facilitates easier hole
cleaning.

3.Extended Reach Horizontal Wells

In an extended reach horizontal drilling application the
effectiveness of a steerable mud motor becomes increasingly

difficult as vertical section increases. The first problem

encountered is the inability to hold a tool face while slide

drilling. Due to a large amount of drag in the drill string as it
lays on the bottom of well path in a horizontal section it is

difficult to get a tool face then hold that tool face as slide

drilling continues. Secondly, getting weight to the bit in slide
mode becomes increasingly difficult as drag in the hole

increases. Rotary Steerable Tool technology eliminates these
inefficiencies. Firstly, tool face is a non—issue. These tools

automatically make corrections in direction and inclination in
a horizontal section so there is no need to hold a tool face.

Secondly, the drill string is in constant rotary mode, therefore
it becomes much easier to get weight on bit with the reduced

drag encountered on a rotating drill string.

Time/Cost Savings

Rotary Steerable Tool systems similar to the Well Director®
constantly send surveys to surface while rotating. This tool is

equipped with a power generation system created from

rotation between the non-rotating sleeve and the rotating
mandrel. Because we have this constant source of power,

down hole battery life is not a concern therefore surveys are

sent constantly. Consequently the down time associated with
collecting a survey with a conventional MWD such as:

1. Cycle the pumps to tell the tool to collect a survey.
2. Wait for a survey to get pumped to surface.

3 Directional driller analyzes survey and decides on next
course of action.

4. Set tool face and begin drilling operations again.

This series of events can amount to a significant amount of rig
time. Rotary Steerable Tool technology eliminates these steps

when the Closed Loop system mentioned earlier is
implemented.

Current Applications
As I am unable to comment on behalf of other manufacturers

these applications are relevant to the Well Director® only.

   
 
 

  
Tool Size Hole Size

6.5” 8.5” — l1”

(165m) (216 — 279mm)

Build Rate

10°/30m ex ected

19°/30m possible

9.5” L l2.25”— 17.5”
(241m) (311 ~ 444mm)

6°/30m expected
13°/30m ossible

These tools are applicable in vertical, directional and
horizontal wells.

Future Developments

Logging While Drilling
(LWD)
EM Communication

Gyro MWD

Second or third quarter 2000  

  

 

 
 

  Third or fourth uarter 2000

Currently available but in
limited supply and very

expensive
 
 

   4.75” (l2lmm) Tools - uarter 2000
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Abstract

Demands of Multi-Lateral Well Junctions are shifting

from successful shallow wells to deeper and more

functional window applications. Reliable window exit,

reduced trips and improved debris management while
drilling have provided the confidence to take this step.
Completion and Production opportunities are the

focus areas. Reliable and low cost re-entry capability

both through tubing and through casing is demanded.
Fluid isolation and shut-off during drilling, production,

injection, stimulation and production logging

operations are being developed. Innovative multiple
lateral completions equipment is required to provide a
cost effective solution. These tools and techniques are
presented.

Introduction

Multiple lateral junctions are following a technology

development course similar to that experienced with

other technologies. Comparing this to horizontal well
application, we recognize that the initial equipment

development overcame significant application hurdles
before it became an accepted development technique.

This acceptance grew in application type and quantity

to the state where it is a standard tool in the reservoir

development kit bag. As the applications grew, the
other aspects of horizontal well application advanced

to address not only the drilling technique but also the

evaluation, completion and production of these wells.

This is a continual process of optimizing the
application with such steps as underbalanced drilling

of horizontal wells. Many of these steps are taken for

granted now but we all too quickly forget the effort and
cost necessary to develop this equipment and

associated techniques.

Multiple lateral application is no different. It is a
logical next step in the horizontal well revolution to
increase reservoir contact at reduced cost. Winton et

al in their paper “Mu|ti-lateral Well Construction: A

Multi-Benefit Drilling Technology’ stated “Petroleum
and Well Engineering economic requirements drive
the demand for..... multi-|atera|s.” Production

modeling of multi-lateral wells has provided insight

into numerous new applications and configurations
and numbers of laterals in a well. Salas et el

concluded that “Multilateral wells are shown to

outperform horizontal wells in reservoirs with

geological constraints affecting horizontal drilling.”
Permadi et al suggested dual and quad lateral wells
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limited fine solids production. Large gaps around

the top of the tieback are not a sand control seal

and the liner would not be prevented from coming
back into the mother bore if significant loads axial

loads were imposed on the tieback.

2. Tieback Liner with Internal Window Patch —

This is the simplest solution to providing a

reduced gap in the window. After the tieback
liner is set, a window patch is run and set across

the window providing tieback retention and a

reduced gap for a solids barrier. The window
patch has a reduced internal diameter but can

provide other functionality as noted in the
isolation section below.

3. Tieback Liner with Internal Window Sleeve —

The internal sleeve is an integral window sleeve

with dual openings for drilling and production
holes sizes. The sleeve is run with the window
and is rotated across the tieback when set. It

provides the smallest gap between tieback and
window at ~ 3 mm and provides full drift access

through the window and tieback liner drift access
out the window. This design is attractive where

larger diameter completions i.e. artificial lift is run
through the window.

Isolation

Whether for flow testing, flow back or workover, the

need to not only access but also to hydraulically

isolate the lateral may be required. The most common

encountered is watering out or gassing out of one of

the legs. Without the ability to isolate, the well is
either shut in or the production of the unwanted fluid is

accepted as a matter of course.

1. Below Window Isolation — Figure 3

In a through casing approach where full drift access is
available, the simplest and probably most cost

effective solution is to set a wireline bridge plug below

the window. Diversion into the upper lateral is still

possible by running the through casing diverter when

necessary. If shut-off is required in the window
proper, a plug with or without diverter could be landed
in the window.

On the through tubing side, a plug or through tubing

diverter can be landed in the window patch. This is

very attractive where rig intervention is expensive.

2. Through Window Isolation — Figure 4

Through casing, a tubing straddle is a common
solution. With the pre-formed window, a window

patch set via the depth profile of the window can

provide an effective shut-off while maintaining a large

bore through the window. While there would be a

restriction at the window, the option of working

through the window with reasonable size tools may
exist.

Where the through tubing window patch is run, a
through tubing isolation sleeve can be run and landed

in the window patch. This approach builds on the

through tubing systems cost effectiveness.

Risked Cost Effectiveness

Multi-Lateral Wells have in the past been burdened

with an aversion due to past performance of new

systems and significant installation costs. Acceptance

of the has increased due to improvements in:

0 Installation reliability

o Well performance enhanced application

o Selection of cost effective multiple lateral well
designs

This later point is the result of a life cycle approach to
the cost analysis. A team solution involving the

complete operator team including drilling and

completions, production, geology, geophysics and
reservoir along with the service companies involved

with the multilateral installation. The lifecycle cost
analysis requires a present value comparison of the

differences in capital cost and the operating costs for
alternative risked designs. Two extremes can be
envisaged:

1. A completely functional window with a high capital
cost — the Cadillac

2. A low cost, plain window that does not provide full
functionality — the Chevrolet

While the Chevrolet may get from A to B, it may

require a motor rebuild twice as often. Depending on

the type and frequency of entry into a multilateral well,

the operating cost can be very significant to the
overall cost of the well. This discussion so far has

addressed the direct costs and has not addressed the

opportunity cost of lost production due to well down

time or the risk of the loss of a well. The impact of this

cash flow loss can far out weigh the capital increment
of the full blown window.

Emerson et al concluded that through team work, the

well needs can be identified and the requirements

defined. “Once this occurs a fit for purpose well plan is
developed with all the appropriate contingencies

based on the associated risk factors.” Njaeheim et al
concluded that “A minimum six month planning period
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DECLARATION OF ALI DANESHY

1. My name is Ali Daneshy.  I am over the age of twenty-one (21) 

years, of sound mind, and capable of making the statements set forth in this 

Declaration.  I am competent to testify about the matters set forth herein.  All the 

facts and statements contained herein are within my personal knowledge and they 

are, in all things, true and correct.

2. I have been asked by Baker Hughes Incorporated (“Baker 

Hughes”) to submit this declaration in support of its challenge to the validity of 

certain claims of U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505 (“the ’505 Patent”).

I. Education and Experience

3. My curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit 1.

4. I received a Master of Science Degree in Mining Engineering 

from the University of Tehran in 19641, a Master of Science Degree in Mineral 

Engineering (Rock Mechanics) from the University of Minnesota in 1968, and a 

Ph.D. in Mining Engineering (Rock Mechanics) from the University of Missouri-

Rolla in 1969.

                  
1 At that time, the University of Tehran did not offer a bachelor’s degree in 

engineering.
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5. I have more than 45 years of industry experience as a geo-

mechanical engineer primarily in technology and operations of hydraulic 

fracturing.  I began my career with Halliburton Company in 1969 and held 

numerous technology and management positions at Halliburton for the next 29 

years in areas such as well stimulation, geo-mechanics, produced water 

management, software development, fluid mechanics, intelligent completions, 

under-balanced drilling, on-site data acquisition systems, etc.  Each of the 

management positions I held at Halliburton was created as a result of the growth of 

my previous projects. 

6. I started at Halliburton’s Duncan, Oklahoma Research Center in 

1969 as a research engineer performing research related to hydraulic fracturing.  

During this time, I developed a fracture design software named PROP that became 

a widely used fracture design program.  PROP was used thousands of times 

annually to assist operators all over the world in planning and executing successful 

fracturing treatments.

7. In 1972, I was promoted to Group Leader of a new research 

group.  As Group Leader, I led a team of 15-20 engineers in research related to 

hydraulic fracturing and other related fields (e.g., reservoir engineering, fluid 

mechanics).  The success of this research justified greater resources and, in 1975, I 

was promoted to Section Supervisor, where I led a team of 30-50 engineers.  
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During this time, our team focused on several main projects: (1) on-site fracturing 

data acquisition software development, (2) engineering research, (3) computerized 

equipment used in the oil and gas field, (4) reservoir engineering, and (5) hydraulic 

fracturing.

8. The third of these projects was considered by many to be 

revolutionary at the time.  It involved on-site, computerized data acquisition and 

analysis during hydraulic fracturing operations, primarily in oil and gas-bearing 

wells.  The results of this data analysis could be given to the customer at the well 

site.  No other company was performing this service at the time.  In addition to 

these developments, I helped develop curriculum and materials for training 

regarding hydraulic fracturing and stimulation at Halliburton, which were used to 

train engineers primarily in the field.

9. In 1983, I was promoted to Department Manager of Reservoir 

Research and Engineering, and was responsible for the performance of 40-50 

engineers who were in my department.  Much of the research performed by my 

department during this time related to improving the technology of hydraulic 

fracturing, and the use of computer technology, in order to increase production of 

oil and gas wells and the efficiency of fracturing operations.  For example, my 

team developed equipment for automated mixing of fracturing fluids—composed 

of additives and other chemicals—via computer control rather than manually.  
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These developments increased the effectiveness and decreased the cost of 

fracturing treatments.

10. I also worked with Halliburton during this time to advise and 

develop technologies used by oil and gas companies in performing the first 

commercial hydraulic fracturing operations in horizontal wells, including the very 

first—drilled by Maersk Oil in 1987.  In this capacity, I became familiar with the 

pioneering “Perforate, Stimulate, Isolate” (“PSI”) system developed by Baker Oil 

Tools, which reduced the time to create multiple fractures in a single wellbore 

from weeks to days.

11. In 1989, I formed and led Halliburton’s European Research 

Center dedicated to oil and gas operations in the Eastern Hemisphere.  While in 

this capacity, I continued to develop technologies used by Maersk and others to 

improve the production and efficiency of hydraulic fracturing of horizontally 

drilled wells, including those used to overcome logistical challenges.

12. In 1993, I became the Regional Technical Manager for 

Halliburton in Europe and Africa, while I also advised customers in the Middle 

East and Asia Pacific regions.  As Regional Technical Manager, I worked directly 

with operations engineers and personnel to help them implement various 

Halliburton services, including services related to stimulation methods in 

horizontal wells.  Some of my responsibilities included ensuring that new 
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engineers were properly trained and had access to the most up-to-date technology 

and resources, and promoting development of new technologies and methods to 

increase production from oil and gas reservoirs.

13. In 1996, I was promoted to Vice President of Integrated 

Technology Products and moved to Houston, Texas.  While in this capacity, I was 

responsible for integrating leading-edge technologies into the oil and gas services 

business, including underbalanced drilling, multi-lateral wells, advanced data 

management techniques, intelligent completions, water control, and more.

14. I retired from working at Halliburton in 1999, and formed a

private engineering consulting company where I continue to work as a technical 

advisor and consultant to oil and gas companies, and oil and gas services 

companies, throughout the world.  My services include consultations regarding 

production stimulation and hydraulic fracturing of vertical and non-vertical wells, 

well completions, unconventional and low permeability reservoir planning and 

development, and reservoir stimulation.

15. Shortly after retiring from Halliburton, in 2004 I became 

director of the Petroleum Engineering Program at the University of Houston and, 

while in this position, initiated the establishment of an undergraduate petroleum 

engineering curriculum.  I continue to teach as an adjunct professor at the 

University of Houston to this day.  I have also been a guest lecturer on topics 
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related to well completion and fracturing at many universities in the United States 

and abroad, and have served on Ph. D. advisory boards and committees. 

16. During my career, I have authored more than 45 technical 

publications and 15 papers related to technology management and creativity, which 

are listed in my attached curriculum vitae, as well as book chapters, on the subject 

of hydraulic fracturing.  I am also the publisher and co-Editor-in-Chief of a 

quarterly journal called “HFJ” (Hydraulic Fracturing Journal) dedicated entirely to 

the dissemination of the latest hydraulic fracturing technologies.

17. I have also received several awards and served in various 

positions—including multiple chairman positions—on a large number of 

committees and boards related to petroleum engineering.  These positions and 

awards are listed in my curriculum vitae.  Notable positions include Director At 

Large on the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ (“SPE”) Board of Directors, 

including two chair positions, and Chairman of the Journal of Petroleum 

Technology Roundtable.  Notable awards include both the SPE Distinguished 

Member Award and the SPE Distinguished Service Award for contributions to 

hydraulic fracturing, as well as being named a SPE Distinguished Lecturer in 2004.

18. Having the above knowledge and experience, I am well 

qualified to offer the opinions I express in this declaration.
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II. Compensation

19. In consideration for my services, my work on this case is being 

billed to Baker Hughes at an hourly rate of $562.50 per hour, independent of the 

outcome of this proceeding.  I am also being reimbursed for reasonable expenses I 

incur in relation to my services provided for this proceeding.

III. Legal Considerations

20. My understanding of the law is based on information provided 

by counsel for Baker Hughes.

21. I understand that a claimed invention is obvious and, therefore, 

not patentable if the subject matter claimed would have been considered obvious to 

a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time that the invention was made.  I 

understand that there must be some articulated reasoning with some rational 

underpinning to support a conclusion of obviousness.  I further understand that 

exemplary rationales that may support a conclusion of obviousness include:  

(1) simply arranging old elements in a way in which each element performs the 

same function it was known to perform, and the arrangement yields expected 

results, (2) merely substituting one element for another known element in the field, 

and the substitution yields no more than a predictable result, (3) combining 

elements in a way that was “obvious to try” because of a design need or market 

pressure, where there was a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, 
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(4) whether design incentives or other market forces in a field prompted variations 

in a work that were predictable to a person of ordinary skill in the art, and (5) that 

some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior art would have led one of 

ordinary skill in the art to modify the prior art reference or to combine prior art 

references to arrive at the claimed invention, among other rationales.

IV. Task Summary

22. I have been asked to review the challenged U.S. patent: the 

’505 Patent. I have been asked to provide my opinions from the perspective of a 

person of ordinary skill, having knowledge of the relevant art, as of November 19, 

2001, and the opinions stated in this declaration are from that perspective.  The 

qualifications and abilities of such a person are described in paragraphs 43-52

below.  I have also been asked to consider whether any of my opinions would 

change if this date was August 21, 2002 instead of November 19, 2001.  They 

would not.  I am not aware of any developments in that intervening time period 

that would have meaningfully altered how a person of ordinary skill, having

knowledge of the relevant art, would have viewed the issues I address.  

23. In preparing this declaration, I have considered this patent in its

entirety and the general knowledge of those familiar with the field of oil and gas 

completion and stimulation, and specifically systems for completion and 

stimulation, as of November 19, 2001.
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24. I have also reviewed the references in their entirety that form

the basis for Baker Hughes’ challenge to the ’505 Patent, including the 

publications listed in the following table:

Short Title Publication

’505 Patent U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505

Thomson D.W. Thomson, et al., Design and Installation of a Cost-
Effective Completion System for Horizontal Chalk Wells Where 
Multiple Zones Require Acid Stimulation, SPE (Society for 
Petroleum Engineering) 37482 (1997)

Hartley U.S. Patent No. 5,449,039

Ellsworth B. Ellsworth, et al., Production Control of Horizontal Wells in 
a Carbonate Reef Structure, 1999 Canadian Institute of 
Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Horizontal Well Conference

Echols U.S. Patent No. 5,375,662

Brown U.S. Patent 4,018,272 (“Brown”)

Hutchison U.S. Patent No. 4,099,563

Kilgore U.S. Patent No. 6,257,338

Weitz U.S. Patent No. 4,279,306

Lagrone K.W. Lagrone, et al., A New Development in Completion 
Methods, SPE 530-PA (1963)

Eberhard M.J. Eberhard, et al., Current Use of Limited-Entry Hydraulic 
Fracturing in the Codell/Niobrara Formations—DJ Basin, SPE 
(Society for Petroleum Engineering) 29553 (1995)
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V. Field of Technology

25. The ’505 Patent describes a method and apparatus for 

selectively stimulating or treating multiple segments of an oil well using ball-

actuated sleeves to open and close ports through a tubing string.  See ’505 Patent at 

1:16-19, 2:35-3:4.  Stimulation or treatment of a well generally involves injecting 

fluid at sufficiently high pressure into a well to create fractures in the formation, 

which  increase the flow of oil and gas from the formation into the wellbore.

A. Wellbore Construction and Completion

26. A well is formed by drilling a hole into a geological formation 

with oil or gas reserves to form a “wellbore.”  Such wellbores include at least one 

vertical portion descending downward from the earth’s surface, and may include 

one or more horizontal portions that extend outward from the vertical portion to 

maximize the length of the wellbore that is within and able to receive oil and gas 

from an oil-bearing formation.

27. Horizontal drilling became widespread in the 1990s and has 

been one of the primary drivers behind the increased production of oil and gas in 

the United States over the past two decades.  Oil and gas reservoirs (e.g., shale 

plays) are typically found in horizontal strata.  Horizontal drilling allows drillers to 

reduce the footprint of oil and gas field development and increase the length of the 

“pay zone” that is intersected by the wellbore so that the overall production of the 
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well would increase.  Horizontal drilling is particularly useful in shale formations, 

which do not have sufficient permeability to produce economically with a vertical 

well.

28. After a wellbore is formed, it is often lined with pipe or 

“casing” that can help to protect the wellbore from erosion and maintain its 

stability during various well operations, such as when oil and gas is extracted from 

the formation and/or when fluids are injected into the wellbore as described in 

more detail below.  In cased completions, casing (or liner) is cemented—the 

annulus between the casing and the wall of the wellbore is filled with cement—to 

(i) protect the environment and near-surface formations from leakage of reservoir 

fluids, (ii) improve wellbore stability, (iii) control the location of fracture initiation, 

as described below, and (iv) provide greater well serviceability, among other 

benefits.  Casing also provides a smooth, round surface that devices called 

“packers” can seal against to isolate segments of the wellbore, as also described 

below.  After casing is installed in a wellbore, openings through the casing are 

created within hydrocarbon-bearing strata—in a process known in the art as 

“perforating”—to allow oil and/or gas to flow from the formation into the 

wellbore.  See, e.g., ’505 Patent at 1:27-29 (Background of the Invention section).

29. In some applications, a portion of a wellbore in a production 

zone is not cased.  Such an uncased wellbore is often referred to as an “open hole” 
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and, due to the absence of casing, provides direct access to a hydrocarbon-

containing formation.  As explained in the Background of the Invention section of 

the ’505 Patent, the lack of casing “expose[s] porosity and permit[s] unrestricted 

wellbore inflow of petroleum products.”  ’505 Patent at 1:23-27.  At least as early 

as 1999, such “[o]pen hole completions ha[d] been the accepted practice for 

horizontal wells” in at least some areas.  See B. Ellsworth, et al., Production 

Control of Horizontal Wells in a Carbonate Reef Structure, 1999 Canadian 

Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Horizontal Well Conference 

(“Ellsworth”) at p. 1, Abstract; Echols at 1:25-34.  In certain formations, the zone 

might be left entirely bare, or alternatively include some sand-control and/or flow-

control equipment. See, e.g., Echols at 1:25-34.  Unlike cased-hole completions, 

open-hole completions generally do not require perforating of the wellbore wall 

prior to stimulation operations.  Such open-hole completions tend to be popular in 

horizontal wells, in which cemented installations are more expensive and 

technically more difficult.  See Echols at 1:25-34; Ellsworth at 8 (“The goal of cost 

effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with the ability to segment, and 

control production without the need to run and cement liners.”).

30. It is common in both cased and “open hole” completions for a 

small-diameter pipe generally referred to in the art as “production tubing” to be 
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installed or “run” into the well to provide a path for petroleum products to flow to 

the surface.

31. Historically, petroleum products were produced from a 

formation thanks to the formation’s high natural formation pressure and 

permeability.  More recently, when natural formation permeability is not high 

enough, a well may be stimulated to enlarge or create new channels within the 

formation to allow oil and gas to flow through the formation and into the wellbore.  

See ’505 Patent at 1:30-31.

B. Well Stimulation and Treatment

32. A well may be stimulated by pumping a mixture of fluid and 

additives, such as acid, into the wellbore under pressure.  At sufficiently high 

pressures, the stimulation fluid fractures or “fracs” the formation, which forms 

cracks radiating outward from the wellbore into the formation.  In “frac’ing,” the 

stimulation fluid typically includes a “proppant” to “prop” open the cracks.  Sand 

is one type of proppant.  Other proppant types include ceramic particles.  In a 

related technique for well stimulation, which may be referred to in the art as 

“acidizing,” an appropriate acid is pumped into the formation which chemically 

reacts with the formation to create similar conductive channels.

33. A wellbore will typically intersect or cross multiple sections or 

“zones” of a formation.  Not all intersected zones include oil and gas.  See, e.g.,
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Ellsworth at Figures 7 and 11.  Some zones include fluids like water that can be 

problematic if they enter the wellbore.  Ellsworth at 2-3 (“[W]ater or gas 

breakthrough can be a problem for some of these wells. . . . The ability to establish 

long term isolation of segments within the reservoir is key to controlling and 

optimizing production from these horizontal wells.”).  Some zones may be too 

small to justify the expense of attempting to produce oil and gas from the zone.  It 

is therefore often better to isolate the wellbore from these types of undesirable 

zones and stimulate only desirable zones.

34. One example of a stimulation technique that is commonly used 

in horizontal wells with cemented casings is known as “Plug & Perf.”  This 

technique involves pumping down the wellbore a bridge plug and perforating guns 

to a targeted location in the well, typically starting near the bottom or “toe” and 

moving toward the “heel”—where the wellbore transitions from horizontal to 

vertical  The perforating guns are fired to punch small holes in the casing to allow 

fluid communication between the casing and the formation.  The perforating guns 

are then removed from the wellbore, and a ball is pumped down to close the pre-set 

bridge plug.  Once the plug is closed, fracture stimulation fluid (including 

proppant) is pumped into the wellbore, where the plug seals lower portions of the 

well and diverts the fracture fluids through the perforations to create fractures in 

the formation.  After each zone (or stage) is completed, the operation is 
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sequentially repeated up-hole until all desired wellbore zones are fractured.  The 

bridge plugs and balls are then milled to open the wellbore and allow oil and gas to 

flow to the surface.  In this “Plug & Perf” approach, the bridge plugs are used to 

isolate zones within the wellbore.

35. Other approaches use “packers” instead of bridge plugs for 

isolating zones.  Packers are tools that seal around production tubing or liner in the 

wellbore (whether cased or uncased) to direct stimulation fluid into a desired zone 

and prevent its entry into other zones.  A single tubing string can include multiple 

packers as it is run into the wellbore, making it easier to isolate multiple zones at 

once and then stimulate those zones.

36. One example of a system for stimulating or treating zones of a 

formation using packers is described in U.S. Patent No. 4,099,563 (“Hutchison”).  

As shown in Hutchison’s Figures 2 and 4, inset below, Hutchison injects treatment 

fluids through sleeves 20, 21 [blue], each of which includes a seat 44 [purple] that 

is designed to mate with and be sealed by a specific sized ball [green].  Hutchison 

at 3:64-4:59.  The sleeve 20 is opened by “dropping” the correspondingly sized 

ball 48 into the tubing string to seals against seat 44.  Hutchison at 4:49-59.  This 

seal prevents fluid from passing through the seat, and the resulting buildup of fluid 

pressure shifts the lower sleeve 20 down into the open position, as shown in Figure 
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4, to open the port (annular chamber 36) and allow stimulation fluid (steam) to 

flow into the tubing string.  Hutchison at 4:49-59.

37. As shown in Hutchison’s FIG. 1, inset below, upper and lower 

sleeves 20 and 21 are positioned to inject stimulation fluid into corresponding 

Seat (44)
[purple]

Ball (48) [green]

    Sleeve [blue]

Seat (44)
[purple]

Sleeve [blue]
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zones that are isolated with cup-type packers 22, 23, 24, and 25 to isolate zones 

within the formation.  See 

Hutchison at FIG. 1 and 2:51-58.

38. A ball is first 

dropped into the tubing string to 

open lower sleeve 20 [blue] to 

allow stimulation fluid to be 

injected into the lower zone that is 

isolated between packer cups 22 

and 23 [red].  Once the lower zone 

is treated, a larger ball 48 is 

dropped into the tubing string to 

open upper sleeve 21 [blue] 

(which differs from sleeve 20 only 

in that sleeve 21 includes a larger 

diameter seat 44) to allow the 

upper zone between packer cups 

22 and 23 to be treated.  Hutchison 

at 4:60-6:17.  A person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have 

     Sleeve

     Packer

Sleeve     

Packer     

Packer     

Packer     
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recognized that this process can be repeated for any suitable number of zones, 

limited only by the number of different sized balls that can fit into the tubing 

string.  In this way, Hutchison permits zones to be selectively treated one at a time.

39. Halliburton developed another example of this system in the 

late 1990s in which multiple sliding sleeves were isolated between packers that 

could be simultaneously run into the wellbore.  See, e.g., D.W. Thomson, et al.,

Design and Installation of a Cost-Effective Completion System for Horizontal 

Chalk Wells Where Multiple Zones Require Acid Stimulation, SPE (Society for 

Petroleum Engineering) 37482 (1997) (“Thomson”).  Relative to approaches like 

Plug & Perf, described above, Thomson’s ball-actuated, sliding-sleeve “technique 

provided a substantial reduction in the operational time normally required to 

stimulate multiple zones and allowed the stimulations to be precisely targeted 

within the reservoir.”  Thomson at 97, Abstract.

C. Types of Packers

40. While Hutchison used cup-type packers to isolate zones within 

a formation (Hutchison at 2:51-58), other types of packers have also been known 

for many years.  For example, inflatable packers have long been used in both open 

hole and cased completions.  See, e.g., Echols at 1:43-44 (“Inflatable packers are 

preferred for use in sealing an uncased well bore.”); see also ’505 Patent at 1:43-45
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(Background “[I]nflatable packers may be limited with respect to pressure 

capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”).

41. Other alternatives include various “solid body packers.”  Solid 

body packers (SBPs) extrude one or more resilient packing elements outward by 

compressing the packing element(s) along the length of the tubing string, thereby 

causing the packing element(s) to be squeezed radially outward to seal the annulus 

around the tubing string within the wellbore.  As explained in Ellsworth, 

“[a]lthough the expansion ratios for [solid body packers] are [not] as large as for 

inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally drills very close to 

gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these SBP’s.”  Ellsworth at 3.  

In another example, U.S. Patent No. 6,257,338 (“Kilgore”) explains that its 

packers, “sealing devices 30, 32, 34 are representatively and schematically 

illustrated . . . as inflatable packers . . . [o]f course, other types of packers, such as 

production packers settable by pressure, may be utilized for the packers 30, 32, 34 

. . . .”  See Kilgore at 4:35-42.  Many such solid-body packers are hydraulically 

“set” by delivering hydraulic fluid under pressure to a piston that compresses the 

packing element(s).  See, e.g., Ellsworth at 3; Kilgore at 4:35-42.

42. Ellsworth also explains that even though “[h]istorically, 

inflatable packers were used for water shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing,” 

“[m]ore recently, solid body packers (SBP’s) (see Figure 4) have been used to 
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establish open hole isolation.”  Ellsworth at 3.  Ellsworth’s solid body packers 

“provide a mechanical packing element that is hydraulically actuated . . . to 

provide a long-term solution to open hole isolation without the aid of cemented 

liners.”  Ellsworth at 3 (emphasis added).  “Although the expansion ratios for these 

packers are [not] as large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow 

Lake generally drills very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible 

with these SBP’s.”  Ellsworth at 3.  The description of “very close to gauge hole” 

means that the borehole is round instead of oval, and very close in size to the drill 

bit, which characteristics can be achieved in formations that are mechanically 

competent.  Ellsworth illustrates a principle that had been known and applied in the 

industry for decades, that tools—such as solid-body packers used in the historically 

more-prevalent cased holes—can also be used, and often are tried and used 

successfully, in open-hole completions as they have become more common.

VI. A Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art

43. It is my opinion that a person of ordinary skill in the art as of 

November 19, 2001 is a person who earned a bachelor of science degree in 

mechanical, petroleum, or chemical engineering, or similar degree and had at least 

two to three years of experience with downhole completion technologies related to 

fracturing.
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44. Such a person would have been familiar with the options and 

considerations described in Section V above.  Such a person would have further 

understood that certain of these options were better suited to some formation or 

wellbore types than others, and would have known to consider different types of 

completions, tools, and configurations depending on formation or wellbore types 

and characteristics, such as the ones described in Section V above.  Such a person 

would have understood the various stimulation methods, and types and uses of 

packers to perform selective fluid treatment of wellbores—and the use of those 

methods and techniques in combination with or as substitutes for one another.  For 

example, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have appreciated the possibility 

of using acidizing systems to fracture certain carbonate formations, and would 

have recognized how tools and components could function and that certain 

components, such as hydraulically set solid-body packers, may work better under 

certain conditions than other components, such as inflatable packers.

45. Such a person would have usually worked in a team 

environment and, in addition to his or her own skills and experiences and those of 

other team members, would also have had access to (and been trained and 

encouraged to seek out) other technical experts, libraries of tools and systems, 

descriptions, catalogs and technical information relating to well completion 

technology and fracturing.  Such a person would have also routinely accessed, 
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understood, and applied such information in a variety of projects and applications, 

each with its own unique characteristics and challenges, and would have routinely 

consulted with team members (and others outside the team) with diverse 

educational backgrounds and technical experiences to address these unique 

characteristics and challenges.

46. Such a person would have been a person of ordinary creativity 

as well as skill and would have innovated, and interchangeably used systems and 

tools, based on the technology developed for different but related applications.  For 

example, as described in Thomson, persons of ordinary skill in the art developed a 

“multi-stage acid frac tool” for stimulation operations based on a sliding sleeve 

used for circulating operations.  See Thomson at 97 (“key element . . . is a multi-

stage acid frac tool (MSAF) that is similar to a sliding sleeve circulating device 

. . . .”).  In fact, sliding sleeves have been used in many applications of completing 

a wellbore and a person or ordinary skill would have understood their value when 

approaching any new completions-related challenge.  See, e.g., Hutchison (used for 

steam injection);  Thomson (used for stimulation); Weitz (used for washing and 

circulating); Ellsworth at 8 (used for testing); Hartley (used for perforating 

lining/casing or stimulation); Echols (used for setting packers or stimulation).

47. Such a person would have also been familiar with, and 

motivated to select tools and characteristics for completion of a well, based on 
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various considerations related to the economy of a well.  For example, such a 

person would have understood that, all other things being equal, it is more 

expensive to complete a cased well than to complete an open hole well.  This is 

due primarily to the additional cost of the casing and cement, the cost of the 

additional labor to install the casing and cement, and the additional time needed to 

install the casing and cement.  Such a person would therefore have been motivated 

to consider completing a well as an open hole rather than a cased hole, where the 

features of the formation were amenable to open hole completion, in order to 

minimize costs.  See Ellsworth at 8.

48. Further examples of economic considerations include:  the 

amount of time needed to complete a well, the cost and amount of materials and/or 

specialized equipment needed to complete the well, logistical challenges for 

completing the well such as the availability of tools and equipment in the 

geographic area in which the well is located, the success of certain tools and/or 

techniques in the geographic region or in similar types of formations, the 

recoverable volumes of oil/gas in the formation, and the permeability of the 

formation, among others.

49. Such a person would have understood that the amount of 

materials and time needed to complete the well before beginning production can be 

a significant driver of cost, and would have been motivated to minimize these 
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factors as much as possible in order to increase profit.  Thomson, for example, 

explains that its “completion technique substantially reduces operational time 

normally required to stimulate multiple zones, cost savings are realized from the 

time reduction.”  Thomson at 101.  Ellsworth also confirms this with its 

explanation that “[t]he goal of cost effective use of horizontals can be enhanced 

with the ability to segment, and control production without the need to run and 

cement liners.”  Ellsworth at 8.

50. For example, such a person would also have understood and 

appreciated the possibility of using different technologies depending on the 

characteristics of the formation and/or technique for completing the well.  For 

example, Thomson describes the use of two different materials for the balls (used 

to seal and thereby actuate sliding sleeves) in the same stimulation operation to 

account for variations in the pressure required to fracture the formation:  “Phenolic 

plastic or aluminum balls were chosen dependent on the anticipated fracture 

gradient of the zone being treated.”  See Thomson at 100, and 99 (“The 1.3 SG 

phenolic plastic ball was the preferred choice other than for the cases in which the 

expected stimulation pressure necessitated the use of aluminum balls.”).

51. Like the possibility of using different ball materials, a person of 

ordinary skill would have understood and appreciated the possibility and 

advantages of using different types of packers based on the characteristics of a 
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formation—even if those packers were initially designed for a different operation 

(e.g., cased hole versus open hole).  For example, and as explained above, 

Ellsworth explained that even though inflatable packers had “historically” been 

used in open hole completions, solid body packers could successfully be used in 

open holes where a formation was strong enough to form round holes the size of 

the drill bit.  See Ellsworth at 3; see also Kilgore at 3:67-4:4, 4:35-42 (describing 

an isolation and treatment method that “may be performed in wells including both 

cased and uncased portions” using inflatable or “others types of packers such as 

production packers settable by pressure”).  Ellsworth preferred solid body packers 

in appropriate open holes as “a long-term solution to open hole isolation without 

the aid of cemented liners.”  Ellsworth at 3. The Ellsworth reference also 

illustrates that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that 

different combinations of packers could be used in the same wellbore.  See 

Ellsworth at 3 (“When possible, the packers are run in pairs to minimize the chance 

of failure due to setting in a vug [i.e., an irregular portion of the wellbore].”) and at 

7 (open hole and cased hole packers in the same wellbore); see also Thomson at 

98, Figures 3 and 4 (describing use of permanent packer and retrievable packers in 

the same wellbore).

52. The modifications of prior art references discussed below were 

also within the ability of one of ordinary skill, and would have yielded only 
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predictable results.  For example, and as explained below, such combinations 

required no more than rearranging mechanical components and/or adapting their 

size to known applications. In addition, one of ordinary skill would have 

recognized that many tools or components initially designed or used in cased 

wellbores could also be used in open or uncased wellbores in at least some types of

formations.

VII. The ’505 Patent

A. Overview of the ’505 Patent

53. The ’505 Patent is entitled “Method and Apparatus for 

Wellbore Fluid Treatment,” and states that it is directed to “a method and 

apparatus for selective communication to a wellbore for fluid treatment.”  ’505 

Patent at 1:1-2 and 1:16-19.  The Background of the Invention section confirms 

several points that are explained above.  For example, methods of selective fluid 

treatment were well known in the prior art:  “In one previous method, the well is 

isolated in segments” by packers and each segment is thereafter “individually 

treated so that concentrated and controlled fluid treatment can be provided along 

the wellbore.”  ’505 Patent at 1:35-40.  Additionally, “inflatable element packers” 

had certain shortcomings, such as being, “limited with respect to pressure 

capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  ’505 Patent at 

1:38-45.
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54. The ’505 Patent criticized many prior art methods as requiring 

“the tubing string [to be run] into the bore hole with the ports or perforations 

already opened,” which “can hinder the running operation and limit usefulness of 

the tubing string.” ’505 Patent at 2:10-17.  The ’505 Patent therefore indicates that 

its contribution relates to facilitating “running in of a fluid treatment string [“in 

various borehole conditions including open holes, cased holes [and] horizontal 

holes”], the fluid treatment string having ports substantially closed against the 

passage of fluid therethrough but which are openable when desired to permit fluid 

flow into the wellbore.”  ’505 Patent at 2:26-34.

55. The ’505 Patent uses sliding sleeves each actuated by 

correspondingly sized plugs or balls to open the sliding sleeves and stimulate 

adjacent formation zones.  Figure 3a (annotated below) illustrates the sliding 

sleeve 22 in its closed position in which the sliding sleeve covers ports 17.  ’505 

Patent at 9:21-50.  In it, a ball 24 [green] engages a seat 26 [purple] to seal and 

prevent fluid flow through the sleeve.  ’505 Patent at 9:21-50.  This seal causes 

fluid pressure to build up in the wellbore, which eventually breaks shear pins 50 

and moves sleeve 22 to the open position of FIG. 3B in which ports 17 [orange] are 

open.  ’505 Patent at 9:21-50.
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56. Figure 1a of the ’505 Patent (annotated below) illustrates the 

use of such a sliding sleeve in each of multiple ported intervals (16b, 16c, 16d, 

16e), each of which corresponds to a zone isolated between two packers (20b, 20c, 

20d, 20e, 20f).
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FIG. 1a
(annotated)

57. The ’505 Patent explains that its sliding sleeves allow the tool 

string to be installed in the wellbore with the ports of each sliding sleeve closed.  

Specifically, each ported interval 16a-e includes a sliding sleeve 22a-e that 

prevents fluid communication through the ports 17 of each.  ’505 Patent at 6:41-53.
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FIG. 1b
(annotated)

58. Each sliding sleeve has a seat with a different diameter that 

allows the sleeves to be sequentially opened one at a time.  Specifically, “the 

lowest-most sliding sleeve 22e has the smallest diameter D1 seat and accepts the 

smallest sized ball 24e and each sleeve that is progressively closer to the surface 

has a larger seat.” ’505 Patent at 7:19-24.  The ’505 Patent explains that these 

different diameters enable ball 24e to pass through seats 26a-26d and engage the 

seat 26e nearest lower end 14a, sealing seat 26e and shifting sleeve 22e to open the 

corresponding port 17.  ’505 Patent at 7:28-36.  Next, “a [slightly larger] ball 24d 
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is launched, which is sized to pass through all of the seats, including seat 26c 

closer to surface, and to seat in and move sleeve 22d . . . [to] open[] ported interval 

16d and permit[] fluid treatment of the annulus between packers 20d and 20e.”  

’505 Patent at 8:23-28.  “This process of launching progressively larger balls or 

plugs is [then] repeated until all of the zones are treated.”  ’505 Patent at 8:28-30.

59. The ’505 Patent explains that its packers “can be of any desired 

type to seal between the wellbore and the tubing string” (’505 Patent at 3:47-48), 

but are illustrated in FIG. 1a as the “solid body-type.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-38.

FIG. 2
(annotated)
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60. “Packer 20 includes extrudable packing elements 21a, 21b, a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism and a mechanical body lock system 31 

including a locking ratchet arrangement” all of which “are mounted on an inner 

mandrel 32.”  ’505 Patent at 8:42-46.  The “packing elements 21a, 21b are formed 

of elastomer, such as, for example, rubber,” and “can be separated by at least 0.3M 

and preferably 0.8M or more” to “aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open 

hole, as the elements load into one another to provide additional pack-off.”  ’505 

Patent at 8:46-54.

61. The packing elements 21a, 21b are mounted between fixed stop 

rings 34a, 34d and compression rings 34b, 34c (’505 Patent at 8:40-9:8), and are 

extruded outward (and the packer thereby set) by “pressuring up the tubing string.”  

’505 Patent at 8:40-9:15.  This pressure, through port 35, pressurizes “a hydraulic 

chamber defined by first piston 36a and second piston 36b.”  ’505 Patent at 8:58-

61.  “First piston 36a acts against compressing ring 34b to drive compression and, 

therefore, expansion of packing element 21a, while second piston 36b acts against 

compressing ring 34d to drive compression and, therefore, expansion of packing 

element 21b.”  ’505 Patent at 8:61-65.  The ’505 Patent teaches that this type of 

“solid body” packer is “particularly useful, especially for example in an open 

hole.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-40.
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62. The ’505 Patent also describes another configuration with a 

movable sleeve 322 that engages and moves multiple sliding sleeves 325 to open 

ports 317:

FIG. 8
(annotated)

“Sleeve 322 [red] . . . can be moved (arrows S), by fluid pressure created by 

seating of ball 324 [green] therein . . . .”  ’505 Patent at 12:43-46.  “[S]liding 

sleeves 325a, 325b [blue] are each formed to be engaged and moved by sleeve 322 

as it passes through the tubing string.”  ’505 Patent at 12:66-13:2.  In particular, 

“sleeves 325a, 325b are moved by engagement of outwardly biased dogs 351 on 

the sleeve 322 . . . each sleeve 325a, 325b includes a profile 353a, 353b into which 

dogs 351 can releasably engage.”  ’505 Patent at 13:2-6.  “[W]hen sleeve 322 is 

driven through the tubing string, it will engage against each sleeve 325a to move it 

away from its port 317a and against its associated shoulder 327b . . . [and] 

continued application of fluid pressure . . . remove[s] the sleeve from engagement 
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with a first port-associated sleeve 325a, along the tubing string 314 and into 

engagement with the profile 353b of the next-port associated sleeve 325b and so 

on, until sleeve 322 is stopped against shoulder 346.”  ’505 Patent at 13:10-19.

B. Interpretation of Certain Terms Used In the ’505 Patent

63. The term “solid body packer” is used in the ’505 Patent to refer 

to a mechanically or hydraulically set packer including a solid, mechanically 

extrudable packing element, and this is the way in a which a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have understood this term in the context of the ’505 Patent.  

For example, in its Background of the Invention section, the ’505 Patent describes 

that inflatable packers are “limited with respect to pressure capabilities as well as 

durability under high pressure conditions.”  ’505 Patent at 1:35-45.  The ’505 

Patent also states that “[i]n an open hole, preferably, the packers include solid body 

packers including a solid, extrudable packing element and, in some embodiments, 

solid body packers include a plurality of extrudable packing elements.”  ’505 

Patent at 4:4-7.  The ’505 Patent also explains that its “packers are of the solid 

body-type with at least one extrudable packing element that is set hydraulically or 

mechanically.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-40.

64. This is also consistent with how a person of ordinary skill in the 

art would have understood this term outside of the context of the ’505 Patent.  

While the term was not commonly used in the industry as of November 21, 2001, 
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such a person would have understood that the ordinary meaning of the words also 

suggested a packer including a solid, mechanically extrudable packing element 

(which logically would have been mechanically or hydraulically set).

65. One of the relatively few instances of this term being used 

outside the ’505 Patent (and other patents related to the ’505 Patent) is in 

Ellsworth. See Ellsworth at 3.  In Ellsworth, the term “solid body packer” was also 

contrasted relative to inflatable packers.  Ellsworth at 3 (“Although the expansion 

ratios for [solid body packers] are [not] as 

large as for inflatables . . . .”).  Ellsworth 

explains that solid body packers “provide a 

mechanical packing element that is 

hydraulically activated” and references a 

Guiberson/Halliburton Wizard II packer 

(shown to the right) as an example of a solid 

body packer.  A mechanical packing element, 

as implied by Ellsworth, is a solid and 

extrudable element.  Thus, as understood by a 

person or ordinary skill in the art, the term 

“solid body packer” would mean “packer 

including a solid, extrudable packing element.”
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66. I am not familiar with the term “load into one another” outside 

of the ’505 Patent.  The ’505 Patent itself states only that “[t]his arrangement of 

packing elements [in Figure 2] aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open 

borehole, as the elements load into each other to provide additional pack-off.”  

’505 Patent at 8:51-54 and FIG. 2.  In Figure 2, two packing elements 21a, 21b are 

shown “on the same packer body” and subject to the same extruding force 

provided by a piston actuated by hydraulic fluid entering the port 35.  A person of 

ordinary skill in the art, reading these descriptions in the context of the packer 

configuration illustrated in the ’505 Patent, would understand “load into one 

another” as referring to packing elements that are extruded by a common 

mechanical force.

VIII. Analysis of Prior Art to the ’505 Patent

A. Thomson

67. Thomson describes a well completion system that selectively 

treated multiple formation zones one at a time.  Thomson at 97, Abstract.  

Thomson’s Figure 3 illustrates how zonal isolation is “achieved by hydraulic-set 

retrievable packers . . . on each side of a MSAF [multistage acid fracture] tool.” 

Thomson at 97, Abstract.  Thomson’s Figure 3 shows only a single MSAF tool and 

two packers (one permanent and one retrievable).  However, Thomson explains 

that “[u]p to 9 MSAF tools can be run . . . with . . . packers that are positioned on 
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each side.”  Thomson at 97, Abstract; see also Thomson at 100 (“wells with ten 

packers/nine MSAF tools”).  With multiple retrievable packers as described, the 

lower end of Thomson’s tool string would include the components shown below:

68. Thomson’s MSAF tools are “sliding sleeve device[s] that can 

allow communication between the tubing and the annulus once the sleeve is moved 

to the open position.”  Thomson at 98 and FIG. 5 (showing open and closed 

positions).  

1.5” MSAF1.75” MSAF2” MSAF
PLUG/SHEAR 

OUT SUB

PACKER PACKERPACKER
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Figure 5
(annotated)

“[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve, and when the correct size ball 

lands on the ball seat, applied pressure from above moves the sleeve to the 

down/open position.”  Thomson at 98.  “The smallest inside diameter (ID) seat is 

run at the bottom of the completion, and the largest . . . at the top” so that each 

“ball and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower zones.”  

Thomson at 98.  “[T]he smallest ball [was] . . . pumped onto its mating seat in the 

lowest MSAF . . . to move [the sleeve] to the open position, allowing stimulation 

of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing pumped fluids from going to 

any lower zones already stimulated,” and “repeated by pumping increasingly larger 

ball until the zones had been stimulated.”  Thomson at 99.
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69. The “acid frac[ture]s” described by Thomson are designed to, 

and would have been understood by a person of ordinary skill to have increased the 

inflow of petroleum product to the wellbore relative to the inflow of petroleum 

product before the fractures.  Thomson at 96, Abstract.  This is confirmed by 

Thomson’s description of its completion as “successful.”  If the acid frac’ing 

process had not increased inflow of petroleum products (the purpose of frac’ing), it 

would not have been considered a success.

70. Thomson’s Figures 3 and 4 show its packers, which are 

“hydraulic-set” with “no mandrel movement in relation to the slips . . . while 

setting” such that “any number of hydraulic-set packers [can] be set simultaneously 

without requiring expansion devices between the packers . . . .”  Thomson at 98.
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Excerpt of Figure 3
(annotated)

71. Thomson’s Figure 4, annotated below, illustrates a hydraulic 

port extending through the wall of the tubing.  As is described above for the solid 

body packer of the ’505 Patent, Thomson’s hydraulic port enables fluid under 

pressure in the tool string to be communicated to a piston that compresses packing 

elements between a compression ring and a fixed stop ring.  Thomson at 99 

(“pressure was applied down the tubing . . . to set all seven packers 

simultaneously”).
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Excerpt of Figure 4 (Retrievable Configuration)
(annotated)

As the packing elements compress, they extrude outward to fill the annulus 

between the tubing string and the casing to seal against fluid flow past the packer.
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72. A person of ordinary skill in the art would understand, based on 

Thomson’s textual description and illustrations, that Thomson’s packers are non-

inflatable, solid body packers, and that each packer includes multiple packing 

elements.  For example, the packer is illustrated in Figure 3 as having three distinct 

packing elements that are separated by spacer rings.  The use of spacer rings 

between solid packing elements was common for this type of solid-body packer; 

the spacer rings help constrain the packing elements to cause them to extrude in the 

desired manner—in which each packing element extrudes radially outward.  See, 

e.g., U.S. Patent No. 4,279,306 (“Weitz”) at FIGS. 1, 2 and 3:62-65 (illustrating 

use of “ring spacers 25, 35” in a similar manner).  This is also confirmed in 

Thomson’s FIG. 4; even with minimal contrast between the packing elements and 

spacer rings, FIG. 4 shows small changes in the outer profile of the packing 

elements corresponding to the inclusion of spacer rings with a slightly smaller 

outer diameter than the packing elements.

73. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have further 

understood, based on Thomson’s textual description and illustrations, that 

Thomson’s packer mechanically extrudes its solid packing elements by the 

application of hydraulic pressure to a piston.  In addition to Thomson’s description 

of applying hydraulic pressure through the tubing to set the packers, Thomson’s 

FIG. 4 is a partial cross-section of the packer that illustrates a hydraulic port 
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through the tubing string into a hydraulic piston to mechanically extrude the 

packing elements.  Thomson’s explanation that its packers are set without mandrel 

movement is also consistent with its packers being solid-body packers rather than 

inflatable packers, because inflatable packers expand radially outward when 

inflated (meaning that mandrel movement would not have been a consideration 

that would have been addressed).  In contrast, solid body packers that are 

mechanically set rather than hydraulically set are sometimes set via longitudinal 

movements of the tool string within the wellbore.  A person of ordinary skill in the 

art would therefore understand Thomson’s description of its packers, as a whole, to 

indicate that they are hydraulically set, solid-body packers with multiple packing 

elements.

B. Hartley

74. U.S. Patent No. 5,449,039 (“Hartley”) describes a plug that was 

a known alternative to a ball for sealing against a seat to actuate a sliding sleeve in 

a well completion assembly.  In particular, Hartley uses its plug 96 to seal its seat 

94 and shift its sliding sleeve from a closed position to an open position.  See

Hartley at 4:65-5:1, 7:57-8:8, and FIGS. 2-3.  As described above, this is the same 

purpose for which Thomson employs a ball-shaped plug.  As with Thomson, 

Hartley also recognizes that plugs of different diameters can be used to selectively 

actuate sliding sleeves with seats that decrease in size with distance from the 
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wellhead.  Hartley at 5:1-7.  A person of ordinary skill in the art would have 

recognized that Hartley’s plug was thus a straightforward and obvious alternative 

to Thomson’s ball-shaped plugs as of November 19, 2001.  Such a substitution 

would have been a straightforward task for such a person at that time.  A person of 

ordinary skill in the art would have appreciated that any shape of plug that would 

seal and move the sleeve would work in this application, and the combination 

would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that person.  

Specifically, the use of Hartley’s plug in place of Thomson’s ball would have 

resulted in the Thomson system being actuated in the same way as described by 

Thomson, merely using plugs with the shape of Hartley’s plugs rather than 

Thomson’s ball-shaped plugs.

C. Ellsworth

75. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated 

to use Thomson’s system without casing (in an open hole section of wellbore) to 

minimize the time and expense of completing a well.  Ellsworth at 8 (“[C]ost 

effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with ability to segment, and control 

production without the need to run and cement liners.”).  For example, the cost of 

completing a well is often driven by the amount of time and the materials for doing 

so.  As explained in paragraphs 47-49 above, if all other things are equal, the cost 

of cased wells is higher than open wells.  This is because installing casing in the 
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wellbore, and cementing the casing in place, requires more time and materials than 

not doing so.  Ellsworth at 8; see also Thomson at 101.  The primary consideration 

for whether an open hole completion is possible is the structural condition or 

integrity of the well.  As such, in nearly any formation stable enough to complete a 

well without casing, there is an inherent option to consider the possibility of casing 

or not casing the well as reasonable alternatives and, in 2001, the general trend in 

the industry was to default to an open hole completion wherever practical.

D. Echols

76. U.S. Patent No. 5,375,662 (“Echols” discloses a sliding sleeve 

arrangement in which a single ball or plug is used to actuate multiple sliding 

sleeves.  As shown in the excerpts of Figures 7 and 8, annotated below, Echols 

includes a C-ring 52 that is “compressed within the smooth bore 54 of the isolation 

sleeve [26 and] has a sloped shoulder 68 which is coated with a polymeric coating 

. . . [to] define[] a valve seat for receiving and sealing against the drop ball 66.”  

Echols at 5:4-8 and 6:52-54.  “[T]o set the packer, the drop ball 66 is released and 

flowed into sealing engagement with the C-ring 52.”  Echols at 6:14-16.  “The 

hydraulic pressure is increased until the hollow shear screws 74 separate, thus 

opening the setting port [28] and permitting the isolation sleeve 26 to be shifted 

along the smooth bore of the guide tube 36 to the uncovered position as shown in 

FIG. 8.”  Echols at 6:16-22.
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Excerpts of Figures 7 & 8
(annotated)

77. “[H]ydraulic pressure is [then] increased until the shear pins 81 

separate, thus permitting the C-ring 52 and the shear collar 56 to be shifted into . . .

counterbore 58 . . . [and] expand[ed] radially outwardly, thus releasing the drop 

ball 66 and permitting it to be flowed through the setting tool mandrel bore 85 to 

the next seat [C-ring 52 of the next sliding sleeve 26].”  Echols at 6:30-37

(emphasis added).

DROP 
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78. It would have been obvious to use Echols’ tool in the Thomson 

system.  Echols itself teaches that its tool can be used for treatment.  After 

describing its invention as an arrangement for setting packers, Echols explains that 

its sliding sleeve arrangement “may also be used for injecting completion 

chemicals through the exposed port into the annulus surrounding the tubing 

string.”  Echols at 6:45-53.  It would have been obvious to use Echols’s sliding 

sleeve arrangement either (1) in place of, or (2) in combination with, Thomson’s 

sliding sleeve arrangement for at least the following reasons.

79. For example, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have 

been motivated to include multiple ones of Echols’ tool with a 1.5-inch diameter 

seat above Thomson’s 1.5-inch MSAF tool to provide additional injection points 

above Thomson’s 1.5-inch MSAF tool, and to include multiple ones of Echols’s 

tool with a 1.75-inch diameter seat above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool to 

provide additional injection points above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool.  This 

would have been desirable in any of several possible scenarios.  First, the number 

of sliding sleeves that could be actuated by different sized balls would be limited 

by the number of available incremental changes in ball diameter that could fit 

within the wellbore size, for example, limiting the total number of balls to 10-12 in 

the case of ¼” ball size increments and 4 ½” or 5 ½” liners.  In horizontal 

wellbores longer than a certain length, it would have been desirable to include a 
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greater number of fracture initiation points so the fractures would not be too far 

apart.  In this scenario, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to open multiple sleeves with a single ball and, therefore, would have 

been motivated to add the Echols sleeves to Thomson’s system.  In this modified 

Thomson system, the 1.5-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool could be 

actuated by a single 1.5-inch ball, and the 1.75-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.75-

inch MSAF tool could be actuated by a single 1.75-inch ball.  A person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have expected this modified Thomson system to be beneficial 

for treating longer sections or zones of a wellbore to provide additional fractures at 

both the Echols’ tools and the Thomson sleeve to improve production from the 

formation.

80. It was well known that increasing the number of points where 

fractures were initiated in a zone could increase productivity.  Lagrone, for 

example, explains that “[t]o get an effective treatment, it is desirable to treat as 

much of the perforated interval as possible.”  K.W. Lagrone, et al., A New 

Development in Completion Methods, SPE 530-PA (1963) (“Lagrone”) at 1.  A 

person of ordinary skill would have also known that stimulating a relatively larger 

zone, rather than separately treating multiple smaller zones, could reduce the cost 

and time needed to complete a well.  For example, Eberhard explained that when 

fracturing a well, “[o]ne way of reducing cost while improving fracture treatments 
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was to complete both intervals at once.”  M.J. Eberhard, et al., Current Use of 

Limited-Entry Hydraulic Fracturing in the Codell/Niobrara Formations—DJ 

Basin, SPE 29553 (1995).  Using two or more of Echols’ tools in one of 

Thomson’s zones would have been a logical approach to reducing the time and 

cost needed to treat a well with longer zones, while still allowing the tubing string 

to be run into the well with the ports in a closed position to prevent intrusion of 

wellbore fluids, and minimize the risk of issues like premature setting of packers 

that could be caused by such intrusion.  See Thomson at 97 (noting that the tool 

string was into well with the sliding sleeves of its MSAF tools in closed position).

81. Another option available to a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would be to decrease the incremental ball sizes, from ¼” in the initial application 

of MASF to 3/16” or even 1/8”. While this would have allowed creating more 

fractures in the horizontal section, it would still fall within the reasonable and 

obvious extension of the MASF tool. At that point, the decision as to which system 

is preferable would depend on availability of each system, and its cost. The person 

of ordinary skill in the art will also recognize that, even with smaller ball size 

increments, there is a limit to how many well segments can be fractured with a 

system that allows single zone fracture at a time, meaning that even with this 

possibility, a person of ordinary skill would still have had a motivation to add 

Echols’ sleeve to Thomson’s system in at least some wells.
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82. The modified Echols-Thomson system would include the 

Echols sleeve, in which (as annotated in the above excerpts of FIGS. 7 and 8) “the 

drop ball 66 is . . . flowed into sealing engagement with the C-ring 52” or first 

sleeve.  Echols at 6:14-16.  The “first sleeve” or C-ring 52 then engages the 

“sliding sleeve” 26 via shear collar 56 to move the sliding sleeve (26) and open the 

first port 28.  Echols at 6:17-21. Once pins 81 shear, the C-ring 52 and shear collar 

56 then disengage from the sliding sleeve and shift into counterbore 58 to allow the 

ball to continue down the tubing.

83. One example of the modified Thomson system is shown below 

in Figure A:

Figure A
(Thomson-Echols)

E. Brown

84. U.S. Patent 4,018,272 (“Brown”) describes a “retrievable, 

hydraulically set well packer.”  Brown at Abstract.
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Figure 1 Figure 2
(annotated) (annotated)
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85. Brown’s packer is set by applying hydraulic pressure through 

the tubing string.  A packer body or “mandrel 11 is connected to a production 

tubing string T which extends to the well surface.”  Brown at 4:33-37.  “[T]he 

packer 10 is set by the application of fluid pressure through the tubing T to an 

expansion chamber 16 . . . through a mandrel port 17.”  Brown at 4:49-53.  As 

explained in paragraphs 69-71 above, this is the same way that hydraulic pressure 

is applied to set Thomson’s packers.  Specifically, “[s]etting pressure applied to the 

chamber 16 forces an annular piston ring 19 upwardly . . . toward a retaining end 

piece 20 . . . compress[ing] the seals 13 and 14 and mov[ing] them into sealing 

engagement with the casing C,” while “lower cone spreader element 21 [also 

moves] toward an upper cone spreader element 22 . . . [to] wedge the intermediate 

slip elements 15 outwardly into anchoring engagement with the casing C.”  Brown 

at 4:63-5:6.  “The packer is held in the set position illustrated in FIG. 2 by a split, 

annular lock ring 27 which has a wedge shaped cross-section [and] 

[c]ircumferential gripping teeth 28 formed along [its] outer surface of the ring 27 

[that] anchor into a surrounding tubular housing 29 to prevent the attached piston 

ring 19 from returning to its original unset position.”  Brown at 5:26-32, 5:36-44, 

and FIG. 3.

86. Brown’s packer is also released in the same way that 

Thomson’s packer is released.  Specifically, the Brown packer may be “released 
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from its set position by an upward pull exerted on the tubing string T.”  Brown at 

7:9-11.  Brown’s packer could therefore replace Thomson’s retrievable packers 

without changing the function of the overall Thomson system.

87. Thomson and Brown described known alternatives for 

providing isolation of zones in a well completion as of November 19, 2001.  In 

particular, both describe hydraulically-set, solid body packers that are set and 

retrieved in the same way.  Using the Brown packer in the Thomson system would 

have been a straightforward task for a person of ordinary skill at that time, and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person.  That is, the modified Thomson system would have worked in the same 

way as the original Thomson system, with several advantages.

88. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have also recognized 

that Brown’s packer could have offered certain advantages over Thomson’s 

packer.  For example, “[o]nce set, the packer 10 is firmly anchored to the casing C 

to prevent either up or down movement of the packer and attached tubing T.”  

Brown at 5:7-9.  “The dual cone configuration holds the packer in place 

irrespective of the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  

Brown at 5:9-12.  Additionally, “[t]he upper and lower seals 13 and 14 form a seal 

between the mandrel and the casing to prevent fluid flow in the annular area A 
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[and] . . . isolate the slip elements . . . to prevent debris in the annulus from 

accumulating about the slip and cone assembly.”  Brown at 5:12-17.

89. There are a number of additional independent reasons a person 

of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to replace Thomson’s 

retrievable packers with the Brown packers.

90. One reason would have been to include two redundant seals in 

each packer, which would also increase structural stability.  Specifically, Brown’s 

packer includes packing elements that are spaced along the length of its body.  See

Brown at FIGS. 1-2.  As these packing elements are compressed, the packing 

elements 13, 14 and the slips 15 expand radially outward to seal against the 

wellbore and resist movement of the packer and tool string.  Brown at 5:7-9.  The 

inclusion of two packers in a relatively short length increases the likelihood that 

one of them will fully seal against the circumference of the wellbore if, for 

example, one of the two is disposed in a part of the wellbore with a non-circular or 

otherwise irregular shape, such as in open or uncased wellbore.

91. Another reason would have been to provide a seal that is 

independent of any pressure differential across the packer.  For example, Brown 

explains that its “dual cone configuration holds the packer in place irrespective of 

the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  Brown at 5:9-12.  A 

person of ordinary skill in the art would have expected this feature to increase 
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reliability of the packer and make it well—suited to frac’ing of the type described by

Thomson where wellbore zones are pressurized one at a time, which generates

pressure differentials across the packers that isolate the pressurized zone.

92. Another reason would have been to isolate the slip elements

from fluid and debris in the wellbore. Specifically, Brown explains that, because

they are located on opposite sides of slip elements 15, its packing elements 13, 14

“isolate the slip elements and thus function to prevent debris in the annulus from

accumulating about the slip and cone assembly.” Brown at 5:14-l7. A person of

ordinary skill in the art would have expected this feature to protect and keep clean

the shps dtuing use and therefore to increase the xyorking hfe, nfliabihty, and

ability to release the slip elements.

93. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own

knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are

believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code.

/\’fi:‘.7L1___‘rA ‘Li I  
Date

-55-
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Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 312 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.100 et seq., Baker Hughes 

Incorporated and Baker Hughes Oil Field Operations, Inc. (“Petitioners”) request 

inter partes review of U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505 (“the ’505 Patent” – Ex. 1001), 

which issued November 14, 2006.  The Board is authorized to deduct any required 

fees from Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP Deposit Account 50-1212/11508227. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ’505 Patent’s purported invention was a combination of ball-actuated 

sliding sleeves [blue] and multi-element packers [red] for selectively treating or 

“stimulat[ing]” zones in an oil well, such as by “frac’ing” or “acidizing.” 

 

But these systems were known before 2001, the earliest claimed priority date.  

Petitioners’ primary reference, Thomson, described such a system in 1997: 

 

While Thomson’s figure shows one ball-actuated sliding sleeve [blue] (which it 

called a “MSAF tool”), its text is clear that “[u]p to 9 MSAF tools [blue] can be 
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run in the completion with isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set 

retrievable packers [red] that are positioned on each side of a MSAF tool [blue].” 

Patent Owner may attempt to rely on several purported distinctions over the 

prior art during this proceeding—such as the “solid body” nature of its packers, or 

the use of its system in an open (i.e., uncased) hole—but all fail.  Thomson’s 

packers are solid body packers, and reciting the use of Thomson’s system in an 

open hole is not a patentable contribution to the art.  See In re Schreiber, 128 F.3d 

1473, 1477 (Fed. Cir. 1997).  Moreover, systems like Thomson’s were already 

preferred in many uncased wells. 

II. MANDATORY NOTICES 

A. Real Party in Interest (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(1)) 

Baker Hughes Incorporated, Baker Hughes Oil Field Operations, Inc., Pegasi 

Energy Resources Corp., and Pegasi Operating, Inc. are the real parties-in-interest. 

B. Related Matters (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(2)) 

The following matter may affect, or be affected by, a decision in this 

proceeding:  Rapid Completions LLC v. Baker Hughes Incorporated et al., Civil 

Action No. 6:15-cv-724 (E.D. Tex. 2015) (the “Litigation”). 

C. Lead and Back-Up Counsel (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(3)) 

Lead counsel:  Mark T. Garrett (Reg. No. 44,699) 

Back-up counsel:  Eagle H. Robinson (Reg. No. 61,361) 
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D. Service Information (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(4)) 

Email:  mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 

Post:  Mark T. Garrett, Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, 98 San Jacinto 

Boulevard, Suite 1100, Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:  512.474.5201 Fax:  512.536.4598 

Petitioners consent to electronic service. 

III. GROUNDS FOR STANDING 

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(a), Petitioners certify that the ’505 Patent is 

available for inter partes review, and that Petitioners are not barred or estopped 

from requesting an inter partes review challenging the Challenged Claims on the 

grounds identified in this Petition.  The ’505 Patent has not been subject to a 

previous estoppel-based proceeding of the AIA, and Petitioners were served with 

the original complaint in the Litigation within the last 12 months. 

IV. STATEMENT OF PRECISE RELIEF REQUESTED FOR EACH 
CLAIM CHALLENGED 

A. Claims for Which Review Is Requested (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(1)) 

Petitioners request the review and cancellation of claims 1-7, 11, and 14-27 

(the “Challenged Claims”) of the ’505 Patent. 

B. Statutory Grounds of Challenge (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(2)) 

The Challenged Claims should be canceled for the following reasons: 

Ground 1:  Claims 1-7, 11, 14-22, and 24-26 are invalid under § 102(b) 
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based on Thomson (Ex. 1002).  Published in 1997, Thomson is prior art under 

§ 102(b). 

Ground 2:  Claim 15 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Hartley (Ex. 1003).  Issued in 1995, Hartley is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 3:  Claims 23 and 27 are invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson 

(Ex. 1002) and Ellsworth (Ex. 1004).  Published in 1999 (see Ex. 1019 at ¶¶ 1-5 

and 102-110), Ellsworth is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 4:  Claim 11 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Echols (Ex. 1005).  Issued in 1994, Echols is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 5:  Claims 1-7, 11, 14-22, and 24-26 are invalid under § 103(a) 

based on Thomson (Ex. 1002), as in Ground 1, and on Brown (Ex. 1006).  Issued 

in 1977, Brown is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 6:  Claim 15 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Hartley (Ex. 1003) as in Ground 2, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

Ground 7:  Claims 23 and 27 are invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson 

(Ex. 1002) and Ellsworth (Ex. 1004), as in Ground 3, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

Ground 8:  Claim 11 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Echols (Ex. 1005), as in Ground 4, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

As explained below in Section VII.D (Claim Construction), Grounds 2-8 are 

not cumulative because each adds evidence addressing elements that Patent Owner 
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may seek to distinguish with narrow claim constructions. 

V. FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY 

The ’505 Patent describes selectively stimulating or treating segments of an 

oil well using ball-actuated sleeves to open ports in a tubing string.  See, e.g., Ex. 

1001 at 1:16-19, 2:35-3:4; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 53-62. 

A. Drilling an Oil Well 

Drilling a well generally includes drilling a hole to construct a wellbore in a 

geological formation with oil or gas reserves.  The wellbore is normally lined with 

pipe or “casing” to protect the wellbore during production operations.  See Ex. 

1007 at ¶ 28; see also Ex. 1008 at 108.  In some circumstances, however, a 

wellbore may be left uncased (referred to as an “open hole”) to “expose porosity 

and permit unrestricted wellbore inflow of petroleum products.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:23-

27; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 29.  If a wellbore is cased, access to the formation is 

provided by “perforating” or creating openings in the casing to allow oil and/or gas 

to flow from the formation into the wellbore.  Ex. 1001 at 1:27-29. 

While it is sometimes possible for formation fluids such as oil and gas to 

flow up the wellbore when left open or once casing has been perforated, a small-

diameter pipe called “production tubing” is typically run into the well as a conduit 

for petroleum products to flow to the surface.  Ex. 1009 at 147.  Traditionally, oil 

wells relied on natural formation pressure and permeability to flow petroleum 
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products to the surface.  Ex. 1008 at 23.  But when natural flow is insufficient or 

not economical, “well stimulation” techniques are employed to enlarge existing 

channels or create new ones in the formation, thereby increasing permeability to 

help oil and gas flow into the wellbore.  See id. at 162; Ex. 1001 at 1:30-31. 

B. Well Stimulation and Selective Fluid Treatment 

Stimulation typically involves pumping acid or other fluids into a wellbore 

under pressure.  Ex. 1008 at 162; Ex. 1001 at 1:23-25.  If pumped at a high enough 

pressure, the fluid fractures or “fracs” the formation, creating cracks that radiate 

outward from the wellbore.  Id. at 162-163.  These “frac’ing” fluids usually include 

a “proppant,” such as sand, to hold open the cracks.  Id.  Related to frac’ing is acid 

stimulation or “acidizing,” in which acid is pumped into the formation and also 

chemically reacts with the formation to create similar cracks.  Id. at 164. 

A wellbore may cross multiple formation zones, only some of which contain 

desirable petroleum products.  See, e.g., Ex. 1004 at Figures 7 and 11.  Other 

zones, for example, may include water.  Id. at 2-3 (“[W]ater or gas breakthrough 

can be a problem for some of these wells. . . . The ability to establish long term 

isolation of segments within the reservoir is key to controlling and optimizing 

production from these horizontal wells.”).  As such, it is often desirable to isolate 

and stimulate only certain zones within a formation with tools called “packers” 

which seal the annulus around the production tubing in the wellbore to direct the 
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fluid into the formation zone and protect tubing above and below the zone from 

produced fluids, which are often corrosive.  See Ex. 1009 at 148. 

Once packers are deployed in 

the wellbore and set to seal around the 

production tubing to isolate the 

desired zones, fluid may be pumped 

into the isolated zones for stimulation.  

Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 31-39.  One example 

of such a completion is described in 

Hutchison (Ex. 1010), which was 

cited during prosecution of the ’505 

Patent.  As annotated in Figure 1, 

Hutchison’s tubing string 19 includes 

a series of sliding sleeve flow control 

devices 20 and 21[blue] to inject 

treatment fluids into zones isolated by 

cup-type packers 22, 23, 24, and 25 

[red].  Ex. 1010 at 2:51-58. 

As further annotated in Figures 

2 and 4 below, the lower sleeve 20 [blue] has a seat 44 [purple] that is sized to be 

     Sleeve 

     Packer 

Sleeve       

Packer       

Packer       

Packer       
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sealed by a ball 48 [green].  Id. at 3:64-4:59.  Upper sleeve 21 [blue], in turn, is 

sized to mate with a larger ball.  Id. at 4:60-5:5. 

 

To open the lower sleeve 20, the ball 48 [green] is “dropped” into the tubing string, 

passes through the upper sleeve 21, and seals against seat 44 of the lower sleeve 

Seat (44) 
[purple] 

Ball (48) [green] 

    Sleeve [blue] 

Seat (44) 
[purple] 

Sleeve [blue]  
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20.  Id. at 4:49-59.  This seal prevents fluid from passing through the seat, and 

increasing pressure shifts the lower sleeve 20 down to open the port (annular 

chamber 36) and allow fluid to flow from the tubing string into the annulus.  Id. 

After treating the zone between packers 22 and 23, a larger ball is dropped to 

seal the larger seat of upper sleeve 21 (otherwise the same as lower sleeve 20), and 

the process is repeated to treat the upper zone between packers 24 and 25.  Id. at 

4:60-6:17.  Hutchison thus enables individual treatment of each zone. 

C. Packers 

While Hutchison employed cup-type packers for isolation of zones (id. at 

2:51-58), various other types of packers were also known.  Inflatable packers, for 

example, were often used in uncased or open wells.  See, e.g., Ex. 1005 at 1:43-44 

(“Inflatable packers are preferred for use in sealing an uncased well bore.”); see 

also Ex. 1001 at 1:43-45 (“[I]nflatable packers may be limited with respect to 

pressure capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”).  It was 

also known that solid body packers—which compress and extrude outward one or 

more resilient packing elements—could successfully provide effective isolation in 

open holes that were drilled in the right way and/or through the right formation.  

See Ex. 1004 at 3 (“Although the expansion ratios for [solid body packers] are 

[not] as large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally 

drills very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these 
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SBP’s.”); see also Ex. 1011 at 4:35-42 (“[S]ealing devices 30, 32, 34 are 

representatively and schematically illustrated . . . as inflatable packers . . . [o]f 

course, other types of packers, such as production packers settable by pressure, 

may be utilized for the packers 30, 32, 34 . . . .”).  These solid-body packers were 

often hydraulically “set” via the application of hydraulic pressure to a piston to 

compress the packing element(s).  See, e.g., id.; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41. 

VI. LEVEL OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART 

A person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the ’505 Patent as of 

November 19, 20011—the earliest priority date claimed by the ’505 Patent—would 

have had at least a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical, petroleum, or 

chemical engineering and at least 2-3 years of experience with downhole 

completion technologies related to fracturing.  See id. at ¶ 43.  This level of 

ordinary skill is also evidenced by prior art and the ’505 Patent itself.  See id. at 

¶¶ 44-52; Chore-Time Equip., Inc. v. Cumberland Corp., 713 F.2d 774, 779 (Fed. 

Cir. 1983); Okajima v. Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001).  Here, the 

prior art described in Section V above demonstrates that a person of ordinary skill 

would have been familiar with various completion systems and stimulation 

                                                 
1 All statements in this Petition about the knowledge and skills of, and what would 

have been obvious to, a POSITA are offered from this perspective as of this date, 

and would be no different as of August 21, 2002.  See Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43-52. 
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techniques.  See Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 44-52. 

A POSITA also would have recognized that cup-type and inflatable packers 

were not always preferable and, in at least some circumstances, hydraulically set 

solid body packers would be preferable in cased and open hole wells.  See, e.g., id. 

¶ 41-42, 51; see also Ex. 1004 at 3 (“Historically, inflatable packers were used for 

water shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing.  More recently, solid body packer 

(SBP’s) (see FIG. 4) have been used to establish open hole isolation.”); Ex. 1011 at 

3:67-4:4 (“[T]he [selective isolation and treatment] method 10 may be performed 

in wells including both cased and uncased portions, and vertical, inclined and 

horizontal portions . . . .”); see also Ex. 1001 at 1:43-45.  A POSITA would have 

also recognized that many tools initially designed or used with casing could also be 

used in uncased wellbores in at least some formations.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 46-52. 

Patent Owner agrees.  In a continuation of the ’505 Patent, Patent Owner 

submitted in an IDS a declaration of its own expert witness from Patent Owner’s 

litigation against Halliburton.  Ex. 1012, 11/27/2009 IDS, at Doc. KKKKK, First 

Supplemental Expert Report of Kevin Trahan.  In it, Patent Owner’s expert 

explained that “hard rock formations, once drilled, typically provide a circular 

cross section conduit, just as a cased hole does.  In these types of hard formations a 

tool that was designed for use in cased hole may be used in open hole.”  Id. at 27. 

Mr. Trahan further explained that “many tools, including anchoring 
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mechanisms and packing elements, that were initially designed for cased hole, with 

no contemplation of being used in open hole, have been used in open hole 

successfully.”  Id.  An earlier affidavit of Mr. Trahan also explained that: “Packing 

Elements of many different configurations have been used in cased hole as well as 

open hole.”  Id. at 18.  Due to imperfections in uncased wellbores, “the longer the 

packing element, the more opportunity there is that some section of the packing 

element will be located over a portion of the wellbore that has continuity” and that 

“[a]nother idea used in the industry for increasing reliability of packers in open 

hole is redundancy . . . .”  Id. at 18-19.  In particular, “[i]f more packing elements 

are employed there is a greater opportunity for at least one of the packing elements 

to seal in a portion of the borehole that has continuity.”  Id. at 19.  Mr. Trahan 

explained that it “[was] not a new, unique, or innovative concept to use this 

approach for sealing in open hole” because “[r]edundant packers have been used 

on many occasions to increase reliability in open hole applications.”  Id.; see also 

Ex. 1004 at 3 (“When possible, the packers are run in pairs to minimize the chance 

of failure due to setting in a vug [a type of void.]”). 

VII. THE ’505 PATENT 

The ’505 Patent is entitled “Method and Apparatus for Wellbore Fluid 

Treatment,” and discloses “a method and apparatus for selective communication to 

a wellbore for fluid treatment.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:1-2 and 1:16-19. 
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A. Admitted Prior Art and Perceived Shortcomings 

As the BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION section reflects, methods of 

selective fluid treatment were well known in the prior art:  “In one previous 

method, the well is isolated in segments” by packers and each segment is thereafter 

“individually treated so that concentrated and controlled fluid treatment can be 

provided along the wellbore.”  Id. at 1:35-38. 

The ’505 Patent asserts that “inflatable element packers” were often used in 

this previous method, and criticizes such packers as “limited with respect to 

pressure capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  Id. at 

1:38-45.  The ’505 Patent also asserts that this previous method was “expensive 

and time consuming” because the packers must generally “be moved after each 

treatment if it is desired to isolate other segments of the well for treatment” and 

because stimulation pumping equipment is required “to be at the well site for long 

periods of time or for multiple visits.”  Id. at 1:45-52. 

B. The ’505 Patent’s Asserted Improvement to the Prior Art 

To address these perceived shortcomings, the ’505 Patent provides “for the 

running in of a fluid treatment string, the fluid treatment string having ports 

substantially closed against the passage of fluid therethrough but which are 

openable when desired to permit fluid flow into the wellbore.”  Id. at 2:26-31.  The 

’505 Patent notes that such a method may be “used in various borehole conditions 
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including open holes, cased holes [and] horizontal holes . . . .”  Id. at 2:31-35. 

As annotated in Figure 1a below, the ’505 Patent depicts a wellbore 12 

drilled through a formation 10 and a tubing string assembly run in the wellbore.  

Id. at 6:8-16.  The borehole is not cased.  See id. at 10:34-38. 

 
FIG. 1a 

(annotated) 

The tubing string 14 includes ports 17 [blue] in each of multiple ported intervals 

16a-e, which are “opened through the tubing string wall to permit access between 

the tubing string inner bore 18 and the wellbore.”  Id. at 6:13-16.  Ported intervals 

16a-e are separated by packers 20a-f [red] to divide the formation into zones for 

fluid treatment through ports 17 and thereby prevent treatment fluids from entering 
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a different formation segment once outside the tubing string.  Id. at 6:17-32. 

When the tubing string is run into the wellbore, ported intervals 16a-e are 

covered by sliding sleeves 22a-e [blue], annotated below in Figure 1b, to prevent 

fluid from passing through ports 17.  Id. at 6:41-53.  To open sliding sleeves 22a-e 

and permit flow through ports 17, a ball or plug 24 is “dropped” into the tubing 

string and is carried to a corresponding sleeve 22, where the ball or plug engages 

and seals against a seat 26 in the sleeve.  Id. at 6:62-7:36. 

 
FIG. 1b 

(annotated) 

Increasing pressure against the ball/seat moves sleeve 22 [blue] to open ports 17 

[orange], shown below.  Id.  To open one sleeve at a time, the seat of each sleeve 
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has a different diameter.  “[T]he lowest-most sliding sleeve 22e has the smallest 

diameter D1 seat and accepts the smallest sized ball 24e and each sleeve that is 

progressively closer to the surface has a larger seat.”  Id. at 7:19-24.  Thus, ball 24e 

passes through the upper seats to engage seat 26e nearest lower end 14a.  Once ball 

24e seals seat 26e, sleeve 22e shifts to open port 17.  The next largest ball 24d is 

then dropped into the tubing to open sleeve 22d, and so on, to treat the rest of the 

zones.  Id. at 8:10-35. 

 
In particular, Figure 3a shows the sliding sleeve 22 in its closed position covering 

ports 17.  Id. at 9:21-50.  Ball 24 [green] engages seat 26 [purple] to seal against 

fluid flow through the sleeve [blue], and increasing pressure eventually moves 

sleeve 22 [blue] to open ports 17 [orange], as shown in Figure 3b.  Id. 
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The ’505 Patent teaches that packers 20 “can be of any desired type to seal 

between the wellbore and the tubing string.”  Id. at 3:47-48.  In its embodiment of 

Figure 1a, however, the packers are of the “solid body-type.”  Id. at 6:33-38.  

Packer 20 includes two packing elements 21a and 21b “formed of elastomer” like 

rubber, which may be set hydraulically or by “mechanical forces.”  Id.  The 

packing elements 21a, 21b “can be separated by at least 0.3M and preferably 0.8M 

or more” to “aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open hole, as the elements 

load into one another to provide additional pack-off.”  Id. at 49-54. 

 
FIG. 2 

(annotated) 
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Elements 21a, 21b are mounted between fixed stop rings 34a, 34c and 

compression rings 34b, 34d, respectively.  Id. at 8:40-9:8.  The packer is set by 

“pressuring up the tubing string” such that fluid flows through port 35 and “acts 

against pistons 36a, 36b” to drive apart the compression rings and thus compresses 

the packing elements 21a, 21b to extrude them outwardly.  Id. at 8:40-9:15.  Once 

expanded, the “body locking system 31” prevents the packing elements from 

retracting (id.) unless an operator “pull[s] up” on the tubing string to “release [the] 

shears 38” that prevent stop ring 34a from moving.  Id. at 9:16-20. 

The ’505 Patent teaches that this type of “solid body” packer is “particularly 

useful, especially for example in an open hole.”  Id. at 6:33-40.  However, as 

described above, a POSITA would have already been familiar with the use of solid 

body-type packers with multiple elements for zone isolation during stimulation 

operations rather than inflatable packers, even in open holes.  See Section VI; Ex. 

1004 at 3 (explaining successful isolation provided by solid body packers with 

multiple elements, individually or in tandem, in open hole stimulation operations). 

As annotated below, Figure 8 shows an alternate embodiment in which a 

[red] port-opening sleeve 322 engages and moves multiple [blue] port-closure 

sleeves 325 to open ports 317 [orange].  Specifically, “each [port-closure] sleeve 

325a, 325b includes a profile 353a, 353b into which [outwardly biased] dogs 351 

[of port-opening sleeve 322] can releasably engage.”  Id. at 13:2-6.  This allows the 
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[red] port-opening sleeve 322 to “be moved (arrows S), by fluid pressure created 

by seating of ball 324 [green] therein . . . .”  Id. at 12:43-46. 

 
FIG. 8 

(annotated) 

“[S]leeve 322 is driven . . . [to] engage against each [port-closure] sleeve 325a to 

move it away from its port 317a and against its associated shoulder 327b.”  Id. at 

13:10-19.  Continued fluid pressure collapses dogs 351 to drive the [red] port-

opening sleeve 322 out of “engagement with a first port-[closure] sleeve 325a, . . . 

into engagement with . . . the next port-[closure] sleeve 325b and so on, until [the 

port opening] sleeve 322 is stopped against shoulder 346.”  Id. at 13:10-19. 

C. Prosecution History 

In a preliminary amendment, Patent Owner argued that the packers in 

Hutchison (Ex. 1010) “are all shown and described as single packer cups.”  

Ex. 1013, 04/13/2005 Preliminary Amendment at 53; see also Ex. 1010 at FIG. 1 

and 2:56-58 (“sets of packer cup assemblies 22-23 and 24-25”).  Patent Owner 
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added that “Hutchison neither discloses or suggests that any of these packers 

should be a solid body packer including multiple packing elements.”  Ex. 1013 at 

53.  Despite these remarks, the Examiner rejected a number of claims as 

anticipated by Hutchison, but indicated that several dependent claims would be 

allowable if rewritten in independent form.  Ex. 1013, 09/22/2005 Office Action at 

65-66.  In making this rejection, the Examiner equated Hutchison’s ball 48 to both 

a “plug” and a “ball” as recited in the claims.  Id. at 67 (addressing original claims 

10-12). 

Patent Owner responded by amending the existing independent claims and 

adding a new independent claim to include this allowable subject matter.  

Specifically, independent claim 1 was amended to recite “a hydraulically actuated 

setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and third packers to act on 

fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from within the apparatus.”  Id., 

03/22/2006 Response at 78.  Independent claim 19 (then 16) was similarly 

amended to recite “setting the packers by hydraulically driving a piston to 

compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 

second and third packers.”  Id. at 80-81.  Finally, independent claim 24 (then 28) 

was added to include, instead of the feature added to claim 19, “setting the packers 

by driving at least one of the first, second and third packers such that the multiple 

packing elements load into one another.”  Id. at 82-83.  The claims were then 
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allowed.  Id. at 89-91. 

D. Claim Construction (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(3)) 

In an inter partes review, a claim in an unexpired patent is given the 

“broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of the patent in 

which it appears.”  37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b).2  Petitioners therefore request that the 

claim terms be given their broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI), as understood 

by one of ordinary skill in the art and consistent with the disclosure. 

1. “packing element” (claims 1, 5-7, 17-19, 21-22, 24, 26) 

The ’505 Patent does not define “packing element,” but depicts two single-

piece packing elements 21a, 21b that are spaced apart and compressed by separate 

sets of rings.  Ex. 1001 at 6:35-38 and FIG. 2.  Petitioners do not believe a 

construction is necessary, and note that the ’505 Patent does not limit a packing 

                                                 
2 District courts apply other standards of proof and claim interpretation.  Any 

construction or application (implicit or explicit) of the claims in this Petition are 

specific to the BRI standard.  Petitioners reserve the right to revise or depart from 

its construction or application of the Challenged Claims under any other standard.  

Additionally, while Petitioners do not currently believe the application of the 

Phillips standard would change the correspondence of the ’505 Patent claims to the 

prior art relied upon in this Petition, the Supreme Court recently granted certiorari 

to consider the BRI standard in Cuozzo Speed Techs, LLC v. Lee. 
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element to a single piece or to pieces that are separated by some minimum 

distance.  Grounds 1-4 fall within what is believed to be the BRI of “packing 

element,” and Grounds 5-8 include a structure that also falls within any potentially 

narrower construction in which packing elements are separated by a minimum 

distance or are otherwise compressed by independent structures. 

2. “solid body packer” (claims 1, 19, 24) 

The BRI of “solid body packer” is “a mechanically or hydraulically set 

packer including a solid, mechanically extrudable packing element.”  In U.S. 

Provisional Application No. 60/404,783, to which the ’505 Patent claims priority, 

Patent Owner stated that “[a] solid body packer is defined as a tool to create a seal 

between tubing and casing or the borehole wall using a packing element which is 

mechanically extruded, using either mechanically or hydraulically applied force.”  

Ex. 1014 at 9 (emphasis added).  While not repeated in the ’505 Patent, the ’505 

Patent’s disclosure is consistent.  For example, the Background section 

distinguishes inflatable packers as “limited with respect to pressure capabilities as 

well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:35-45.  The ’505 

Patent thus teaches that “[i]n an open hole, preferably, the packers include solid 

body packers including a solid, extrudable packing element and, in some 

embodiments, solid body packers include a plurality of extrudable packing 

elements.”  Ex. 1001 at 4:4-7; see also 6:33-40 (“The packers are of the solid 
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body-type with at least one extrudable packing element . . . .”).  This is also 

consistent with the understanding of a POSITA.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 63-65. 

3. “sleeve shifting means” (claims 1, 19, 24) 

Claims 1, 19, and 24 each recite a “shifting means for moving the second 

sleeve from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, the 

means for moving the second sleeve selected to create a seal in the tubing string 

against fluid flow past the second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.”  

This “means for” language is governed by pre-AIA Section 112, sixth paragraph.  

The claimed function is moving the second sleeve from the closed position to the 

position permitting fluid flow and creating a seal in the tubing string against fluid 

flow past the second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.  The only 

structures the Specification describes as performing this function is a seat on the 

interior of the sleeve, a ball/plug adapted to seal against the seat, and pressurized 

fluid.  Ex. 1001 at 6:62-7:15 and FIG. 1b (pressurized fluid drives sleeve 22e via 

ball 24e sealing against integral seat 26e thereof), and 9:40-46 and FIGs. 3a-3b 

(same with ball 24 and integral seat 26 of sleeve 22).  This is also true of the other 

embodiments in which a port-opening sleeve is shifted to shear caps or move a 

sliding sleeve.  See, e.g., id. at 12:21-26 and FIG. 7, and 12:43-46 and FIG. 8.  The 

corresponding structure of the “sleeve shifting means” should thus be construed 

as a seat, a ball or plug sized to seal against the seat, and pressurized fluid. 
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4. “has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve . . .” (claim 11) 

Claim 11 adds to the apparatus of claim 1 that a sliding sleeve is mounted 

over the first port and, “in the position permitting fluid flow, the first sleeve has 

engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.” 

The phrase “has engaged and moved” is in present perfect tense, which 

conveys that the actions described have just been completed at the time of 

speaking.  Ex. 1015 at 3 (“present perfect . . . of, relating to, or constituting a verb 

tense that is traditionally formed in English with have and that expresses action or 

state completed at the time of speaking” (second emphasis added)).  The verb 

“has” necessarily modifies both “engaged” and “moved” in this phrase; otherwise, 

the first sleeve would nonsensically be required to move while in its open position 

(if “has engaged and” is omitted, the phrase becomes “a position permitting fluid 

flow . . . wherein the first sleeve . . . moved the sliding sleeve away from the first 

port”).  The claim language, and logic, therefore requires “engaged” and “moved” 

to have occurred in a linked fashion. 

As a result, the BRI of “has engaged and moved” requires a process of two 

events that are temporally linked:  the physical relationship between the first sleeve 

and the sliding sleeve changes to one of engagement, and the first sleeve moves the 

sliding sleeve.  Before this process begins, the first sleeve must have neither moved 

nor engaged the sliding sleeve.  Addressing the BRI of this phrase is necessary 
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because assertions in the Litigation have required Petitioners to assert that this 

claim limitation is met by Thomson, in which a seat (alleged in the Litigation to be 

the first sleeve) is fixed within a sliding sleeve by threads, meaning that the two are 

and were engaged independently of any movement. 

The proposed BRI is correct for several reasons.  A first sleeve that moves to 

an open port position in which the first sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding 

sleeve is, logically, a first sleeve that had not engaged the sliding sleeve prior to 

moving it to the open position.  See Garmin Int’l, Inc. v. Cuozzo Speed Techs. LLC, 

IPR2012-00001, slip op. at 12 (Paper 59) (PTAB Nov. 13, 2013).  Otherwise, the 

verb “has” lacks any meaning.  The BRI also naturally aligns with the description 

in the Specification.  See id.  For example, as reflected in annotated FIG. 8 (above), 

[orange] ports 317a are covered by a [blue] port-closure sleeve (325)—which 

corresponds to the claimed closed port position—and the [red] port-opening sleeve 

(322, red) has not engaged nor moved the sliding sleeve (325).  As it moves in 

direction S, the [red] port-opening sleeve (322) first engages the [blue] port-

closure sleeve (325) via dogs 351, and only then moves the [blue] port-closure 

sleeve (325).  Id. at 12:32-39 and 12:52-62; see also id. at 3:28-31. 

The Specification also uses “has engaged” to describe the location of another 

embodiment’s sliding sleeve in the closed and open positions for cap-covered 

ports.  See id. at 3:17-22; Ex. 1013 at 27 (original claims 3 and 4).  As shown in 
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Figure 7, sleeve 222 is not in engagement with caps 223 covering the ports 217.  

See Ex. 1001 at FIG. 7; 11:65-12:26.  Only after sleeve 222 moves in direction S 

does it engage and shear off a cap 223 to open a port 217.  See id. at 12:10-22. 

5. “plug” (claim 15) 

Claim 15 recites that the sealing device of claim 1 is a plug.  The ’505 Patent 

discloses that “[t]he sealing device can be, for example, a plug or a ball.”  Id. at 

3:1-3.  While “plug” need not be formally construed, it is worth noting that the 

’505 Patent does not define this term in a way that necessarily excludes a ball.  

This is also consistent with the Examiner’s interpretation during prosecution, in 

which the ball 48 of Hutchison (Ex. 1010) was equated to both a “plug” and a 

“ball.”  Ex. 1013 at 67 (addressing original claims 10-12). 

6. “load into one another” (claims 22, 24) 

“Load into one another” refers to packing elements that are extruded by a 

common mechanical force.  Claims 22 and 24 each recite variations of setting a 

packer by driving a piston to cause multiple packing elements to “load into one 

another.”  The only guidance offered by the ’505 Patent is that the “arrangement of 

[its] packing elements aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open borehole, 

as the elements load into each other to provide additional pack-off.”  Id. at 8:51-

54 and FIG. 2 (emphasis added); see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 66.  This assembly includes 

two “solid, extrudable packing elements” that are spaced apart and not in contact 
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with each other, but are still simultaneously extruded by a common mechanical 

force imparted via pistons expanded by hydraulic pressure.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 60, 66. 

VIII. REASONS FOR THE RELIEF REQUESTED UNDER 37 C.F.R. 
§§ 42.22(a)(2) AND 42.104(b)(4) 

A. Ground 1 – Anticipation by Thomson 

Thomson describes a successful well completion for selectively treating 

multiple formation zones.  Ex. 1002 at 97, Abstract.  
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As annotated in Figure 3 above, isolation of each zone is “achieved by 

hydraulic-set retrievable packers . . . on each side of a MSAF [multistage acid 

fracture] tool.”  Id.  While Figure 3 shows one MSAF tool and two packers, “[u]p 

to 9 MSAF tools can be run . . . with . . . packers . . . on each side.”  Id. at 97, 

Abstract; see also id. at 100.  The lower end of such a tool string is shown below: 

 

Modified Figure 3 
(annotated) 

Each MSAF tool is “a sliding sleeve device that can allow communication 

between the tubing and the annulus once the sleeve is moved to the open position.”  

Id. at 98.  Figure 5 (annotated below) shows the MSAF tool sleeve in both open 

and closed positions.  “[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve, and 

when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied pressure from above 

moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”  Id.  “The smallest inside diameter 

(ID) seat is run at the bottom of the completion, and the largest . . . at the top” so 

that each “ball and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower 

zones.”  Id. 
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Figure 5 

(annotated) 

To treat the formation, “the smallest ball [is] lubricated into the completion 

and pumped on to its mating seat in the lowest MSAF . . . [such that] over-pressure 

sheared the preset shear pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the open position, 

allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing pumped 

fluids from going to any lower zones already stimulated,” and “repeated by 

pumping increasingly larger ball until the zones had been stimulated.”  Id. at 99. 

1. Thomson anticipates independent claim 1 

Claim element 1[p]:  “[a]n apparatus for fluid treatment of a borehole.”  

This “system . . . allows acid stimulation of up to 10 different zones . . . . [for] the 

most cost-efficient treatments possible.”  Id. at 97, Summary (emphasis added). 

Claim element 1[a]:  “a tubing string having a long axis.”  As annotated 

in Figure 3 above, Thomson’s tubing string has a long axis. 
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Claim element 1[b]:  “a first port opened through the wall of the tubing 

string.”  Thomson’s system has nine MSAF tools.  Id. at 97, Summary (“9 MSAF 

tools can be run in the completion”), Table 1 (ball/seat sizes for 10-zones, 9 MSAF 

tools).  As annotated in Figure 5 above, each MSAF tool has a port opened through 

the wall of its mandrel.  Id. at 99 (“sleeve to move to the open position, allowing 

stimulation . . . through the MSAF tool”).  As annotated in Modified Figure 3 

above, in the 10-zone system, the port of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool (1.75-inch ball) 

corresponds to the first port.3 

Claim element 1[c]:  “a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 

string.”  The port of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool corresponds to the second port. 

Claim element 1[d]:  “the second port offset from the first port along the 

long axis of the tubing string.”  Thomson teaches that its MSAF tools, and their 

respective ports, are spaced or offset from each other along the long axis of the 

tubing string.  Id. at 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be run in the 

completion with isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set retrievable 

packers that are positioned on each side of an MSAF tool.”).  The first and second 

ports identified above are necessarily offset because a packer is between them. 
                                                 
3 The claims recite only two ports/sleeves, while Thomson describes nine MSAF 

tools.  The Petition explains how Thomson’s two lowermost MSAF tools map to 

the claims, but any two of the MSAF tools would meet these claim limitations. 
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Claim element 1[e]:  “a first packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from the first 

port along the long axis of the tubing string.”  Thomson’s completion system 

includes packers on either side of each MSAF tool to seal about the tubing string.  

Id. at 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be run in the completion with 

isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set retrievable packers that are 

positioned on each side of an MSAF tool.”); 99 (“spaced out . . . to isolate the 

zones”); Figure 3 (showing 7-in. RETRIEVABLE PACKER “1 REQ[UIRED] 

PER ZONE”); Table 1 (ball/seat sizes for 10-zone system with 9 MSAF tools); 100 

(“wells . . . completed without incident.”).  The packer between, and thus offset 

from, the 2-inch and 1.75-inch MSAF tools corresponds to the first packer. 

Claim element 1[f]:  “a second packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the first port 

and the second port along the long axis of the tubing string.”  As annotated in 

Modified Figure 3 above, the packer between the 1.75-inch MSAF tool (including 

the first port) and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool (including the second port) corresponds 

to the second packer.  See also claim element 1[e]. 

Claim element 1[g]:  “a third packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from the 

second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a side of the second 
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port opposite the second packer.”  As annotated in Modified Figure 3 above, the 

packer between the 1.5-inch MSAF tool and the “cycle plug/shear out sub,” which 

packer is on an opposite side of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool than the second packer, 

corresponds to the third packer.  See also claim element 1[e]. 

Claim element 1[h]:  “at least one of the first, second and third packer 

being a solid body packer each including multiple packing elements and a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and 

third packers to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 

within the apparatus.”  As depicted in the enlarged excerpts of Figures 3 and 4 

below, Thomson’s retrievable packer is a non-inflatable one.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 70-73. 

 
Excerpt of Figure 3 

(annotated) 
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hydraulic-set packers [can] be set simultaneously without requiring expansion 

devices between the packers . . . .”  Ex. 1002 at 98. 

 
Excerpt of Figure 4 (Retrievable Configuration) 

(annotated) 
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As annotated in the Figure 4 excerpt above, a port extends through the wall 

of the tubing to allow pressurized fluid within the tool string to pressurize a piston 

which, in turn, mechanically compresses packing elements between a compression 

ring and a fixed stop ring.  Id. at 99 (“pressure was applied down the tubing . . . to 

set all seven packers simultaneously”); see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 71. 

Compression of the packing elements causes them to extrude out to fill and 

seal the annulus between the tubing string and the casing, as in the above excerpt 

of Figure 3—i.e., the packer is a “solid body packer.”  Id.  While not necessarily 

clear from Figure 4 alone, Figure 3 shows that the solid body packer includes three 

distinct packing elements that are separated by spacer rings, which was a common 

approach to encourage rubber packing elements to extrude in a desirable way.  Id.; 

see also Ex. 1016 at FIGS. 1, 2 and 3:62-65 (“ring spacers 25, 35”). 

Claim element 1[i]:  “a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port.”  As 

annotated in Figure 5 above, the sliding sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is 

positioned relative to the first port (i.e., port through the MSAF mandrel). 

Claim element 1[j]:  “the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first 

port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid flow through 

the first port from the tubing string inner bore.”  As shown in Figure 5 above, the 

sliding sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is movable between a closed port 

position and an open position permitting fluid flow through the first port (i.e., the 
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port through the MSAF mandrel) from the tubing string inner bore.  See also id. at 

99 (“Once [the ball] landed, over-pressure . . . allowed the sleeve to move to the 

open position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool”). 

Claim element 1[k]:  “a second sleeve being moveable relative to the 

second port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid flow 

through the second port from the tubing string inner bore.”  As annotated in 

Figure 5 above, the sliding sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is movable between a 

closed port position and an open position permitting fluid flow through the second 

port (i.e., the port through the MSAF mandrel) from the tubing string inner bore.  

See also id. at 99 (“[O]ver-pressure . . . allowed the sleeve to move to the open 

position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool”). 

Claim element 1[l]:  “a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 

from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow.”  As annotated 

in Figure 5 above, the 1.5-inch MSAF tool includes a 1.36-inch seat sized to 

receive and be sealed by a 1.5-inch ball to move the sliding sleeve from the closed 

port position to the open position.  See also id. at 98 (“A ball seat is threaded on 

the bore of this sleeve, and when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied 

pressure from above moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”). 

Claim element 1[m]:  “the means for moving the second sleeve selected to 

create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second sleeve 
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through the tubing string inner bore.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the ball 

and seat are selected to create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the 

second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.  See also id. at 98 (“The ball 

and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower zones . . . .”) 

and 99 (“[O]ver-pressure sheared the . . . pins and allowed the sleeve to move to 

the open position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and 

preventing pumped fluids from going to any lower zones already stimulated.”). 

2. Thomson anticipates dependent claims 2-7, 11 and 14-18 

Claim 2:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein in the closed port position, the 

first sleeve is positioned over the first port to close the first port against fluid flow 

therethrough.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, in its closed position, the sliding 

sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is positioned over the first port (i.e., port 

through the MSAF mandrel) to close the first port against fluid flow therethrough. 

Claim 3:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the means for moving the second 

sleeve is selected to move the second sleeve without also moving the first sleeve.”  

As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is 

moved via the 1.5-inch ball, independently of the first sleeve of the 1.75-inch 

MSAF tool, which is moved via the 1.75-inch ball.  In order for the 1.5-inch ball to 

engage and move its corresponding seat and sleeve, the ball must necessarily have 

passed through the seat corresponding to the 1.75-inch ball. 
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Claim element 4[a][i]:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first sleeve has 

formed thereon a first seat.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the first sleeve of 

the 1.75-inch MSAF tool includes a 1.61-inch seat.  See also id. at Table 1; p. 98 

(“[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[a][ii]:  “further comprising a means for moving the first 

sleeve including a first sealing device selected to seal against the first seat, such 

that once the first sealing device is seated against the first seat fluid pressure can 

be applied to move the first sleeve and the first sealing device can seal against 

fluid passage past the first sleeve.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the first 

sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is moved by a 1.75-inch ball that is selected 

(sized) to seal against the 1.61-inch seat, such that once the ball is seated against 

the 1.61-inch seat fluid pressure can be applied to move the first sleeve and the ball 

and the ball can seal against fluid passage past the sleeve.  Id. at 99 (“Once landed, 

over-pressure sheared the preset shear pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the 

open position . . . preventing pumped fluids from going to any lower zones . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[b][i]:  “the second sleeve has formed thereon a second 

seat.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF 

tool includes a 1.36-inch seat.  See also id. at Table 1; p. 98 (“[A] ball seat is 

threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[b][ii]:  “the means for moving the second sleeve includes 
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a second sealing device selected to seal against the second seat, such that when 

the second sealing device is seated against the second seat pressure can be 

applied to move the second sleeve and the second sealing device can seal against 

fluid passage past the second sleeve.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second 

sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is designed to be moved by a 1.5-inch ball that is 

selected (sized) to seal against the 1.36-inch seat, such that once the ball is seated 

against the 1.36-inch seat fluid pressure can be applied to move the second sleeve 

and the ball and the ball can seal against fluid passage past the sleeve.  Id. at 99 

(“[O]ver-pressure sheared the . . . pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the open 

position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing 

pumped fluid from going to any lower zones already stimulated.”). 

Claim element 4[c]:  “the first seat having a larger diameter than the 

second seat, such that the second sealing device can move past the first seat 

without sealing there against to reach and seal against the second seat.”  The 

first seat of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool has a larger diameter (1.61-inch) than the 

second seat (1.36-inch), such that the 1.5-inch ball can move past the first seat 

without sealing, in order to reach and seal against the second seat.  See id. at Table 

1; 97, Summary (“Each sleeve contains a threaded ball seat with the smallest ball 

seat in the lowest sleeve and the largest ball seat in the highest sleeve. . . . 

lubricates various sized . . . balls into the tubing and, then, pumps them to a mating 
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seat in the appropriate MSAF, thus sealing off the stimulated zone and allowing 

stimulation of the next zone, which is made accessible by opening the sleeve.”). 

Claim 5:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in the excerpts of Figures 3 

and 4 above, the multiple packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

Claim 6:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein each of the first, second and 

third packers include multiple packing elements.”  As annotated in the excerpts of 

Figures 3 and 4 above, the first, second, and third packers each includes multiple 

packing elements.  Id. at FIG. 3 (7-in. RETRIEVABLE PACKER “1 

REQ[UIRED] PER ZONE”) ”) and 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be 

run . . . with isolation of each . . . [via] packers . . . on each side . . . .”). 

Claim 7:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the hydraulically actuated setting 

mechanism includes a compression ring to compress at least one of the multiple 

packing elements to extrude it outwardly.”  As annotated in the excerpt of Figure 

4 above, the hydraulically actuated setting mechanism includes a compression ring 

to compress the packing elements to extrude them outwardly. 

Claim 11:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first port has mounted 

thereover a sliding sleeve and in the position permitting fluid flow, the first 

sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.”  As 

annotated in Figure 5 above, Thomson includes a “ball seat [that] is threaded on 
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the bore of this sleeve, and when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied 

pressure from above moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”  Id. at 98.  

Should Patent Owner seek a construction in this proceeding that is as broad as the 

one implicitly asserted in the Litigation (as explained in Section VII.D.4 above), 

then the Thomson seat of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is a first sleeve that, in the open 

position, has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from the first port. 

Claim 14:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the second sleeve has formed 

thereon a seat and the means for moving the second sleeve includes a sealing 

device selected to seal against the seat, such that fluid pressure can be applied to 

move the second sleeve and the sealing device can seal against fluid passage past 

the second sleeve.”  See claim elements 4[b][i] and 4[b][ii]. 

Claims 15 and 16:  “apparatus of claim 14 wherein the sealing device is a 

plug” (claim 15) or “the sealing device is a ball” (claim 16).  The first sleeve of 

the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is moved by a 1.5-inch ball that is sized to seal against the 

1.36-inch seat, and this ball is a plug because it prevents fluid flow past the seat. 

Claim 17:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are spaced apart.”  As annotated in the excerpts of Figures 3 and 4, packing 

elements #1, #2, and #3 are each spaced apart by at least the thickness of the 

spacers.  Additionally, packing element #1 is spaced apart from packing element 

#3 by the thickness of packing element #2 and both spacers. 
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Claim 18:  “apparatus of claim 17 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in Figures 3 and 4 above, 

the packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

3. Thomson anticipates independent claim 19 

The above evidence also corresponds to claim 19, as indicated below. 

Claim 19 
19[p] A method for fluid treatment of a borehole, the method 
comprising: 

See claim 
element 1[p]. 

19[a] providing an apparatus for wellbore treatment including a 
tubing string having a long axis, 

See claim 
element 1[a]. 

19[a][i] a first port opened through the wall of the tubing string, See claim 
element 1[b]. 

19[a][ii] a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 
string, 

See claim 
element 1[c]. 

19[a][iii] the second port offset from the first port along the long 
axis of the tubing sting, 

See claim 
element 1[d]. 

19[a][iv] a first packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the first port along the long axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[e]. 

19[a][v] a second packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the 
first port and the second port along the long axis of the tubing 
string; 

See claim 
element 1[f]. 

19[a][vi] a third packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a 
side of the second port opposite the second packer, 

See claim 
element 1[g]. 

19[a][vii] at least one of the first, second and third packer being a 
solid body packer each including multiple packing elements; 

See claim 
element 1[h]. 

19[a][viii] a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port, See claim 
element 1[i]. 

19[a][ix] the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first port 
between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the first port from the tubing string inner bore and 

See claim 
element 1[j]. 
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19[a][x] a second sleeve being moveable relative to the second 
port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the second port from the tubing string inner bore; 
and 

See claim 
element 1[k]. 

19[a][xi] a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 
from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, 

See claim 
element 1[l]. 

19[a][xii] the means for moving the second sleeve selected to 
create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second 
sleeve through the tubing string inner bore and; 

See claim 
element 
1[m]. 

19[b] running the tubing string into a wellbore in a desired 
position for treating the wellbore; 

See below. 

19[c] setting the packers by hydraulically driving a piston to 
compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least 
one of the first, second and third packers; 

See below. 

19[d] conveying the means for moving the second sleeve to move 
the second sleeve and increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore 
treatment fluid out through the second port. 

See below. 

Claim element 19[b]:  As annotated in Figure 3 above, Thomson’s tubing 

string is run into a wellbore in a desired position for treating the wellbore.  For 

example, “[t]he new wells were designed to intersect the most productive reservoir 

layers twice to further maximize production . . . [and] each reservoir layer was to 

be stimulated by means of a design developed for its specific needs.”  Id. at 97, 

Well Design.  Thomson targeted these layers by positioning each MSAF tool in a 

desired zone isolated by packers.  See id., Summary. 

Claim element 19[c]:  As annotated in the excerpt of Figure 4 above, 

Thomson’s retrievable packers were set by hydraulically driving the piston to 

compress the packing elements.  This packer design “enable[d] any number of 

hydraulic-set packers to be set simultaneously without requiring expansion devices 
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between the packers to account for mandrel movement.”  Id. at 98. 

Claim element 19[d]:  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the 1.5-inch ball is 

conveyed to seal the 1.36-inch seat in the 1.5-inch MSAF tool, such that increasing 

fluid pressure moves the second sleeve to open the second port and force wellbore 

treatment fluid out through the port.  Id. at 99 (“over-pressure sheared the . . . pins 

and allowed the sleeve to move to the open position, allowing stimulation of the 

zone through the MSAF tool”). 

4. Thomson anticipates dependent claims 20-22 

The above evidence also corresponds to claims 20-22, as indicated below. 

Claim 20 
20. The method of claim 19 further comprising providing a first 
sleeve shifting arrangement for moving the first sleeve from the 
closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, causing 
the first sleeve shifting arrangement to move the first sleeve and 
increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore treatment fluid out 
through the first port. 

See claim 
elements 
4[a][i] and 
4[a][ii] 

Claim 21 
21. The method of claim 19 wherein in setting the packers at least 
one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 
second and third packers is extruded out into a sealing position to 
seal an annulus between the apparatus and the wellbore. 

See claim 7. 

Claim 22 
22. The method of claim 19 wherein the hydraulic driving causes 
any multiple packing elements to load into one another. 

See below. 

Claim 22:  As annotated in Figure 4 above, hydraulic driving causes the 

packing elements to load into one another as they are compressed between the 

compression ring and the fixed stop ring. 
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5. Thomson anticipates claims 24-26 

The above evidence also corresponds to claims 24-26, as indicated below. 

Claim 24 
24[p] A method for fluid treatment of a borehole, the method 
comprising:  

See claim 
element 1[p]. 

24[a] providing an apparatus for wellbore treatment including a 
tubing string having a long axis, 

See claim 
element 1[a]. 

24[a][i] a first port opened through the wall of the tubing string, See claim 
element 1[b]. 

24[a][ii] a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 
string, 

See claim 
element 1[c]. 

24[a][iii] the second port offset from the first port along the long 
axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[d]. 

24[a][iv] a first packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the first port along the long axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[e]. 

24[a][v] a second packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the 
first port and the second port along the long axis of the tubing 
string; 

See claim 
element 1[f]. 

24[a][vi] a third packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a 
side of the second port opposite the second packer, 

See claim 
element 1[g]. 

24[a][vii] at least one of the first, second and third packer being a 
solid body packer each including multiple packing elements; 

See claim 
element 1[h]. 

24[a][viii] a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port, See claim 
element 1[i]. 

24[a][ix] the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first port 
between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the first port from the tubing string inner bore  

See claim 
element 1[j]. 

24[a][x] a second sleeve being moveable relative to the second 
port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the second port from the tubing string inner bore; 

See claim 
element 1[k]. 

24[xi] and a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 
from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, 

See claim 
element 1[l]. 

24[a][xii] the means for moving the second sleeve selected to See claim 
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create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second 
sleeve through the tubing string inner bore and; 

element 
1[m]. 

24[b] running the tubing string into a wellbore in a desired 
position for treating the wellbore; 

See claim 
element 19[b]. 

24[c] setting the packers by driving at least one of the first, 
second and third packers such that the multiple packing elements 
load into one another; 

See claim 
elements 
19[c], 22. 

24[d] conveying the means for moving the second sleeve to move 
the second sleeve and increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore 
treatment fluid out through the second port. 

See claim 
element 
19[d]. 

Claim 25 
25. The method of claim 24 further comprising providing a first 
sleeve shifting arrangement for moving the first sleeve from the 
closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, causing 
the first sleeve shifting arrangement to move the first sleeve and 
increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore treatment fluid out 
through the first port. 

See claim 
20. 

Claim 26  
26. The method of claim 24 wherein in setting the packers at least 
one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 
second and third packers is extruded out into a sealing position to 
seal an annulus between the apparatus and the wellbore. 

See claim 
21. 

B. Ground 2 – Obvious over Thomson and Hartley 

Claim 15:  “apparatus of claim 14 wherein the sealing device is a plug.” 

To the extent Patent Owner may argue that a plug does not include a ball, it 

would have been obvious to use the plug of Hartley (Ex. 1003) in place of 

Thomson’s ball to actuate the sliding sleeves of the MSAF tools. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  Hartley’s plug was a known alternative to a ball for sealing 

against a seat to actuate a sliding sleeve in a well completion assembly.  Ex. 1007 
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at ¶ 74.  In particular, Hartley uses its plug 96 to seal its seat 94 and shift its sliding 

sleeve from a closed position to an open position.  See Ex. 1003 at 4:65-5:1, 7:57-

8:8, and FIGS. 2-3; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74.  As described above, this is the same 

purpose for which Thomson employs a ball-shaped plug.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74.  As 

with Thomson, Hartley also recognizes that plugs of different diameters can be 

used to selectively actuate sliding sleeves with seats that decrease in size with 

distance from the wellhead.  Ex. 1003 at 5:1-7.  A POSITA would have recognized 

that Hartley’s plug was thus a straightforward alternative to Thomson’s ball-

shaped plugs as of November 19, 2001.  Such a substitution would have been a 

straightforward task for such a person at that time (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74), and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person (e.g., the Thomson system actuated by plugs with the shape of Hartley’s 

plugs rather than a ball-shaped plugs (id.)), thus rendering the combination 

obvious.  See KSR Int’l Co. v Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 416 (2007). 

C. Ground 3 – Obvious over Thomson and Ellsworth 

Claims 23 and 27 recite the “method of claim 19 [or 24] wherein when in 

a desired position the apparatus is adjacent an open hole section of the wellbore 

and the packers are set to seal the annulus between the apparatus and the 

wellbore wall.”  Using the Thomson system in an open hole section of a wellbore, 

such that the packers seal the annulus between the tubing string and the wellbore 
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wall, would have been obvious in any formation with sufficient structural integrity 

to maintain a circular wellbore without casing, for at least the following reasons. 

Ellsworth (Ex. 1004) describes a region with formations in which uncased 

wellbores could be formed and completed without casing.  Entitled “Production 

Control of Horizontal Wells in a Carbonate Reef Structure,” Ellsworth explains 

that “[o]pen hole completions have been the accepted practice for horizontal wells 

in the Rainbow Lake area of Northern Alberta.”  Ex. 1004 at 1, Abstract. 

Ellsworth notes that “[h]istorically, inflatable packers were used for water 

shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing,” but explains that “[m]ore recently, 

solid body packers (SBP’s) (see Figure 4) have been used to establish open hole 

isolation.”  Id. at 3.  As with Thomson’s packers, “[t]hese tools provide a 

mechanical packing element that is hydraulically actuated . . . to provide a long-

term solution to open hole isolation without the aid of cemented liners.”  Id. 

(emphasis added).  “Although the expansion ratios for these packers are [not] as 

large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally drills 

very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these SBP’s.”  Id. 

(emphasis added).  In this context, “very close to gauge hole” means that the 

formation is stable enough that the borehole formed during drilling is round rather 

than oval, and has a diameter that is not much larger than the drill bit.  Ex. at ¶¶ 41-

42.  Thus, Ellsworth teaches that solid body packers similar to those disclosed in 
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Thomson for cased holes can also be used effectively in open holes.  Id. 

Efficiency & Cost Minimization:  A POSITA would have been motivated to 

use Thomson’s system without casing (in an open hole section of wellbore) to 

minimize the time and expense of completing a well.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 47-49, 75; see 

also Ex. 1004 at 9 (“[C]ost effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with 

ability to segment, and control production without the need to run and cement 

liners.”).  For example, the cost of completing a well is often driven by the amount 

of time and the materials for doing so.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 47-49, 75.  All other things 

being equal, the cost of cased wells is higher than open wells.  Id.  This is because 

installing casing in the wellbore, and cementing the casing in place, requires more 

time and materials than not doing so.  Id.; see also Ex. 1002 at 101.  As such, any 

time a formation is stable enough to complete a well without casing, there is an 

inherent motivation for a POSITA to not case the well.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 75. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  As explained above, Thomson and Ellsworth describe known 

alternatives (cased and uncased) for completing a well as of November 19, 2001.  

The use of Thomson’s system in an uncased well would have been a 

straightforward task for a POSITA at that time (id. at ¶ 52, 75), and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person (e.g., a well that could be selectively stimulated (id.)), thus rendering the 
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combination obvious.  See KSR, 550 U.S. at 416. 

D. Ground 4 – Obvious over Thomson and Echols 

Claim 11 recites the “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first port has 

mounted thereover a sliding sleeve and in the position permitting fluid flow, the 

first sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.”  

Under the BRI explained in Section I.A.4 (versus the interpretation asserted in the 

Litigation), the “first sleeve” is not met by Thomson’s threaded seat because it is in 

a fixed relationship with the sliding sleeve, and therefore cannot be said to “ha[ve] 

engaged” the sliding sleeve.  However, for at least the reasons below, it also would 

have been obvious to add Echols’ dual-sleeve arrangement to Thomson’s system. 

As annotated in the below excerpts of Figures 7 and 8, Echols includes a 

[red] C-ring 52 that is “compressed within the smooth bore 54 of the [blue] 

isolation sleeve [26 and] has a sloped shoulder . . . coated with a polymeric coating 

. . . [to] define[] a valve seat for receiving and sealing against the drop ball 66.”  

Ex. 1005 at 5:4-8 and 6:52-54.  “[H]ydraulic pressure is [then] increased until the 

shear pins 81 separate, thus permitting the C-ring 52 and the shear collar 56 to be 

shifted into . . . counterbore 58 . . . [and] expand[ed] radially outwardly, thus 

releasing the drop ball 66 and permitting it to be flowed through the setting tool 

mandrel bore 85 to the next seat [C-ring 52 of another sleeve 26].”  Id. at 6:30-37 

(emphasis added). 
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Excerpts of Figures 7 & 8 
(annotated) 

It would have been obvious to add Echols’s dual-sleeve arrangement to 

Thomson’s system to increase the number of points from which treatment fluid 

could be injected.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 78-79.  Echols itself explicitly suggests using it 

for injecting treatment fluids like Thomson’s.  Id.  After describing its invention 

for setting packers, Echols explains that its dual-sleeve arrangement “may also be 

used for injecting completion chemicals through the exposed port into the annulus 

surrounding the tubing string.”  Ex. 1005 at 6:45-53.  An example of the modified 
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Thomson system is shown in Figure A (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 78-83): 

 

Figure A 
(Thomson-Echols) 

A POSITA would have been motivated to include multiple ones of Echols’ 

dual-sleeve arrangement sized for a 1.5-inch ball above Thomson’s 1.5-inch 

MSAF tool, and multiple ones of Echols’s dual-sleeve arrangement sized for a 

1.75-inch ball above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool, to provide additional 

injection points above Thomson’s MSAF tools in each of these zones.  Ex. 1007 at 

¶¶ 78-79.  In this modified Echols-Thomson system, both the 1.5-inch Echols 

sleeves and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool could be actuated by a single 1.5-inch ball.  Id. 

at ¶ 79.  Similarly, both the 1.75-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.75-inch MSAF tool 

could be actuated by a single 1.75-inch ball.  Id.  A POSITA would have expected 

this modified Echols-Thomson system to be beneficial for treating longer zones, or 

zones with larger thicknesses, to provide additional fractures or porosity at both 

sleeves to improve porosity and thus production from the formation.  Id. 

It was well known at the relevant time that increasing the number of fracture 

1.5” 
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1.5” 
Echols (1) LONG AXIS 

1.5” 
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points in a given zone could increase the productivity of that zone.  See Ex. 1007 at 

¶ 80 (citing Ex. 1017 at 1 (“To get an effective treatment, it is desirable to treat as 

much of the perforated interval as possible.”)).  A POSITA would also have been 

aware that stimulating multiple zones at once could reduce the cost and time 

needed to complete a well.  See Ex. 1018 at 2 (in the context of limited-entry, 

noting that “[o]ne way of reducing cost while improving fracture treatments was to 

complete both intervals at once”).  Using two or more of Echols’ dual-sleeve 

arrangements in one of Thomson’s zones would have been a logical approach to 

achieving these objectives, while still allowing the tubing string to be run into the 

well with the ports in a closed position to prevent intrusion of wellbore fluids and 

avoid related issues like premature setting of packers.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 80. 

The modified Thomson system would include several Echols dual-sleeve 

arrangements, in which (as annotated in the above excerpts of FIGS. 7 and 8) “the 

[green] drop ball 66 is . . . flowed into sealing engagement with the [red] C-ring 

52” or first sleeve.  Echols at 6:14-16.  The ball causes the “first sleeve” or C-ring 

52 to engage the “sliding sleeve” 26 via shear collar 56 to move the sliding sleeve 

(26) and open the first port 28.  Id. at 6:17-21.  In particular, when the [green] ball 

seals against the [red] first sleeve, the ball presses the [red] first sleeve into the 

[yellow] shear collar (56).  Because the [yellow] shear collar is fixed to the [blue] 

sliding sleeve, the [red] first sleeve becomes trapped between the ball and the first 
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sleeve and thus “engaged” with the [blue] sliding sleeve.  Before this point, these 

sleeves are not engaged because the [red] first sleeve is not constrained from 

moving away from [yellow] shear ring and [blue] sliding sleeve.  Once pins 81 

shear, the C-ring 52 and shear collar 56 then disengage from the sliding sleeve and 

shift into counterbore 58 to allow the ball to continue down the tubing. 

E. Grounds 5-8 – Obvious over Thomson and Brown 

To the extent Patent Owner may dispute that Thomson fails to disclose, or 

fails to disclose in sufficient detail, the packer-related elements of the Challenged 

Claims, it would have been obvious to use the retrievable packer of Brown (Ex. 

1006) in place of Thomson’s retrievable packers in each of Grounds 1-4. 

As annotated in its Figures 1 and 2 below, Brown discloses a “retrievable, 

hydraulically set well packer” that is set and released in the same way as 

Thomson’s packer—via hydraulic pressure through the tubing string and pulling 

the tubing string, respectively.  Ex. 1006 at Abstract.  Brown’s packer 10 includes 

a “mandrel 11 [or packer body that] is connected to a production tubing string T” 

and “is set by the application of fluid pressure through the tubing T to an expansion 

chamber 16 . . . through a mandrel port 17.”  Id. at 4:33-37 and 4:49-53. 
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“Setting pressure applied to the chamber 16 forces an annular piston ring 19 

upwardly . . . toward a retaining end piece 20 . . . compress[ing] the seals 13 and 

14 and mov[ing] them into sealing engagement with the casing C,” while “lower 

cone spreader element 21 [also moves] toward an upper cone spreader element 22 

. . . [to] wedge the intermediate slip elements 15 outwardly into anchoring 

engagement with the casing C.”  Id. at 4:63-5:6. 

Shear “pins [23, 24, 25, 26] are employed to prevent inadvertent setting of 

the packer while it is being run into the casing before the desired subsurface 

location is reached.”  Id. at 5:18-25.  “During the described setting procedure, 

shear pins 23, 24, 25 and 26 sever in the stated order to permit relative movement 

of the pinned components as required to expand the slips and seals.”  Id. 

Brown’s packer offers several advantages over other packer designs.  Ex. 

1007 at ¶¶ 85-92.  “Once set, the packer 10 is firmly anchored to the casing C to 

prevent either up or down movement of the packer and attached tubing T.”  Ex. 

1006 at 5:7-9.  And “[t]he dual cone configuration holds the packer in place 

irrespective of the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  Id. 

at 5:9-12.  Further, “[t]he upper and lower seals 13 and 14 form a seal between the 

mandrel and the casing to prevent fluid flow in the annular area A [and] . . . isolate 

the slip elements . . . to prevent debris in the annulus from accumulating about the 

slip and cone assembly.”  Id. at 5:12-17; Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92.  A POSITA would have 
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been motivated to use Brown’s hydraulic-set retrievable packer in place of 

Thomson’s hydraulic-set retrievable packers for several independent reasons. 

Redundancy & Structural Stability:  A POSITA would have been motivated 

to use Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide redundant seals and 

structural stability.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 89-91.  For example, Brown’s packer includes 

two spaced-apart packing elements that are compressed on opposite sides of its slip 

elements, increasing the likelihood that at least one will fully seal in an irregularly 

shaped part of an (e.g., open or uncased) wellbore.  Id.  Brown’s packer also resists 

movement of the packer and tool string.  Ex. 1006 at 5:7-9; Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 89-91. 

Directional-Independence of Seals:  A POSITA would have been motivated 

to use Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide a seal that is independent 

of any pressure differential across the packer.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 91; see also Ex. 1006 

at 5:9-12 (“The dual cone configuration holds the packer in place irrespective of 

the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”). 

Isolation of Slip Elements:  A POSITA would have been motivated to use 

Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide a packer with slip elements that 

are isolated from fluid and debris in the wellbore.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92; see also Ex. 

1006 at 5:12-17.  In particular, Brown’s packer includes a packing element on 

either side of its slip elements, thereby isolating its slip elements from wellbore 
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fluids, which a POSITA would have expected to protect and increase the reliability 

and working life of its slip elements.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  Thomson and Brown teach known alternatives for isolating 

zones in a well completion as of November 19, 2001.  In particular, Thomson and 

Brown each describe hydraulically-set, solid body packers, such that the use of 

Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system would have been a straightforward task for a 

POSITA at that time (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 87), and the combination would have yielded 

nothing more than predictable results to that person (e.g., a completion system that 

worked in the same manner as the system disclosed in Thomson (id.)), thus 

rendering the combination obvious.  See KSR, 550 U.S. at 416. 

In the modified system, the following elements would be met by Brown. 

Claim element 1[h]:4  “at least one of the first, second and third packer 

being a solid body packer each including multiple packing elements and a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and 

third packers to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 

within the apparatus.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, the Brown packer 

is a solid-body packer including two packing elements and a hydraulically actuated 

setting mechanism to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 
                                                 
4 As also applied to claim elements 19[a][vii] and 24[a][vii]. 
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within the tool string.  See also id. at 4:49-51 (“packer 10 is set by application of 

fluid pressure through the tubing T to an expansion chamber”). 

Claim 5, 18:  “apparatus of claim 1 [17] wherein the multiple packing 

elements are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 

above, the two packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

Claim 6:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein each of the first, second and 

third packers include multiple packing elements.”  The Brown packer includes 

two packing elements as annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, and would be used 

for each of the first, second, and third packers in the Thomson-Brown system. 

Claim 7:5  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the hydraulically actuated 

setting mechanism includes a compression ring to compress at least one of the 

multiple packing elements to extrude it outwardly.”  As annotated in Figures 1 

and 2 above, the Brown packer includes a compression ring at the upper end of its 

piston 19 to compress the two packing elements. 

Claim 17:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are spaced apart.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, the two packing 

elements are spaced apart from one another. 

                                                 
5 As also applied to claim 21. 
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Claim element 19[c]:6  “setting the packers by hydraulically driving a 

piston to compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of 

the first, second and third packers.”  “Setting pressure applied to the chamber 16 

forces an annular piston ring 19 upwardly . . . toward a retaining end piece 20 . . . 

compress[ing] the seals 13 and 14 and mov[ing] them into sealing engagement 

with the casing C.”  Id. at 4:63-68. 

Claim 22:7  “method of claim 19 wherein the hydraulic driving causes any 

multiple packing elements to load into one another.”  As annotated in Figures 1 

and 2 above, the hydraulic driving causes the packing elements to load into one 

another when compressed by the compression ring. 

  

                                                 
6 As also applied to claim element 24[c]. 

7 As also applied to claim element 24[c]. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, claims 1-7, 11, and 14-27 of the ’505 Patent are 

invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and/or 103(a), and institution is appropriate. 

Dated:  March 4, 2016 Respectfully submitted, 

/Mark T. Garrett/ 
Mark T. Garrett, Lead Counsel 
Reg. No. 44,699 
Tel: 512.536.3031; Fax: 512.536.4598 
mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT US LLP 
98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Suite 1100 
Austin, TX 78701 
 
Counsel for Petitioners 
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Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(e) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.105(a), the undersigned 

certifies that on March 4, 2016, a complete copy of this Replacement Petition for 

Inter Partes Review, replacement Exhibit 1004, and new Exhibit 1019 were served 

on Patent Owner’s Exclusive Licensee via email (by consent), as follows: 

mray-PTAB@skgf.com 
lgordon-PTAB@skgf.com 
kconklin-PTAB@skgf.com 
ptab@skgf.com 
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Garrett, Mark

From: Garrett, Mark
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 6:25 PM
To: Mike Ray; Lori Gordon; Kyle E. Conklin
Cc: 'ptab@skgf.com'; Robinson, Eagle
Subject: Proposal for Replacement Petition and Exhibits, and New Exhibit - IPR2016-00596
Attachments: Replacement Petition for Inter Partes Review of 505 Patent.pdf; Replacement Ex. 

1004.pdf; Replacement Ex. 1007.pdf; Ex. 1019.pdf; Replacement Petition for Inter Partes 
Review of 505 Patent REDLINE.pdf; Replacement Ex. 1007 REDLINE.pdf

Mike, 
 
We are going to request a call with the Board to request leave to file a replacement petition, new versions of exhibits 
1004 (Ellsworth) and 1007 (expert), and new exhibit 1019 (declaration related to publication of Ellsworth).  We will 
accept the date the Board grants us permission to file as our new filing date. 
 
We learned after filing the petition for the ‘505 patent that the filed version of Ellsworth may not have been the final 
version, which we used in the other petitions.  We would like to file a replacement petition that references new versions 
of exhibits 1004 and 1007.   
 
I’ve attached the replacement petition (signature and service dates will change), the new exhibit versions, and new 
exhibit 1019, along with redlines of the petition and expert declaration (ex. 1007), showing the changes relative to the 
originals.  There are no substantive changes to either the petition or the expert declaration. 
 
The changes to the petition are: 

 listing of ex. 1019 in Exhibit List 

 citation to ex. 1019 as showing publication of ex. 1004 

 changing “SBPs” to “SBP’s” (not necessitated by new ex. 1004, but wanted to correct the typo) 

 changing “need” to “aid” (same) 

 fixing lack of “……” lead lines in headings of TOC (same) 
 
The changes to the expert declaration (ex. 1007) are: 

 changing citations from page 9 of Ellsworth to page 8 in several locations 

 replacement of packer image (though this does not show up in the redline comparison) 

 changing “SBPs” to “SBP’s” (not necessitated by new ex. 1004, but wanted to correct the typo) 

 changing “need” to “aid” (same) 
 
Can you let us know whether RC will oppose our request, and also provide us with some times next week that you would 
be available for a call? 
 
Thanks, 
‐ Mark 
 
Mark Garrett | Partner 
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP 
98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Suite 1100, Austin, Texas  78701-4255, United States 
Tel +1 512 536 3031 | Fax +1 512 536 4598 
mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT 
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DECLARATION OF ALI DANESHY 

1. My name is Ali Daneshy.  I am over the age of twenty-one (21) 

years, of sound mind, and capable of making the statements set forth in this 

Declaration.  I am competent to testify about the matters set forth herein.  All the 

facts and statements contained herein are within my personal knowledge and they 

are, in all things, true and correct. 

2. I have been asked by Baker Hughes Incorporated (“Baker 

Hughes”) to submit this declaration in support of its challenge to the validity of 

certain claims of U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505 (“the ’505 Patent”). 

I. Education and Experience 

3. My curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit 1. 

4. I received a Master of Science Degree in Mining Engineering 

from the University of Tehran in 19641, a Master of Science Degree in Mineral 

Engineering (Rock Mechanics) from the University of Minnesota in 1968, and a 

Ph.D. in Mining Engineering (Rock Mechanics) from the University of Missouri-

Rolla in 1969. 

                  
1 At that time, the University of Tehran did not offer a bachelor’s degree in 

engineering. 
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5. I have more than 45 years of industry experience as a geo-

mechanical engineer primarily in technology and operations of hydraulic 

fracturing.  I began my career with Halliburton Company in 1969 and held 

numerous technology and management positions at Halliburton for the next 29 

years in areas such as well stimulation, geo-mechanics, produced water 

management, software development, fluid mechanics, intelligent completions, 

under-balanced drilling, on-site data acquisition systems, etc.  Each of the 

management positions I held at Halliburton was created as a result of the growth of 

my previous projects.  

6. I started at Halliburton’s Duncan, Oklahoma Research Center in 

1969 as a research engineer performing research related to hydraulic fracturing.  

During this time, I developed a fracture design software named PROP that became 

a widely used fracture design program.  PROP was used thousands of times 

annually to assist operators all over the world in planning and executing successful 

fracturing treatments. 

7. In 1972, I was promoted to Group Leader of a new research 

group.  As Group Leader, I led a team of 15-20 engineers in research related to 

hydraulic fracturing and other related fields (e.g., reservoir engineering, fluid 

mechanics).  The success of this research justified greater resources and, in 1975, I 

was promoted to Section Supervisor, where I led a team of 30-50 engineers.  
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During this time, our team focused on several main projects: (1) on-site fracturing 

data acquisition software development, (2) engineering research, (3) computerized 

equipment used in the oil and gas field, (4) reservoir engineering, and (5) hydraulic 

fracturing. 

8. The third of these projects was considered by many to be 

revolutionary at the time.  It involved on-site, computerized data acquisition and 

analysis during hydraulic fracturing operations, primarily in oil and gas-bearing 

wells.  The results of this data analysis could be given to the customer at the well 

site.  No other company was performing this service at the time.  In addition to 

these developments, I helped develop curriculum and materials for training 

regarding hydraulic fracturing and stimulation at Halliburton, which were used to 

train engineers primarily in the field. 

9. In 1983, I was promoted to Department Manager of Reservoir 

Research and Engineering, and was responsible for the performance of 40-50 

engineers who were in my department.  Much of the research performed by my 

department during this time related to improving the technology of hydraulic 

fracturing, and the use of computer technology, in order to increase production of 

oil and gas wells and the efficiency of fracturing operations.  For example, my 

team developed equipment for automated mixing of fracturing fluids—composed 

of additives and other chemicals—via computer control rather than manually.  
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These developments increased the effectiveness and decreased the cost of 

fracturing treatments. 

10. I also worked with Halliburton during this time to advise and 

develop technologies used by oil and gas companies in performing the first 

commercial hydraulic fracturing operations in horizontal wells, including the very 

first—drilled by Maersk Oil in 1987.  In this capacity, I became familiar with the 

pioneering “Perforate, Stimulate, Isolate” (“PSI”) system developed by Baker Oil 

Tools, which reduced the time to create multiple fractures in a single wellbore 

from weeks to days. 

11. In 1989, I formed and led Halliburton’s European Research 

Center dedicated to oil and gas operations in the Eastern Hemisphere.  While in 

this capacity, I continued to develop technologies used by Maersk and others to 

improve the production and efficiency of hydraulic fracturing of horizontally 

drilled wells, including those used to overcome logistical challenges. 

12. In 1993, I became the Regional Technical Manager for 

Halliburton in Europe and Africa, while I also advised customers in the Middle 

East and Asia Pacific regions.  As Regional Technical Manager, I worked directly 

with operations engineers and personnel to help them implement various 

Halliburton services, including services related to stimulation methods in 

horizontal wells.  Some of my responsibilities included ensuring that new 
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engineers were properly trained and had access to the most up-to-date technology 

and resources, and promoting development of new technologies and methods to 

increase production from oil and gas reservoirs. 

13. In 1996, I was promoted to Vice President of Integrated 

Technology Products and moved to Houston, Texas.  While in this capacity, I was 

responsible for integrating leading-edge technologies into the oil and gas services 

business, including underbalanced drilling, multi-lateral wells, advanced data 

management techniques, intelligent completions, water control, and more. 

14. I retired from working at Halliburton in 1999, and formed a 

private engineering consulting company where I continue to work as a technical 

advisor and consultant to oil and gas companies, and oil and gas services 

companies, throughout the world.  My services include consultations regarding 

production stimulation and hydraulic fracturing of vertical and non-vertical wells, 

well completions, unconventional and low permeability reservoir planning and 

development, and reservoir stimulation. 

15. Shortly after retiring from Halliburton, in 2004 I became 

director of the Petroleum Engineering Program at the University of Houston and, 

while in this position, initiated the establishment of an undergraduate petroleum 

engineering curriculum.  I continue to teach as an adjunct professor at the 

University of Houston to this day.  I have also been a guest lecturer on topics 
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related to well completion and fracturing at many universities in the United States 

and abroad, and have served on Ph. D. advisory boards and committees.  

16. During my career, I have authored more than 45 technical 

publications and 15 papers related to technology management and creativity, which 

are listed in my attached curriculum vitae, as well as book chapters, on the subject 

of hydraulic fracturing.  I am also the publisher and co-Editor-in-Chief of a 

quarterly journal called “HFJ” (Hydraulic Fracturing Journal) dedicated entirely to 

the dissemination of the latest hydraulic fracturing technologies. 

17. I have also received several awards and served in various 

positions—including multiple chairman positions—on a large number of 

committees and boards related to petroleum engineering.  These positions and 

awards are listed in my curriculum vitae.  Notable positions include Director At 

Large on the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ (“SPE”) Board of Directors, 

including two chair positions, and Chairman of the Journal of Petroleum 

Technology Roundtable.  Notable awards include both the SPE Distinguished 

Member Award and the SPE Distinguished Service Award for contributions to 

hydraulic fracturing, as well as being named a SPE Distinguished Lecturer in 2004. 

18. Having the above knowledge and experience, I am well 

qualified to offer the opinions I express in this declaration. 
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II. Compensation 

19. In consideration for my services, my work on this case is being 

billed to Baker Hughes at an hourly rate of $562.50 per hour, independent of the 

outcome of this proceeding.  I am also being reimbursed for reasonable expenses I 

incur in relation to my services provided for this proceeding. 

III. Legal Considerations 

20. My understanding of the law is based on information provided 

by counsel for Baker Hughes. 

21. I understand that a claimed invention is obvious and, therefore, 

not patentable if the subject matter claimed would have been considered obvious to 

a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time that the invention was made.  I 

understand that there must be some articulated reasoning with some rational 

underpinning to support a conclusion of obviousness.  I further understand that 

exemplary rationales that may support a conclusion of obviousness include:  

(1) simply arranging old elements in a way in which each element performs the 

same function it was known to perform, and the arrangement yields expected 

results, (2) merely substituting one element for another known element in the field, 

and the substitution yields no more than a predictable result, (3) combining 

elements in a way that was “obvious to try” because of a design need or market 

pressure, where there was a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, 
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(4) whether design incentives or other market forces in a field prompted variations 

in a work that were predictable to a person of ordinary skill in the art, and (5) that 

some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior art would have led one of 

ordinary skill in the art to modify the prior art reference or to combine prior art 

references to arrive at the claimed invention, among other rationales. 

IV. Task Summary 

22. I have been asked to review the challenged U.S. patent: the 

’505 Patent.  I have been asked to provide my opinions from the perspective of a 

person of ordinary skill, having knowledge of the relevant art, as of November 19, 

2001, and the opinions stated in this declaration are from that perspective.  The 

qualifications and abilities of such a person are described in paragraphs 43-52 

below.  I have also been asked to consider whether any of my opinions would 

change if this date was August 21, 2002 instead of November 19, 2001.  They 

would not.  I am not aware of any developments in that intervening time period 

that would have meaningfully altered how a person of ordinary skill, having 

knowledge of the relevant art, would have viewed the issues I address.   

23. In preparing this declaration, I have considered this patent in its 

entirety and the general knowledge of those familiar with the field of oil and gas 

completion and stimulation, and specifically systems for completion and 

stimulation, as of November 19, 2001. 
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24. I have also reviewed the references in their entirety that form 

the basis for Baker Hughes’ challenge to the ’505 Patent, including the 

publications listed in the following table: 

Short Title Publication 

’505 Patent U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505 

Thomson D.W. Thomson, et al., Design and Installation of a Cost-
Effective Completion System for Horizontal Chalk Wells Where 
Multiple Zones Require Acid Stimulation, SPE (Society for 
Petroleum Engineering) 37482 (1997) 

Hartley U.S. Patent No. 5,449,039 

Ellsworth B. Ellsworth, et al., Production Control of Horizontal Wells in 
a Carbonate Reef Structure, 1999 Canadian Institute of 
Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Horizontal Well Conference 

Echols U.S. Patent No. 5,375,662 

Brown U.S. Patent 4,018,272 (“Brown”) 

Hutchison U.S. Patent No. 4,099,563 

Kilgore U.S. Patent No. 6,257,338 

Weitz U.S. Patent No. 4,279,306 

Lagrone K.W. Lagrone, et al., A New Development in Completion 
Methods, SPE 530-PA (1963) 

Eberhard M.J. Eberhard, et al., Current Use of Limited-Entry Hydraulic 
Fracturing in the Codell/Niobrara Formations—DJ Basin, SPE 
(Society for Petroleum Engineering) 29553 (1995) 
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V. Field of Technology 

25. The ’505 Patent describes a method and apparatus for 

selectively stimulating or treating multiple segments of an oil well using ball-

actuated sleeves to open and close ports through a tubing string.  See ’505 Patent at 

1:16-19, 2:35-3:4.  Stimulation or treatment of a well generally involves injecting 

fluid at sufficiently high pressure into a well to create fractures in the formation, 

which  increase the flow of oil and gas from the formation into the wellbore. 

A. Wellbore Construction and Completion 

26. A well is formed by drilling a hole into a geological formation 

with oil or gas reserves to form a “wellbore.”  Such wellbores include at least one 

vertical portion descending downward from the earth’s surface, and may include 

one or more horizontal portions that extend outward from the vertical portion to 

maximize the length of the wellbore that is within and able to receive oil and gas 

from an oil-bearing formation. 

27. Horizontal drilling became widespread in the 1990s and has 

been one of the primary drivers behind the increased production of oil and gas in 

the United States over the past two decades.  Oil and gas reservoirs (e.g., shale 

plays) are typically found in horizontal strata.  Horizontal drilling allows drillers to 

reduce the footprint of oil and gas field development and increase the length of the 

“pay zone” that is intersected by the wellbore so that the overall production of the 
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well would increase.  Horizontal drilling is particularly useful in shale formations, 

which do not have sufficient permeability to produce economically with a vertical 

well. 

28. After a wellbore is formed, it is often lined with pipe or 

“casing” that can help to protect the wellbore from erosion and maintain its 

stability during various well operations, such as when oil and gas is extracted from 

the formation and/or when fluids are injected into the wellbore as described in 

more detail below.  In cased completions, casing (or liner) is cemented—the 

annulus between the casing and the wall of the wellbore is filled with cement—to 

(i) protect the environment and near-surface formations from leakage of reservoir 

fluids, (ii) improve wellbore stability, (iii) control the location of fracture initiation, 

as described below, and (iv) provide greater well serviceability, among other 

benefits.  Casing also provides a smooth, round surface that devices called 

“packers” can seal against to isolate segments of the wellbore, as also described 

below.  After casing is installed in a wellbore, openings through the casing are 

created within hydrocarbon-bearing strata—in a process known in the art as 

“perforating”—to allow oil and/or gas to flow from the formation into the 

wellbore.  See, e.g., ’505 Patent at 1:27-29 (Background of the Invention section). 

29. In some applications, a portion of a wellbore in a production 

zone is not cased.  Such an uncased wellbore is often referred to as an “open hole” 
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and, due to the absence of casing, provides direct access to a hydrocarbon-

containing formation.  As explained in the Background of the Invention section of 

the ’505 Patent, the lack of casing “expose[s] porosity and permit[s] unrestricted 

wellbore inflow of petroleum products.”  ’505 Patent at 1:23-27.  At least as early 

as 1999, such “[o]pen hole completions ha[d] been the accepted practice for 

horizontal wells” in at least some areas.  See B. Ellsworth, et al., Production 

Control of Horizontal Wells in a Carbonate Reef Structure, 1999 Canadian 

Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Horizontal Well Conference 

(“Ellsworth”) at p. 1, Abstract; Echols at 1:25-34.  In certain formations, the zone 

might be left entirely bare, or alternatively include some sand-control and/or flow-

control equipment.  See, e.g., Echols at 1:25-34.  Unlike cased-hole completions, 

open-hole completions generally do not require perforating of the wellbore wall 

prior to stimulation operations.  Such open-hole completions tend to be popular in 

horizontal wells, in which cemented installations are more expensive and 

technically more difficult.  See Echols at 1:25-34; Ellsworth at 98 (“The goal of 

cost effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with the ability to segment, and 

control production without the need to run and cement liners.”). 

30. It is common in both cased and “open hole” completions for a 

small-diameter pipe generally referred to in the art as “production tubing” to be 
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installed or “run” into the well to provide a path for petroleum products to flow to 

the surface. 

31. Historically, petroleum products were produced from a 

formation thanks to the formation’s high natural formation pressure and 

permeability.  More recently, when natural formation permeability is not high 

enough, a well may be stimulated to enlarge or create new channels within the 

formation to allow oil and gas to flow through the formation and into the wellbore.  

See ’505 Patent at 1:30-31. 

B. Well Stimulation and Treatment 

32. A well may be stimulated by pumping a mixture of fluid and 

additives, such as acid, into the wellbore under pressure.  At sufficiently high 

pressures, the stimulation fluid fractures or “fracs” the formation, which forms 

cracks radiating outward from the wellbore into the formation.  In “frac’ing,” the 

stimulation fluid typically includes a “proppant” to “prop” open the cracks.  Sand 

is one type of proppant.  Other proppant types include ceramic particles.  In a 

related technique for well stimulation, which may be referred to in the art as 

“acidizing,” an appropriate acid is pumped into the formation which chemically 

reacts with the formation to create similar conductive channels. 

33. A wellbore will typically intersect or cross multiple sections or 

“zones” of a formation.  Not all intersected zones include oil and gas.  See, e.g., 
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Ellsworth at Figures 7 and 11.  Some zones include fluids like water that can be 

problematic if they enter the wellbore.  Ellsworth at 2-3 (“[W]ater or gas 

breakthrough can be a problem for some of these wells. . . . The ability to establish 

long term isolation of segments within the reservoir is key to controlling and 

optimizing production from these horizontal wells.”).  Some zones may be too 

small to justify the expense of attempting to produce oil and gas from the zone.  It 

is therefore often better to isolate the wellbore from these types of undesirable 

zones and stimulate only desirable zones. 

34. One example of a stimulation technique that is commonly used 

in horizontal wells with cemented casings is known as “Plug & Perf.”  This 

technique involves pumping down the wellbore a bridge plug and perforating guns 

to a targeted location in the well, typically starting near the bottom or “toe” and 

moving toward the “heel”—where the wellbore transitions from horizontal to 

vertical  The perforating guns are fired to punch small holes in the casing to allow 

fluid communication between the casing and the formation.  The perforating guns 

are then removed from the wellbore, and a ball is pumped down to close the pre-set 

bridge plug.  Once the plug is closed, fracture stimulation fluid (including 

proppant) is pumped into the wellbore, where the plug seals lower portions of the 

well and diverts the fracture fluids through the perforations to create fractures in 

the formation.  After each zone (or stage) is completed, the operation is 
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sequentially repeated up-hole until all desired wellbore zones are fractured.  The 

bridge plugs and balls are then milled to open the wellbore and allow oil and gas to 

flow to the surface.  In this “Plug & Perf” approach, the bridge plugs are used to 

isolate zones within the wellbore. 

35. Other approaches use “packers” instead of bridge plugs for 

isolating zones.  Packers are tools that seal around production tubing or liner in the 

wellbore (whether cased or uncased) to direct stimulation fluid into a desired zone 

and prevent its entry into other zones.  A single tubing string can include multiple 

packers as it is run into the wellbore, making it easier to isolate multiple zones at 

once and then stimulate those zones. 

36. One example of a system for stimulating or treating zones of a 

formation using packers is described in U.S. Patent No. 4,099,563 (“Hutchison”).  

As shown in Hutchison’s Figures 2 and 4, inset below, Hutchison injects treatment 

fluids through sleeves 20, 21 [blue], each of which includes a seat 44 [purple] that 

is designed to mate with and be sealed by a specific sized ball [green].  Hutchison 

at 3:64-4:59.  The sleeve 20 is opened by “dropping” the correspondingly sized 

ball 48 into the tubing string to seals against seat 44.  Hutchison at 4:49-59.  This 

seal prevents fluid from passing through the seat, and the resulting buildup of fluid 

pressure shifts the lower sleeve 20 down into the open position, as shown in Figure 
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4, to open the port (annular chamber 36) and allow stimulation fluid (steam) to 

flow into the tubing string.  Hutchison at 4:49-59. 

 

37. As shown in Hutchison’s FIG. 1, inset below, upper and lower 

sleeves 20 and 21 are positioned to inject stimulation fluid into corresponding 
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zones that are isolated with cup-type packers 22, 23, 24, and 25 to isolate zones 

within the formation.  See 

Hutchison at FIG. 1 and 2:51-58. 

38. A ball is first 

dropped into the tubing string to 

open lower sleeve 20 [blue] to 

allow stimulation fluid to be 

injected into the lower zone that is 

isolated between packer cups 22 

and 23 [red].  Once the lower zone 

is treated, a larger ball 48 is 

dropped into the tubing string to 

open upper sleeve 21 [blue] 

(which differs from sleeve 20 only 

in that sleeve 21 includes a larger 

diameter seat 44) to allow the 

upper zone between packer cups 

22 and 23 to be treated.  Hutchison 

at 4:60-6:17.  A person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have 
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recognized that this process can be repeated for any suitable number of zones, 

limited only by the number of different sized balls that can fit into the tubing 

string.  In this way, Hutchison permits zones to be selectively treated one at a time. 

39. Halliburton developed another example of this system in the 

late 1990s in which multiple sliding sleeves were isolated between packers that 

could be simultaneously run into the wellbore.  See, e.g., D.W. Thomson, et al., 

Design and Installation of a Cost-Effective Completion System for Horizontal 

Chalk Wells Where Multiple Zones Require Acid Stimulation, SPE (Society for 

Petroleum Engineering) 37482 (1997) (“Thomson”).  Relative to approaches like 

Plug & Perf, described above, Thomson’s ball-actuated, sliding-sleeve “technique 

provided a substantial reduction in the operational time normally required to 

stimulate multiple zones and allowed the stimulations to be precisely targeted 

within the reservoir.”  Thomson at 97, Abstract. 

C. Types of Packers 

40. While Hutchison used cup-type packers to isolate zones within 

a formation (Hutchison at 2:51-58), other types of packers have also been known 

for many years.  For example, inflatable packers have long been used in both open 

hole and cased completions.  See, e.g., Echols at 1:43-44 (“Inflatable packers are 

preferred for use in sealing an uncased well bore.”); see also ’505 Patent at 1:43-45 
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(Background “[I]nflatable packers may be limited with respect to pressure 

capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”). 

41. Other alternatives include various “solid body packers.”  Solid 

body packers (SBPs) extrude one or more resilient packing elements outward by 

compressing the packing element(s) along the length of the tubing string, thereby 

causing the packing element(s) to be squeezed radially outward to seal the annulus 

around the tubing string within the wellbore.  As explained in Ellsworth, 

“[a]lthough the expansion ratios for [solid body packers] are [not] as large as for 

inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally drills very close to 

gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these SBPsSBP’s.”  Ellsworth 

at 3.  In another example, U.S. Patent No. 6,257,338 (“Kilgore”) explains that its 

packers, “sealing devices 30, 32, 34 are representatively and schematically 

illustrated . . . as inflatable packers . . . [o]f course, other types of packers, such as 

production packers settable by pressure, may be utilized for the packers 30, 32, 34 

. . . .”  See Kilgore at 4:35-42.  Many such solid-body packers are hydraulically 

“set” by delivering hydraulic fluid under pressure to a piston that compresses the 

packing element(s).  See, e.g., Ellsworth at 3; Kilgore at 4:35-42. 

42. Ellsworth also explains that even though “[h]istorically, 

inflatable packers were used for water shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing,” 

“[m]ore recently, solid body packers (SBP’s) (see Figure 4) have been used to 
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establish open hole isolation.”  Ellsworth at 3.  Ellsworth’s solid body packers 

“provide a mechanical packing element that is hydraulically actuated . . . to 

provide a long-term solution to open hole isolation without the needaid of 

cemented liners.”  Ellsworth at 3 (emphasis added).  “Although the expansion 

ratios for these packers are [not] as large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation 

in Rainbow Lake generally drills very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation 

is possible with these SBP’s.”  Ellsworth at 3.  The description of “very close to 

gauge hole” means that the borehole is round instead of oval, and very close in size 

to the drill bit, which characteristics can be achieved in formations that are 

mechanically competent.  Ellsworth illustrates a principle that had been known and 

applied in the industry for decades, that tools—such as solid-body packers used in 

the historically more-prevalent cased holes—can also be used, and often are tried 

and used successfully, in open-hole completions as they have become more 

common. 

VI. A Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

43. It is my opinion that a person of ordinary skill in the art as of 

November 19, 2001 is a person who earned a bachelor of science degree in 

mechanical, petroleum, or chemical engineering, or similar degree and had at least 

two to three years of experience with downhole completion technologies related to 

fracturing. 
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44. Such a person would have been familiar with the options and 

considerations described in Section V above.  Such a person would have further 

understood that certain of these options were better suited to some formation or 

wellbore types than others, and would have known to consider different types of 

completions, tools, and configurations depending on formation or wellbore types 

and characteristics, such as the ones described in Section V above.  Such a person 

would have understood the various stimulation methods, and types and uses of 

packers to perform selective fluid treatment of wellbores—and the use of those 

methods and techniques in combination with or as substitutes for one another.  For 

example, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have appreciated the possibility 

of using acidizing systems to fracture certain carbonate formations, and would 

have recognized how tools and components could function and that certain 

components, such as hydraulically set solid-body packers, may work better under 

certain conditions than other components, such as inflatable packers. 

45. Such a person would have usually worked in a team 

environment and, in addition to his or her own skills and experiences and those of 

other team members, would also have had access to (and been trained and 

encouraged to seek out) other technical experts, libraries of tools and systems, 

descriptions, catalogs and technical information relating to well completion 

technology and fracturing.  Such a person would have also routinely accessed, 
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understood, and applied such information in a variety of projects and applications, 

each with its own unique characteristics and challenges, and would have routinely 

consulted with team members (and others outside the team) with diverse 

educational backgrounds and technical experiences to address these unique 

characteristics and challenges. 

46. Such a person would have been a person of ordinary creativity 

as well as skill and would have innovated, and interchangeably used systems and 

tools, based on the technology developed for different but related applications.  For 

example, as described in Thomson, persons of ordinary skill in the art developed a 

“multi-stage acid frac tool” for stimulation operations based on a sliding sleeve 

used for circulating operations.  See Thomson at 97 (“key element . . . is a multi-

stage acid frac tool (MSAF) that is similar to a sliding sleeve circulating device 

. . . .”).  In fact, sliding sleeves have been used in many applications of completing 

a wellbore and a person or ordinary skill would have understood their value when 

approaching any new completions-related challenge.  See, e.g., Hutchison (used for 

steam injection);  Thomson (used for stimulation); Weitz (used for washing and 

circulating); Ellsworth at 8 (used for testing); Hartley (used for perforating 

lining/casing or stimulation); Echols (used for setting packers or stimulation). 

47. Such a person would have also been familiar with, and 

motivated to select tools and characteristics for completion of a well, based on 
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various considerations related to the economy of a well.  For example, such a 

person would have understood that, all other things being equal, it is more 

expensive to complete a cased well than to complete an open hole well.  This is 

due primarily to the additional cost of the casing and cement, the cost of the 

additional labor to install the casing and cement, and the additional time needed to 

install the casing and cement.  Such a person would therefore have been motivated 

to consider completing a well as an open hole rather than a cased hole, where the 

features of the formation were amenable to open hole completion, in order to 

minimize costs.  See Ellsworth at 98. 

48. Further examples of economic considerations include:  the 

amount of time needed to complete a well, the cost and amount of materials and/or 

specialized equipment needed to complete the well, logistical challenges for 

completing the well such as the availability of tools and equipment in the 

geographic area in which the well is located, the success of certain tools and/or 

techniques in the geographic region or in similar types of formations, the 

recoverable volumes of oil/gas in the formation, and the permeability of the 

formation, among others. 

49. Such a person would have understood that the amount of 

materials and time needed to complete the well before beginning production can be 

a significant driver of cost, and would have been motivated to minimize these 
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factors as much as possible in order to increase profit.  Thomson, for example, 

explains that its “completion technique substantially reduces operational time 

normally required to stimulate multiple zones, cost savings are realized from the 

time reduction.”  Thomson at 101.  Ellsworth also confirms this with its 

explanation that “[t]he goal of cost effective use of horizontals can be enhanced 

with the ability to segment, and control production without the need to run and 

cement liners.”  Ellsworth at 98. 

50. For example, such a person would also have understood and 

appreciated the possibility of using different technologies depending on the 

characteristics of the formation and/or technique for completing the well.  For 

example, Thomson describes the use of two different materials for the balls (used 

to seal and thereby actuate sliding sleeves) in the same stimulation operation to 

account for variations in the pressure required to fracture the formation:  “Phenolic 

plastic or aluminum balls were chosen dependent on the anticipated fracture 

gradient of the zone being treated.”  See Thomson at 100, and 99 (“The 1.3 SG 

phenolic plastic ball was the preferred choice other than for the cases in which the 

expected stimulation pressure necessitated the use of aluminum balls.”). 

51. Like the possibility of using different ball materials, a person of 

ordinary skill would have understood and appreciated the possibility and 

advantages of using different types of packers based on the characteristics of a 
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formation—even if those packers were initially designed for a different operation 

(e.g., cased hole versus open hole).  For example, and as explained above, 

Ellsworth explained that even though inflatable packers had “historically” been 

used in open hole completions, solid body packers could successfully be used in 

open holes where a formation was strong enough to form round holes the size of 

the drill bit.  See Ellsworth at 3; see also Kilgore at 3:67-4:4, 4:35-42 (describing 

an isolation and treatment method that “may be performed in wells including both 

cased and uncased portions” using inflatable or “others types of packers such as 

production packers settable by pressure”).  Ellsworth preferred solid body packers 

in appropriate open holes as “a long-term solution to open hole isolation without 

the aid of cemented liners.”  Ellsworth at 3.  The Ellsworth reference also 

illustrates that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that 

different combinations of packers could be used in the same wellbore.  See 

Ellsworth at 3 (“When possible, the packers are run in pairs to minimize the chance 

of failure due to setting in a vug [i.e., an irregular portion of the wellbore].”) and at 

7 (open hole and cased hole packers in the same wellbore); see also Thomson at 

98, Figures 3 and 4 (describing use of permanent packer and retrievable packers in 

the same wellbore). 

52. The modifications of prior art references discussed below were 

also within the ability of one of ordinary skill, and would have yielded only 
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predictable results.  For example, and as explained below, such combinations 

required no more than rearranging mechanical components and/or adapting their 

size to known applications.  In addition, one of ordinary skill would have 

recognized that many tools or components initially designed or used in cased 

wellbores could also be used in open or uncased wellbores in at least some types of 

formations. 

VII. The ’505 Patent 

A. Overview of the ’505 Patent 

53. The ’505 Patent is entitled “Method and Apparatus for 

Wellbore Fluid Treatment,” and states that it is directed to “a method and 

apparatus for selective communication to a wellbore for fluid treatment.”  ’505 

Patent at 1:1-2 and 1:16-19.  The Background of the Invention section confirms 

several points that are explained above.  For example, methods of selective fluid 

treatment were well known in the prior art:  “In one previous method, the well is 

isolated in segments” by packers and each segment is thereafter “individually 

treated so that concentrated and controlled fluid treatment can be provided along 

the wellbore.”  ’505 Patent at 1:35-40.  Additionally, “inflatable element packers” 

had certain shortcomings, such as being, “limited with respect to pressure 

capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  ’505 Patent at 

1:38-45. 
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54. The ’505 Patent criticized many prior art methods as requiring 

“the tubing string [to be run] into the bore hole with the ports or perforations 

already opened,” which “can hinder the running operation and limit usefulness of 

the tubing string.” ’505 Patent at 2:10-17.  The ’505 Patent therefore indicates that 

its contribution relates to facilitating “running in of a fluid treatment string [“in 

various borehole conditions including open holes, cased holes [and] horizontal 

holes”], the fluid treatment string having ports substantially closed against the 

passage of fluid therethrough but which are openable when desired to permit fluid 

flow into the wellbore.”  ’505 Patent at 2:26-34. 

55. The ’505 Patent uses sliding sleeves each actuated by 

correspondingly sized plugs or balls to open the sliding sleeves and stimulate 

adjacent formation zones.  Figure 3a (annotated below) illustrates the sliding 

sleeve 22 in its closed position in which the sliding sleeve covers ports 17.  ’505 

Patent at 9:21-50.  In it, a ball 24 [green] engages a seat 26 [purple] to seal and 

prevent fluid flow through the sleeve.  ’505 Patent at 9:21-50.  This seal causes 

fluid pressure to build up in the wellbore, which eventually breaks shear pins 50 

and moves sleeve 22 to the open position of FIG. 3B in which ports 17 [orange] are 

open.  ’505 Patent at 9:21-50. 
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56. Figure 1a of the ’505 Patent (annotated below) illustrates the 

use of such a sliding sleeve in each of multiple ported intervals (16b, 16c, 16d, 

16e), each of which corresponds to a zone isolated between two packers (20b, 20c, 

20d, 20e, 20f). 
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FIG. 1a 
(annotated) 

57. The ’505 Patent explains that its sliding sleeves allow the tool 

string to be installed in the wellbore with the ports of each sliding sleeve closed.  

Specifically, each ported interval 16a-e includes a sliding sleeve 22a-e that 

prevents fluid communication through the ports 17 of each.  ’505 Patent at 6:41-53. 
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FIG. 1b 
(annotated) 

58. Each sliding sleeve has a seat with a different diameter that 

allows the sleeves to be sequentially opened one at a time.  Specifically, “the 

lowest-most sliding sleeve 22e has the smallest diameter D1 seat and accepts the 

smallest sized ball 24e and each sleeve that is progressively closer to the surface 

has a larger seat.”  ’505 Patent at 7:19-24.  The ’505 Patent explains that these 

different diameters enable ball 24e to pass through seats 26a-26d and engage the 

seat 26e nearest lower end 14a, sealing seat 26e and shifting sleeve 22e to open the 

corresponding port 17.  ’505 Patent at 7:28-36.  Next, “a [slightly larger] ball 24d 
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is launched, which is sized to pass through all of the seats, including seat 26c 

closer to surface, and to seat in and move sleeve 22d . . . [to] open[] ported interval 

16d and permit[] fluid treatment of the annulus between packers 20d and 20e.”  

’505 Patent at 8:23-28.  “This process of launching progressively larger balls or 

plugs is [then] repeated until all of the zones are treated.”  ’505 Patent at 8:28-30. 

59. The ’505 Patent explains that its packers “can be of any desired 

type to seal between the wellbore and the tubing string” (’505 Patent at 3:47-48), 

but are illustrated in FIG. 1a as the “solid body-type.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-38. 

 

FIG. 2 
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60. “Packer 20 includes extrudable packing elements 21a, 21b, a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism and a mechanical body lock system 31 

including a locking ratchet arrangement” all of which “are mounted on an inner 

mandrel 32.”  ’505 Patent at 8:42-46.  The “packing elements 21a, 21b are formed 

of elastomer, such as, for example, rubber,” and “can be separated by at least 0.3M 

and preferably 0.8M or more” to “aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open 

hole, as the elements load into one another to provide additional pack-off.”  ’505 

Patent at 8:46-54. 

61. The packing elements 21a, 21b are mounted between fixed stop 

rings 34a, 34d and compression rings 34b, 34c (’505 Patent at 8:40-9:8), and are 

extruded outward (and the packer thereby set) by “pressuring up the tubing string.”  

’505 Patent at 8:40-9:15.  This pressure, through port 35, pressurizes “a hydraulic 

chamber defined by first piston 36a and second piston 36b.”  ’505 Patent at 8:58-

61.  “First piston 36a acts against compressing ring 34b to drive compression and, 

therefore, expansion of packing element 21a, while second piston 36b acts against 

compressing ring 34d to drive compression and, therefore, expansion of packing 

element 21b.”  ’505 Patent at 8:61-65.  The ’505 Patent teaches that this type of 

“solid body” packer is “particularly useful, especially for example in an open 

hole.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-40. 
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62. The ’505 Patent also describes another configuration with a 

movable sleeve 322 that engages and moves multiple sliding sleeves 325 to open 

ports 317: 

 

FIG. 8 
(annotated) 

“Sleeve 322 [red] . . . can be moved (arrows S), by fluid pressure created by 

seating of ball 324 [green] therein . . . .”  ’505 Patent at 12:43-46.  “[S]liding 

sleeves 325a, 325b [blue] are each formed to be engaged and moved by sleeve 322 

as it passes through the tubing string.”  ’505 Patent at 12:66-13:2.  In particular, 

“sleeves 325a, 325b are moved by engagement of outwardly biased dogs 351 on 

the sleeve 322 . . . each sleeve 325a, 325b includes a profile 353a, 353b into which 

dogs 351 can releasably engage.”  ’505 Patent at 13:2-6.  “[W]hen sleeve 322 is 

driven through the tubing string, it will engage against each sleeve 325a to move it 

away from its port 317a and against its associated shoulder 327b . . . [and] 

continued application of fluid pressure . . . remove[s] the sleeve from engagement 
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with a first port-associated sleeve 325a, along the tubing string 314 and into 

engagement with the profile 353b of the next-port associated sleeve 325b and so 

on, until sleeve 322 is stopped against shoulder 346.”  ’505 Patent at 13:10-19. 

B. Interpretation of Certain Terms Used In the ’505 Patent 

63. The term “solid body packer” is used in the ’505 Patent to refer 

to a mechanically or hydraulically set packer including a solid, mechanically 

extrudable packing element, and this is the way in a which a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have understood this term in the context of the ’505 Patent.  

For example, in its Background of the Invention section, the ’505 Patent describes 

that inflatable packers are “limited with respect to pressure capabilities as well as 

durability under high pressure conditions.”  ’505 Patent at 1:35-45.  The ’505 

Patent also states that “[i]n an open hole, preferably, the packers include solid body 

packers including a solid, extrudable packing element and, in some embodiments, 

solid body packers include a plurality of extrudable packing elements.”  ’505 

Patent at 4:4-7.  The ’505 Patent also explains that its “packers are of the solid 

body-type with at least one extrudable packing element that is set hydraulically or 

mechanically.”  ’505 Patent at 6:33-40. 

64. This is also consistent with how a person of ordinary skill in the 

art would have understood this term outside of the context of the ’505 Patent.  

While the term was not commonly used in the industry as of November 21, 2001, 
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such a person would have understood that the ordinary meaning of the words also 

suggested a packer including a solid, mechanically extrudable packing element 

(which logically would have been mechanically or hydraulically set). 

65. One of the relatively few instances of this term being used 

outside the ’505 Patent (and other patents related to the ’505 Patent) is in 

Ellsworth.  See Ellsworth at 3.  In Ellsworth, the term “solid body packer” was also 

contrasted relative to inflatable packers.  Ellsworth at 3 (“Although the expansion 

ratios for [solid body packers] are [not] 

as large as for inflatables . . . .”).  

Ellsworth explains that solid body 

packers “provide a mechanical packing 

element that is hydraulically activated” 

and references a Guiberson/Halliburton 

Wizard II packer (shown to the right) as 

an example of a solid body packer.  A 

mechanical packing element, as implied 

by Ellsworth, is a solid and extrudable 

element.  Thus, as understood by a 

person or ordinary skill in the art, the 

term “solid body packer” would mean 
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“packer including a solid, extrudable packing element.” 

66. I am not familiar with the term “load into one another” outside 

of the ’505 Patent.  The ’505 Patent itself states only that “[t]his arrangement of 

packing elements [in Figure 2] aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open 

borehole, as the elements load into each other to provide additional pack-off.”  

’505 Patent at 8:51-54 and FIG. 2.  In Figure 2, two packing elements 21a, 21b are 

shown “on the same packer body” and subject to the same extruding force 

provided by a piston actuated by hydraulic fluid entering the port 35.  A person of 

ordinary skill in the art, reading these descriptions in the context of the packer 

configuration illustrated in the ’505 Patent, would understand “load into one 

another” as referring to packing elements that are extruded by a common 

mechanical force. 

VIII. Analysis of Prior Art to the ’505 Patent 

A. Thomson 

67. Thomson describes a well completion system that selectively 

treated multiple formation zones one at a time.  Thomson at 97, Abstract.  

Thomson’s Figure 3 illustrates how zonal isolation is “achieved by hydraulic-set 

retrievable packers . . . on each side of a MSAF [multistage acid fracture] tool.” 

Thomson at 97, Abstract.  Thomson’s Figure 3 shows only a single MSAF tool and 

two packers (one permanent and one retrievable).  However, Thomson explains 
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that “[u]p to 9 MSAF tools can be run . . . with . . . packers that are positioned on 

each side.”  Thomson at 97, Abstract; see also Thomson at 100 (“wells with ten 

packers/nine MSAF tools”).  With multiple retrievable packers as described, the 

lower end of Thomson’s tool string would include the components shown below: 

 

68. Thomson’s MSAF tools are “sliding sleeve device[s] that can 

allow communication between the tubing and the annulus once the sleeve is moved 

to the open position.”  Thomson at 98 and FIG. 5 (showing open and closed 

positions).   
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Figure 5 
(annotated) 

“[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve, and when the correct size ball 

lands on the ball seat, applied pressure from above moves the sleeve to the 

down/open position.”  Thomson at 98.  “The smallest inside diameter (ID) seat is 

run at the bottom of the completion, and the largest . . . at the top” so that each 

“ball and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower zones.”  

Thomson at 98.  “[T]he smallest ball [was] . . . pumped onto its mating seat in the 

lowest MSAF . . . to move [the sleeve] to the open position, allowing stimulation 

of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing pumped fluids from going to 

any lower zones already stimulated,” and “repeated by pumping increasingly larger 

ball until the zones had been stimulated.”  Thomson at 99. 
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69. The “acid frac[ture]s” described by Thomson are designed to, 

and would have been understood by a person of ordinary skill to have increased the 

inflow of petroleum product to the wellbore relative to the inflow of petroleum 

product before the fractures.  Thomson at 96, Abstract.  This is confirmed by 

Thomson’s description of its completion as “successful.”  If the acid frac’ing 

process had not increased inflow of petroleum products (the purpose of frac’ing), it 

would not have been considered a success. 

70. Thomson’s Figures 3 and 4 show its packers, which are 

“hydraulic-set” with “no mandrel movement in relation to the slips . . . while 

setting” such that “any number of hydraulic-set packers [can] be set simultaneously 

without requiring expansion devices between the packers . . . .”  Thomson at 98. 
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Excerpt of Figure 3 
(annotated) 

71. Thomson’s Figure 4, annotated below, illustrates a hydraulic 

port extending through the wall of the tubing.  As is described above for the solid 

body packer of the ’505 Patent, Thomson’s hydraulic port enables fluid under 

pressure in the tool string to be communicated to a piston that compresses packing 

elements between a compression ring and a fixed stop ring.  Thomson at 99 

(“pressure was applied down the tubing . . . to set all seven packers 

simultaneously”). 
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Excerpt of Figure 4 (Retrievable Configuration) 
(annotated) 

As the packing elements compress, they extrude outward to fill the annulus 

between the tubing string and the casing to seal against fluid flow past the packer. 
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72. A person of ordinary skill in the art would understand, based on 

Thomson’s textual description and illustrations, that Thomson’s packers are non-

inflatable, solid body packers, and that each packer includes multiple packing 

elements.  For example, the packer is illustrated in Figure 3 as having three distinct 

packing elements that are separated by spacer rings.  The use of spacer rings 

between solid packing elements was common for this type of solid-body packer; 

the spacer rings help constrain the packing elements to cause them to extrude in the 

desired manner—in which each packing element extrudes radially outward.  See, 

e.g., U.S. Patent No. 4,279,306 (“Weitz”) at FIGS. 1, 2 and 3:62-65 (illustrating 

use of “ring spacers 25, 35” in a similar manner).  This is also confirmed in 

Thomson’s FIG. 4; even with minimal contrast between the packing elements and 

spacer rings, FIG. 4 shows small changes in the outer profile of the packing 

elements corresponding to the inclusion of spacer rings with a slightly smaller 

outer diameter than the packing elements. 

73. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have further 

understood, based on Thomson’s textual description and illustrations, that 

Thomson’s packer mechanically extrudes its solid packing elements by the 

application of hydraulic pressure to a piston.  In addition to Thomson’s description 

of applying hydraulic pressure through the tubing to set the packers, Thomson’s 

FIG. 4 is a partial cross-section of the packer that illustrates a hydraulic port 
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through the tubing string into a hydraulic piston to mechanically extrude the 

packing elements.  Thomson’s explanation that its packers are set without mandrel 

movement is also consistent with its packers being solid-body packers rather than 

inflatable packers, because inflatable packers expand radially outward when 

inflated (meaning that mandrel movement would not have been a consideration 

that would have been addressed).  In contrast, solid body packers that are 

mechanically set rather than hydraulically set are sometimes set via longitudinal 

movements of the tool string within the wellbore.  A person of ordinary skill in the 

art would therefore understand Thomson’s description of its packers, as a whole, to 

indicate that they are hydraulically set, solid-body packers with multiple packing 

elements. 

B. Hartley 

74. U.S. Patent No. 5,449,039 (“Hartley”) describes a plug that was 

a known alternative to a ball for sealing against a seat to actuate a sliding sleeve in 

a well completion assembly.  In particular, Hartley uses its plug 96 to seal its seat 

94 and shift its sliding sleeve from a closed position to an open position.  See 

Hartley at 4:65-5:1, 7:57-8:8, and FIGS. 2-3.  As described above, this is the same 

purpose for which Thomson employs a ball-shaped plug.  As with Thomson, 

Hartley also recognizes that plugs of different diameters can be used to selectively 

actuate sliding sleeves with seats that decrease in size with distance from the 
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wellhead.  Hartley at 5:1-7.  A person of ordinary skill in the art would have 

recognized that Hartley’s plug was thus a straightforward and obvious alternative 

to Thomson’s ball-shaped plugs as of November 19, 2001.  Such a substitution 

would have been a straightforward task for such a person at that time.  A person of 

ordinary skill in the art would have appreciated that any shape of plug that would 

seal and move the sleeve would work in this application, and the combination 

would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that person.  

Specifically, the use of Hartley’s plug in place of Thomson’s ball would have 

resulted in the Thomson system being actuated in the same way as described by 

Thomson, merely using plugs with the shape of Hartley’s plugs rather than 

Thomson’s ball-shaped plugs. 

C. Ellsworth 

75. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated 

to use Thomson’s system without casing (in an open hole section of wellbore) to 

minimize the time and expense of completing a well.  Ellsworth at 98 (“[C]ost 

effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with ability to segment, and control 

production without the need to run and cement liners.”).  For example, the cost of 

completing a well is often driven by the amount of time and the materials for doing 

so.  As explained in paragraphs 47-49 above, if all other things are equal, the cost 

of cased wells is higher than open wells.  This is because installing casing in the 
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wellbore, and cementing the casing in place, requires more time and materials than 

not doing so.  Ellsworth at 98; see also Thomson at 101.  The primary 

consideration for whether an open hole completion is possible is the structural 

condition or integrity of the well.  As such, in nearly any formation stable enough 

to complete a well without casing, there is an inherent option to consider the 

possibility of casing or not casing the well as reasonable alternatives and, in 2001, 

the general trend in the industry was to default to an open hole completion 

wherever practical. 

D. Echols 

76. U.S. Patent No. 5,375,662 (“Echols” discloses a sliding sleeve 

arrangement in which a single ball or plug is used to actuate multiple sliding 

sleeves.  As shown in the excerpts of Figures 7 and 8, annotated below, Echols 

includes a C-ring 52 that is “compressed within the smooth bore 54 of the isolation 

sleeve [26 and] has a sloped shoulder 68 which is coated with a polymeric coating 

. . . [to] define[] a valve seat for receiving and sealing against the drop ball 66.”  

Echols at 5:4-8 and 6:52-54.  “[T]o set the packer, the drop ball 66 is released and 

flowed into sealing engagement with the C-ring 52.”  Echols at 6:14-16.  “The 

hydraulic pressure is increased until the hollow shear screws 74 separate, thus 

opening the setting port [28] and permitting the isolation sleeve 26 to be shifted 
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along the smooth bore of the guide tube 36 to the uncovered position as shown in 

FIG. 8.”  Echols at 6:16-22. 

 

Excerpts of Figures 7 & 8 
(annotated) 

77. “[H]ydraulic pressure is [then] increased until the shear pins 81 

separate, thus permitting the C-ring 52 and the shear collar 56 to be shifted into . . . 

counterbore 58 . . . [and] expand[ed] radially outwardly, thus releasing the drop 

ball 66 and permitting it to be flowed through the setting tool mandrel bore 85 to 
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the next seat [C-ring 52 of the next sliding sleeve 26].”  Echols at 6:30-37 

(emphasis added). 

78. It would have been obvious to use Echols’ tool in the Thomson 

system.  Echols itself teaches that its tool can be used for treatment.  After 

describing its invention as an arrangement for setting packers, Echols explains that 

its sliding sleeve arrangement “may also be used for injecting completion 

chemicals through the exposed port into the annulus surrounding the tubing 

string.”  Echols at 6:45-53.  It would have been obvious to use Echols’s sliding 

sleeve arrangement either (1) in place of, or (2) in combination with, Thomson’s 

sliding sleeve arrangement for at least the following reasons. 

79. For example, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have 

been motivated to include multiple ones of Echols’ tool with a 1.5-inch diameter 

seat above Thomson’s 1.5-inch MSAF tool to provide additional injection points 

above Thomson’s 1.5-inch MSAF tool, and to include multiple ones of Echols’s 

tool with a 1.75-inch diameter seat above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool to 

provide additional injection points above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool.  This 

would have been desirable in any of several possible scenarios.  First, the number 

of sliding sleeves that could be actuated by different sized balls would be limited 

by the number of available incremental changes in ball diameter that could fit 

within the wellbore size, for example, limiting the total number of balls to 10-12 in 
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the case of ¼” ball size increments and 4 ½” or 5 ½” liners.  In horizontal 

wellbores longer than a certain length, it would have been desirable to include a 

greater number of fracture initiation points so the fractures would not be too far 

apart.  In this scenario, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to open multiple sleeves with a single ball and, therefore, would have 

been motivated to add the Echols sleeves to Thomson’s system.  In this modified 

Thomson system, the 1.5-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool could be 

actuated by a single 1.5-inch ball, and the 1.75-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.75-

inch MSAF tool could be actuated by a single 1.75-inch ball.  A person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have expected this modified Thomson system to be beneficial 

for treating longer sections or zones of a wellbore to provide additional fractures at 

both the Echols’ tools and the Thomson sleeve to improve production from the 

formation. 

80. It was well known that increasing the number of points where 

fractures were initiated in a zone could increase productivity.  Lagrone, for 

example, explains that “[t]o get an effective treatment, it is desirable to treat as 

much of the perforated interval as possible.”  K.W. Lagrone, et al., A New 

Development in Completion Methods, SPE 530-PA (1963) (“Lagrone”) at 1.  A 

person of ordinary skill would have also known that stimulating a relatively larger 

zone, rather than separately treating multiple smaller zones, could reduce the cost 
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and time needed to complete a well.  For example, Eberhard explained that when 

fracturing a well, “[o]ne way of reducing cost while improving fracture treatments 

was to complete both intervals at once.”  M.J. Eberhard, et al., Current Use of 

Limited-Entry Hydraulic Fracturing in the Codell/Niobrara Formations—DJ 

Basin, SPE 29553 (1995).  Using two or more of Echols’ tools in one of 

Thomson’s zones would have been a logical approach to reducing the time and 

cost needed to treat a well with longer zones, while still allowing the tubing string 

to be run into the well with the ports in a closed position to prevent intrusion of 

wellbore fluids, and minimize the risk of issues like premature setting of packers 

that could be caused by such intrusion.  See Thomson at 97 (noting that the tool 

string was into well with the sliding sleeves of its MSAF tools in closed position). 

81. Another option available to a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would be to decrease the incremental ball sizes, from ¼” in the initial application 

of MASF to 3/16” or even 1/8”. While this would have allowed creating more 

fractures in the horizontal section, it would still fall within the reasonable and 

obvious extension of the MASF tool. At that point, the decision as to which system 

is preferable would depend on availability of each system, and its cost. The person 

of ordinary skill in the art will also recognize that, even with smaller ball size 

increments, there is a limit to how many well segments can be fractured with a 

system that allows single zone fracture at a time, meaning that even with this 
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possibility, a person of ordinary skill would still have had a motivation to add 

Echols’ sleeve to Thomson’s system in at least some wells. 

82. The modified Echols-Thomson system would include the 

Echols sleeve, in which (as annotated in the above excerpts of FIGS. 7 and 8) “the 

drop ball 66 is . . . flowed into sealing engagement with the C-ring 52” or first 

sleeve.  Echols at 6:14-16.  The “first sleeve” or C-ring 52 then engages the 

“sliding sleeve” 26 via shear collar 56 to move the sliding sleeve (26) and open the 

first port 28.  Echols at 6:17-21.  Once pins 81 shear, the C-ring 52 and shear collar 

56 then disengage from the sliding sleeve and shift into counterbore 58 to allow the 

ball to continue down the tubing. 

83. One example of the modified Thomson system is shown below 

in Figure A: 
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E. Brown 

84. U.S. Patent 4,018,272 (“Brown”) describes a “retrievable, 

hydraulically set well packer.”  Brown at Abstract. 
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85. Brown’s packer is set by applying hydraulic pressure through 

the tubing string.  A packer body or “mandrel 11 is connected to a production 

tubing string T which extends to the well surface.”  Brown at 4:33-37.  “[T]he 

packer 10 is set by the application of fluid pressure through the tubing T to an 

expansion chamber 16 . . . through a mandrel port 17.”  Brown at 4:49-53.  As 

explained in paragraphs 69-71 above, this is the same way that hydraulic pressure 

is applied to set Thomson’s packers.  Specifically, “[s]etting pressure applied to the 

chamber 16 forces an annular piston ring 19 upwardly . . . toward a retaining end 

piece 20 . . . compress[ing] the seals 13 and 14 and mov[ing] them into sealing 

engagement with the casing C,” while “lower cone spreader element 21 [also 

moves] toward an upper cone spreader element 22 . . . [to] wedge the intermediate 

slip elements 15 outwardly into anchoring engagement with the casing C.”  Brown 

at 4:63-5:6.  “The packer is held in the set position illustrated in FIG. 2 by a split, 

annular lock ring 27 which has a wedge shaped cross-section [and] 

[c]ircumferential gripping teeth 28 formed along [its] outer surface of the ring 27 

[that] anchor into a surrounding tubular housing 29 to prevent the attached piston 

ring 19 from returning to its original unset position.”  Brown at 5:26-32, 5:36-44, 

and FIG. 3. 

86. Brown’s packer is also released in the same way that 

Thomson’s packer is released.  Specifically, the Brown packer may be “released 
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from its set position by an upward pull exerted on the tubing string T.”  Brown at 

7:9-11.  Brown’s packer could therefore replace Thomson’s retrievable packers 

without changing the function of the overall Thomson system. 

87. Thomson and Brown described known alternatives for 

providing isolation of zones in a well completion as of November 19, 2001.  In 

particular, both describe hydraulically-set, solid body packers that are set and 

retrieved in the same way.  Using the Brown packer in the Thomson system would 

have been a straightforward task for a person of ordinary skill at that time, and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person.  That is, the modified Thomson system would have worked in the same 

way as the original Thomson system, with several advantages. 

88. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have also recognized 

that Brown’s packer could have offered certain advantages over Thomson’s 

packer.  For example, “[o]nce set, the packer 10 is firmly anchored to the casing C 

to prevent either up or down movement of the packer and attached tubing T.”  

Brown at 5:7-9.  “The dual cone configuration holds the packer in place 

irrespective of the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  

Brown at 5:9-12.  Additionally, “[t]he upper and lower seals 13 and 14 form a seal 

between the mandrel and the casing to prevent fluid flow in the annular area A 
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[and] . . . isolate the slip elements . . . to prevent debris in the annulus from 

accumulating about the slip and cone assembly.”  Brown at 5:12-17. 

89. There are a number of additional independent reasons a person 

of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to replace Thomson’s 

retrievable packers with the Brown packers. 

90. One reason would have been to include two redundant seals in 

each packer, which would also increase structural stability.  Specifically, Brown’s 

packer includes packing elements that are spaced along the length of its body.  See 

Brown at FIGS. 1-2.  As these packing elements are compressed, the packing 

elements 13, 14 and the slips 15 expand radially outward to seal against the 

wellbore and resist movement of the packer and tool string.  Brown at 5:7-9.  The 

inclusion of two packers in a relatively short length increases the likelihood that 

one of them will fully seal against the circumference of the wellbore if, for 

example, one of the two is disposed in a part of the wellbore with a non-circular or 

otherwise irregular shape, such as in open or uncased wellbore. 

91. Another reason would have been to provide a seal that is 

independent of any pressure differential across the packer.  For example, Brown 

explains that its “dual cone configuration holds the packer in place irrespective of 

the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  Brown at 5:9-12.  A 

person of ordinary skill in the art would have expected this feature to increase 
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reliability of the packer and make it well-suited to frac’ing of the type described by 

Thomson where wellbore zones are pressurized one at a time, which generates 

pressure differentials across the packers that isolate the pressurized zone. 

92. Another reason would have been to isolate the slip elements 

from fluid and debris in the wellbore.  Specifically, Brown explains that, because 

they are located on opposite sides of slip elements 15, its packing elements 13, 14 

“isolate the slip elements and thus function to prevent debris in the annulus from 

accumulating about the slip and cone assembly.”  Brown at 5:14-17.  A person of 

ordinary skill in the art would have expected this feature to protect and keep clean 

the slips during use and therefore to increase the working life, reliability, and 

ability to release the slip elements. 

93. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own 

knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are 

believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the 

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine 

or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 

Code.  

____________________   __________________________________ 

Date      Name 
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Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 312 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.100 et seq., Baker Hughes 

Incorporated and Baker Hughes Oil Field Operations, Inc. (“Petitioners”) request 

inter partes review of U.S. Patent No. 7,134,505 (“the ’505 Patent” – Ex. 1001), 

which issued November 14, 2006.  The Board is authorized to deduct any required 

fees from Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP Deposit Account 50-1212/11508227. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ’505 Patent’s purported invention was a combination of ball-actuated 

sliding sleeves [blue] and multi-element packers [red] for selectively treating or 

“stimulat[ing]” zones in an oil well, such as by “frac’ing” or “acidizing.” 

 

But these systems were known before 2001, the earliest claimed priority date.  

Petitioners’ primary reference, Thomson, described such a system in 1997: 

 

While Thomson’s figure shows one ball-actuated sliding sleeve [blue] (which it 

called a “MSAF tool”), its text is clear that “[u]p to 9 MSAF tools [blue] can be 
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run in the completion with isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set 

retrievable packers [red] that are positioned on each side of a MSAF tool [blue].” 

Patent Owner may attempt to rely on several purported distinctions over the 

prior art during this proceeding—such as the “solid body” nature of its packers, or 

the use of its system in an open (i.e., uncased) hole—but all fail.  Thomson’s 

packers are solid body packers, and reciting the use of Thomson’s system in an 

open hole is not a patentable contribution to the art.  See In re Schreiber, 128 F.3d 

1473, 1477 (Fed. Cir. 1997).  Moreover, systems like Thomson’s were already 

preferred in many uncased wells. 

II. MANDATORY NOTICES 

A. Real Party in Interest (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(1)) 

Baker Hughes Incorporated, Baker Hughes Oil Field Operations, Inc., Pegasi 

Energy Resources Corp., and Pegasi Operating, Inc. are the real parties-in-interest. 

B. Related Matters (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(2)) 

The following matter may affect, or be affected by, a decision in this 

proceeding:  Rapid Completions LLC v. Baker Hughes Incorporated et al., Civil 

Action No. 6:15-cv-724 (E.D. Tex. 2015) (the “Litigation”). 

C. Lead and Back-Up Counsel (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(3)) 

Lead counsel:  Mark T. Garrett (Reg. No. 44,699) 

Back-up counsel:  Eagle H. Robinson (Reg. No. 61,361) 
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D. Service Information (37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(4)) 

Email:  mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 

Post:  Mark T. Garrett, Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, 98 San Jacinto 

Boulevard, Suite 1100, Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:  512.474.5201 Fax:  512.536.4598 

Petitioners consent to electronic service. 

III. GROUNDS FOR STANDING 

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(a), Petitioners certify that the ’505 Patent is 

available for inter partes review, and that Petitioners are not barred or estopped 

from requesting an inter partes review challenging the Challenged Claims on the 

grounds identified in this Petition.  The ’505 Patent has not been subject to a 

previous estoppel-based proceeding of the AIA, and Petitioners were served with 

the original complaint in the Litigation within the last 12 months. 

IV. STATEMENT OF PRECISE RELIEF REQUESTED FOR EACH 
CLAIM CHALLENGED 

A. Claims for Which Review Is Requested (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(1)) 

Petitioners request the review and cancellation of claims 1-7, 11, and 14-27 

(the “Challenged Claims”) of the ’505 Patent. 

B. Statutory Grounds of Challenge (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(2)) 

The Challenged Claims should be canceled for the following reasons: 

Ground 1:  Claims 1-7, 11, 14-22, and 24-26 are invalid under § 102(b) 
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based on Thomson (Ex. 1002).  Published in 1997, Thomson is prior art under 

§ 102(b). 

Ground 2:  Claim 15 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Hartley (Ex. 1003).  Issued in 1995, Hartley is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 3:  Claims 23 and 27 are invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson 

(Ex. 1002) and Ellsworth (Ex. 1004).  Published in 1999, (see Ex. 1019 at ¶¶ 1-5 

and 102-110), Ellsworth is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 4:  Claim 11 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Echols (Ex. 1005).  Issued in 1994, Echols is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 5:  Claims 1-7, 11, 14-22, and 24-26 are invalid under § 103(a) 

based on Thomson (Ex. 1002), as in Ground 1, and on Brown (Ex. 1006).  Issued 

in 1977, Brown is prior art under § 102(b). 

Ground 6:  Claim 15 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Hartley (Ex. 1003) as in Ground 2, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

Ground 7:  Claims 23 and 27 are invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson 

(Ex. 1002) and Ellsworth (Ex. 1004), as in Ground 3, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

Ground 8:  Claim 11 is invalid under § 103(a) based on Thomson (Ex. 

1002) and Echols (Ex. 1005), as in Ground 4, and on Brown (Ex. 1006). 

As explained below in Section VII.D (Claim Construction), Grounds 2-8 are 

not cumulative because each adds evidence addressing elements that Patent Owner 
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may seek to distinguish with narrow claim constructions. 

V. FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY 

The ’505 Patent describes selectively stimulating or treating segments of an 

oil well using ball-actuated sleeves to open ports in a tubing string.  See, e.g., Ex. 

1001 at 1:16-19, 2:35-3:4; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 53-62. 

A. Drilling an Oil Well 

Drilling a well generally includes drilling a hole to construct a wellbore in a 

geological formation with oil or gas reserves.  The wellbore is normally lined with 

pipe or “casing” to protect the wellbore during production operations.  See Ex. 

1007 at ¶ 28; see also Ex. 1008 at 108.  In some circumstances, however, a 

wellbore may be left uncased (referred to as an “open hole”) to “expose porosity 

and permit unrestricted wellbore inflow of petroleum products.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:23-

27; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 29.  If a wellbore is cased, access to the formation is 

provided by “perforating” or creating openings in the casing to allow oil and/or gas 

to flow from the formation into the wellbore.  Ex. 1001 at 1:27-29. 

While it is sometimes possible for formation fluids such as oil and gas to 

flow up the wellbore when left open or once casing has been perforated, a small-

diameter pipe called “production tubing” is typically run into the well as a conduit 

for petroleum products to flow to the surface.  Ex. 1009 at 147.  Traditionally, oil 

wells relied on natural formation pressure and permeability to flow petroleum 
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products to the surface.  Ex. 1008 at 23.  But when natural flow is insufficient or 

not economical, “well stimulation” techniques are employed to enlarge existing 

channels or create new ones in the formation, thereby increasing permeability to 

help oil and gas flow into the wellbore.  See id. at 162; Ex. 1001 at 1:30-31. 

B. Well Stimulation and Selective Fluid Treatment 

Stimulation typically involves pumping acid or other fluids into a wellbore 

under pressure.  Ex. 1008 at 162; Ex. 1001 at 1:23-25.  If pumped at a high enough 

pressure, the fluid fractures or “fracs” the formation, creating cracks that radiate 

outward from the wellbore.  Id. at 162-163.  These “frac’ing” fluids usually include 

a “proppant,” such as sand, to hold open the cracks.  Id.  Related to frac’ing is acid 

stimulation or “acidizing,” in which acid is pumped into the formation and also 

chemically reacts with the formation to create similar cracks.  Id. at 164. 

A wellbore may cross multiple formation zones, only some of which contain 

desirable petroleum products.  See, e.g., Ex. 1004 at Figures 7 and 11.  Other 

zones, for example, may include water.  Id. at 2-3 (“[W]ater or gas breakthrough 

can be a problem for some of these wells. . . . The ability to establish long term 

isolation of segments within the reservoir is key to controlling and optimizing 

production from these horizontal wells.”).  As such, it is often desirable to isolate 

and stimulate only certain zones within a formation with tools called “packers” 

which seal the annulus around the production tubing in the wellbore to direct the 
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fluid into the formation zone and protect tubing above and below the zone from 

produced fluids, which are often corrosive.  See Ex. 1009 at 148. 

Once packers are deployed in 

the wellbore and set to seal around the 

production tubing to isolate the 

desired zones, fluid may be pumped 

into the isolated zones for stimulation.  

Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 31-39.  One example 

of such a completion is described in 

Hutchison (Ex. 1010), which was 

cited during prosecution of the ’505 

Patent.  As annotated in Figure 1, 

Hutchison’s tubing string 19 includes 

a series of sliding sleeve flow control 

devices 20 and 21[blue] to inject 

treatment fluids into zones isolated by 

cup-type packers 22, 23, 24, and 25 

[red].  Ex. 1010 at 2:51-58. 

As further annotated in Figures 

2 and 4 below, the lower sleeve 20 [blue] has a seat 44 [purple] that is sized to be 

     Sleeve 

     Packer 

Sleeve       

Packer       

Packer       

Packer       
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sealed by a ball 48 [green].  Id. at 3:64-4:59.  Upper sleeve 21 [blue], in turn, is 

sized to mate with a larger ball.  Id. at 4:60-5:5. 

 

To open the lower sleeve 20, the ball 48 [green] is “dropped” into the tubing string, 

passes through the upper sleeve 21, and seals against seat 44 of the lower sleeve 

Seat (44) 
[purple] 

Ball (48) [green] 

    Sleeve [blue] 

Seat (44) 
[purple] 

Sleeve [blue]  
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20.  Id. at 4:49-59.  This seal prevents fluid from passing through the seat, and 

increasing pressure shifts the lower sleeve 20 down to open the port (annular 

chamber 36) and allow fluid to flow from the tubing string into the annulus.  Id. 

After treating the zone between packers 22 and 23, a larger ball is dropped to 

seal the larger seat of upper sleeve 21 (otherwise the same as lower sleeve 20), and 

the process is repeated to treat the upper zone between packers 24 and 25.  Id. at 

4:60-6:17.  Hutchison thus enables individual treatment of each zone. 

C. Packers 

While Hutchison employed cup-type packers for isolation of zones (id. at 

2:51-58), various other types of packers were also known.  Inflatable packers, for 

example, were often used in uncased or open wells.  See, e.g., Ex. 1005 at 1:43-44 

(“Inflatable packers are preferred for use in sealing an uncased well bore.”); see 

also Ex. 1001 at 1:43-45 (“[I]nflatable packers may be limited with respect to 

pressure capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”).  It was 

also known that solid body packers—which compress and extrude outward one or 

more resilient packing elements—could successfully provide effective isolation in 

open holes that were drilled in the right way and/or through the right formation.  

See Ex. 1004 at 3 (“Although the expansion ratios for [solid body packers] are 

[not] as large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally 

drills very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these 
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SBPsSBP’s.”); see also Ex. 1011 at 4:35-42 (“[S]ealing devices 30, 32, 34 are 

representatively and schematically illustrated . . . as inflatable packers . . . [o]f 

course, other types of packers, such as production packers settable by pressure, 

may be utilized for the packers 30, 32, 34 . . . .”).  These solid-body packers were 

often hydraulically “set” via the application of hydraulic pressure to a piston to 

compress the packing element(s).  See, e.g., id.; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41. 

VI. LEVEL OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART 

A person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the ’505 Patent as of 

November 19, 20011—the earliest priority date claimed by the ’505 Patent—would 

have had at least a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical, petroleum, or 

chemical engineering and at least 2-3 years of experience with downhole 

completion technologies related to fracturing.  See id. at ¶ 43.  This level of 

ordinary skill is also evidenced by prior art and the ’505 Patent itself.  See id. at 

¶¶ 44-52; Chore-Time Equip., Inc. v. Cumberland Corp., 713 F.2d 774, 779 (Fed. 

Cir. 1983); Okajima v. Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001).  Here, the 

prior art described in Section V above demonstrates that a person of ordinary skill 

                                                 
1 All statements in this Petition about the knowledge and skills of, and what would 

have been obvious to, a POSITA are offered from this perspective as of this date, 

and would be no different as of August 21, 2002.  See Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43-52. 
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would have been familiar with various completion systems and stimulation 

techniques.  See Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 44-52. 

A POSITA also would have recognized that cup-type and inflatable packers 

were not always preferable and, in at least some circumstances, hydraulically set 

solid body packers would be preferable in cased and open hole wells.  See, e.g., id. 

¶ 41-42, 51; see also Ex. 1004 at 3 (“Historically, inflatable packers were used for 

water shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing.  More recently, solid body packer 

(SBP’s) (see FIG. 4) have been used to establish open hole isolation.”); Ex. 1011 at 

3:67-4:4 (“[T]he [selective isolation and treatment] method 10 may be performed 

in wells including both cased and uncased portions, and vertical, inclined and 

horizontal portions . . . .”); see also Ex. 1001 at 1:43-45.  A POSITA would have 

also recognized that many tools initially designed or used with casing could also be 

used in uncased wellbores in at least some formations.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 46-52. 

Patent Owner agrees.  In a continuation of the ’505 Patent, Patent Owner 

submitted in an IDS a declaration of its own expert witness from Patent Owner’s 

litigation against Halliburton.  Ex. 1012, 11/27/2009 IDS, at Doc. KKKKK, First 

Supplemental Expert Report of Kevin Trahan.  In it, Patent Owner’s expert 

explained that “hard rock formations, once drilled, typically provide a circular 

cross section conduit, just as a cased hole does.  In these types of hard formations a 

tool that was designed for use in cased hole may be used in open hole.”  Id. at 27. 
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Mr. Trahan further explained that “many tools, including anchoring 

mechanisms and packing elements, that were initially designed for cased hole, with 

no contemplation of being used in open hole, have been used in open hole 

successfully.”  Id.  An earlier affidavit of Mr. Trahan also explained that: “Packing 

Elements of many different configurations have been used in cased hole as well as 

open hole.”  Id. at 18.  Due to imperfections in uncased wellbores, “the longer the 

packing element, the more opportunity there is that some section of the packing 

element will be located over a portion of the wellbore that has continuity” and that 

“[a]nother idea used in the industry for increasing reliability of packers in open 

hole is redundancy . . . .”  Id. at 18-19.  In particular, “[i]f more packing elements 

are employed there is a greater opportunity for at least one of the packing elements 

to seal in a portion of the borehole that has continuity.”  Id. at 19.  Mr. Trahan 

explained that it “[was] not a new, unique, or innovative concept to use this 

approach for sealing in open hole” because “[r]edundant packers have been used 

on many occasions to increase reliability in open hole applications.”  Id.; see also 

Ex. 1004 at 3 (“When possible, the packers are run in pairs to minimize the chance 

of failure due to setting in a vug [a type of void.]”). 
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VII. THE ’505 PATENT 

The ’505 Patent is entitled “Method and Apparatus for Wellbore Fluid 

Treatment,” and discloses “a method and apparatus for selective communication to 

a wellbore for fluid treatment.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:1-2 and 1:16-19. 

A. Admitted Prior Art and Perceived Shortcomings 

As the BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION section reflects, methods of 

selective fluid treatment were well known in the prior art:  “In one previous 

method, the well is isolated in segments” by packers and each segment is thereafter 

“individually treated so that concentrated and controlled fluid treatment can be 

provided along the wellbore.”  Id. at 1:35-38. 

The ’505 Patent asserts that “inflatable element packers” were often used in 

this previous method, and criticizes such packers as “limited with respect to 

pressure capabilities as well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  Id. at 

1:38-45.  The ’505 Patent also asserts that this previous method was “expensive 

and time consuming” because the packers must generally “be moved after each 

treatment if it is desired to isolate other segments of the well for treatment” and 

because stimulation pumping equipment is required “to be at the well site for long 

periods of time or for multiple visits.”  Id. at 1:45-52. 

B. The ’505 Patent’s Asserted Improvement to the Prior Art 

To address these perceived shortcomings, the ’505 Patent provides “for the 
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running in of a fluid treatment string, the fluid treatment string having ports 

substantially closed against the passage of fluid therethrough but which are 

openable when desired to permit fluid flow into the wellbore.”  Id. at 2:26-31.  The 

’505 Patent notes that such a method may be “used in various borehole conditions 

including open holes, cased holes [and] horizontal holes . . . .”  Id. at 2:31-35. 

As annotated in Figure 1a below, the ’505 Patent depicts a wellbore 12 

drilled through a formation 10 and a tubing string assembly run in the wellbore.  

Id. at 6:8-16.  The borehole is not cased.  See id. at 10:34-38. 

 
FIG. 1a 

(annotated) 

The tubing string 14 includes ports 17 [blue] in each of multiple ported intervals 

PACKER 
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16a-e, which are “opened through the tubing string wall to permit access between 

the tubing string inner bore 18 and the wellbore.”  Id. at 6:13-16.  Ported intervals 

16a-e are separated by packers 20a-f [red] to divide the formation into zones for 

fluid treatment through ports 17 and thereby prevent treatment fluids from entering 

a different formation segment once outside the tubing string.  Id. at 6:17-32. 

When the tubing string is run into the wellbore, ported intervals 16a-e are 

covered by sliding sleeves 22a-e [blue], annotated below in Figure 1b, to prevent 

fluid from passing through ports 17.  Id. at 6:41-53.  To open sliding sleeves 22a-e 

and permit flow through ports 17, a ball or plug 24 is “dropped” into the tubing 

string and is carried to a corresponding sleeve 22, where the ball or plug engages 

and seals against a seat 26 in the sleeve.  Id. at 6:62-7:36. 
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FIG. 1b 

(annotated) 

Increasing pressure against the ball/seat moves sleeve 22 [blue] to open ports 17 

[orange], shown below.  Id.  To open one sleeve at a time, the seat of each sleeve 

has a different diameter.  “[T]he lowest-most sliding sleeve 22e has the smallest 

diameter D1 seat and accepts the smallest sized ball 24e and each sleeve that is 

progressively closer to the surface has a larger seat.”  Id. at 7:19-24.  Thus, ball 24e 

passes through the upper seats to engage seat 26e nearest lower end 14a.  Once ball 

24e seals seat 26e, sleeve 22e shifts to open port 17.  The next largest ball 24d is 

then dropped into the tubing to open sleeve 22d, and so on, to treat the rest of the 

zones.  Id. at 8:10-35. 
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In particular, Figure 3a shows the sliding sleeve 22 in its closed position covering 

ports 17.  Id. at 9:21-50.  Ball 24 [green] engages seat 26 [purple] to seal against 

fluid flow through the sleeve [blue], and increasing pressure eventually moves 

sleeve 22 [blue] to open ports 17 [orange], as shown in Figure 3b.  Id. 

The ’505 Patent teaches that packers 20 “can be of any desired type to seal 

between the wellbore and the tubing string.”  Id. at 3:47-48.  In its embodiment of 

Figure 1a, however, the packers are of the “solid body-type.”  Id. at 6:33-38.  

Packer 20 includes two packing elements 21a and 21b “formed of elastomer” like 

rubber, which may be set hydraulically or by “mechanical forces.”  Id.  The 

packing elements 21a, 21b “can be separated by at least 0.3M and preferably 0.8M 

or more” to “aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open hole, as the elements 

load into one another to provide additional pack-off.”  Id. at 49-54. 
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FIG. 2 

(annotated) 

Elements 21a, 21b are mounted between fixed stop rings 34a, 34c and 

compression rings 34b, 34d, respectively.  Id. at 8:40-9:8.  The packer is set by 

“pressuring up the tubing string” such that fluid flows through port 35 and “acts 

against pistons 36a, 36b” to drive apart the compression rings and thus compresses 

the packing elements 21a, 21b to extrude them outwardly.  Id. at 8:40-9:15.  Once 

expanded, the “body locking system 31” prevents the packing elements from 

retracting (id.) unless an operator “pull[s] up” on the tubing string to “release [the] 

shears 38” that prevent stop ring 34a from moving.  Id. at 9:16-20. 
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The ’505 Patent teaches that this type of “solid body” packer is “particularly 

useful, especially for example in an open hole.”  Id. at 6:33-40.  However, as 

described above, a POSITA would have already been familiar with the use of solid 

body-type packers with multiple elements for zone isolation during stimulation 

operations rather than inflatable packers, even in open holes.  See Section VI; Ex. 

1004 at 3 (explaining successful isolation provided by solid body packers with 

multiple elements, individually or in tandem, in open hole stimulation operations). 

As annotated below, Figure 8 shows an alternate embodiment in which a 

[red] port-opening sleeve 322 engages and moves multiple [blue] port-closure 

sleeves 325 to open ports 317 [orange].  Specifically, “each [port-closure] sleeve 

325a, 325b includes a profile 353a, 353b into which [outwardly biased] dogs 351 

[of port-opening sleeve 322] can releasably engage.”  Id. at 13:2-6.  This allows the 

[red] port-opening sleeve 322 to “be moved (arrows S), by fluid pressure created 

by seating of ball 324 [green] therein . . . .”  Id. at 12:43-46. 
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FIG. 8 

(annotated) 

“[S]leeve 322 is driven . . . [to] engage against each [port-closure] sleeve 325a to 

move it away from its port 317a and against its associated shoulder 327b.”  Id. at 

13:10-19.  Continued fluid pressure collapses dogs 351 to drive the [red] port-

opening sleeve 322 out of “engagement with a first port-[closure] sleeve 325a, . . . 

into engagement with . . . the next port-[closure] sleeve 325b and so on, until [the 

port opening] sleeve 322 is stopped against shoulder 346.”  Id. at 13:10-19. 

C. Prosecution History 

In a preliminary amendment, Patent Owner argued that the packers in 

Hutchison (Ex. 1010) “are all shown and described as single packer cups.”  

Ex. 1013, 04/13/2005 Preliminary Amendment at 53; see also Ex. 1010 at FIG. 1 

and 2:56-58 (“sets of packer cup assemblies 22-23 and 24-25”).  Patent Owner 

added that “Hutchison neither discloses or suggests that any of these packers 

should be a solid body packer including multiple packing elements.”  Ex. 1013 at 
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53.  Despite these remarks, the Examiner rejected a number of claims as 

anticipated by Hutchison, but indicated that several dependent claims would be 

allowable if rewritten in independent form.  Ex. 1013, 09/22/2005 Office Action at 

65-66.  In making this rejection, the Examiner equated Hutchison’s ball 48 to both 

a “plug” and a “ball” as recited in the claims.  Id. at 67 (addressing original claims 

10-12). 

Patent Owner responded by amending the existing independent claims and 

adding a new independent claim to include this allowable subject matter.  

Specifically, independent claim 1 was amended to recite “a hydraulically actuated 

setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and third packers to act on 

fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from within the apparatus.”  Id., 

03/22/2006 Response at 78.  Independent claim 19 (then 16) was similarly 

amended to recite “setting the packers by hydraulically driving a piston to 

compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 

second and third packers.”  Id. at 80-81.  Finally, independent claim 24 (then 28) 

was added to include, instead of the feature added to claim 19, “setting the packers 

by driving at least one of the first, second and third packers such that the multiple 

packing elements load into one another.”  Id. at 82-83.  The claims were then 

allowed.  Id. at 89-91. 
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D. Claim Construction (37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(3)) 

In an inter partes review, a claim in an unexpired patent is given the 

“broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of the patent in 

which it appears.”  37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b).2  Petitioners therefore request that the 

claim terms be given their broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI), as understood 

by one of ordinary skill in the art and consistent with the disclosure. 

1. “packing element” (claims 1, 5-7, 17-19, 21-22, 24, 26) 

The ’505 Patent does not define “packing element,” but depicts two single-

piece packing elements 21a, 21b that are spaced apart and compressed by separate 

sets of rings.  Ex. 1001 at 6:35-38 and FIG. 2.  Petitioners do not believe a 

construction is necessary, and note that the ’505 Patent does not limit a packing 

                                                 
2 District courts apply other standards of proof and claim interpretation.  Any 

construction or application (implicit or explicit) of the claims in this Petition are 

specific to the BRI standard.  Petitioners reserve the right to revise or depart from 

its construction or application of the Challenged Claims under any other standard.  

Additionally, while Petitioners do not currently believe the application of the 

Phillips standard would change the correspondence of the ’505 Patent claims to the 

prior art relied upon in this Petition, the Supreme Court recently granted certiorari 

to consider the BRI standard in Cuozzo Speed Techs, LLC v. Lee. 
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element to a single piece or to pieces that are separated by some minimum 

distance.  Grounds 1-4 fall within what is believed to be the BRI of “packing 

element,” and Grounds 5-8 include a structure that also falls within any potentially 

narrower construction in which packing elements are separated by a minimum 

distance or are otherwise compressed by independent structures. 

2. “solid body packer” (claims 1, 19, 24) 

The BRI of “solid body packer” is “a mechanically or hydraulically set 

packer including a solid, mechanically extrudable packing element.”  In U.S. 

Provisional Application No. 60/404,783, to which the ’505 Patent claims priority, 

Patent Owner stated that “[a] solid body packer is defined as a tool to create a seal 

between tubing and casing or the borehole wall using a packing element which is 

mechanically extruded, using either mechanically or hydraulically applied force.”  

Ex. 1014 at 9 (emphasis added).  While not repeated in the ’505 Patent, the ’505 

Patent’s disclosure is consistent.  For example, the Background section 

distinguishes inflatable packers as “limited with respect to pressure capabilities as 

well as durability under high pressure conditions.”  Ex. 1001 at 1:35-45.  The ’505 

Patent thus teaches that “[i]n an open hole, preferably, the packers include solid 

body packers including a solid, extrudable packing element and, in some 

embodiments, solid body packers include a plurality of extrudable packing 

elements.”  Ex. 1001 at 4:4-7; see also 6:33-40 (“The packers are of the solid 
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body-type with at least one extrudable packing element . . . .”).  This is also 

consistent with the understanding of a POSITA.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 63-65. 

3. “sleeve shifting means” (claims 1, 19, 24) 

Claims 1, 19, and 24 each recite a “shifting means for moving the second 

sleeve from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, the 

means for moving the second sleeve selected to create a seal in the tubing string 

against fluid flow past the second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.”  

This “means for” language is governed by pre-AIA Section 112, sixth paragraph.  

The claimed function is moving the second sleeve from the closed position to the 

position permitting fluid flow and creating a seal in the tubing string against fluid 

flow past the second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.  The only 

structures the Specification describes as performing this function is a seat on the 

interior of the sleeve, a ball/plug adapted to seal against the seat, and pressurized 

fluid.  Ex. 1001 at 6:62-7:15 and FIG. 1b (pressurized fluid drives sleeve 22e via 

ball 24e sealing against integral seat 26e thereof), and 9:40-46 and FIGs. 3a-3b 

(same with ball 24 and integral seat 26 of sleeve 22).  This is also true of the other 

embodiments in which a port-opening sleeve is shifted to shear caps or move a 

sliding sleeve.  See, e.g., id. at 12:21-26 and FIG. 7, and 12:43-46 and FIG. 8.  The 

corresponding structure of the “sleeve shifting means” should thus be construed 

as a seat, a ball or plug sized to seal against the seat, and pressurized fluid. 
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4. “has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve . . .” (claim 11) 

Claim 11 adds to the apparatus of claim 1 that a sliding sleeve is mounted 

over the first port and, “in the position permitting fluid flow, the first sleeve has 

engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.” 

The phrase “has engaged and moved” is in present perfect tense, which 

conveys that the actions described have just been completed at the time of 

speaking.  Ex. 1015 at 3 (“present perfect . . . of, relating to, or constituting a verb 

tense that is traditionally formed in English with have and that expresses action or 

state completed at the time of speaking” (second emphasis added)).  The verb 

“has” necessarily modifies both “engaged” and “moved” in this phrase; otherwise, 

the first sleeve would nonsensically be required to move while in its open position 

(if “has engaged and” is omitted, the phrase becomes “a position permitting fluid 

flow . . . wherein the first sleeve . . . moved the sliding sleeve away from the first 

port”).  The claim language, and logic, therefore requires “engaged” and “moved” 

to have occurred in a linked fashion. 

As a result, the BRI of “has engaged and moved” requires a process of two 

events that are temporally linked:  the physical relationship between the first sleeve 

and the sliding sleeve changes to one of engagement, and the first sleeve moves the 

sliding sleeve.  Before this process begins, the first sleeve must have neither moved 

nor engaged the sliding sleeve.  Addressing the BRI of this phrase is necessary 
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because assertions in the Litigation have required Petitioners to assert that this 

claim limitation is met by Thomson, in which a seat (alleged in the Litigation to be 

the first sleeve) is fixed within a sliding sleeve by threads, meaning that the two are 

and were engaged independently of any movement. 

The proposed BRI is correct for several reasons.  A first sleeve that moves to 

an open port position in which the first sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding 

sleeve is, logically, a first sleeve that had not engaged the sliding sleeve prior to 

moving it to the open position.  See Garmin Int’l, Inc. v. Cuozzo Speed Techs. LLC, 

IPR2012-00001, slip op. at 12 (Paper 59) (PTAB Nov. 13, 2013).  Otherwise, the 

verb “has” lacks any meaning.  The BRI also naturally aligns with the description 

in the Specification.  See id.  For example, as reflected in annotated FIG. 8 (above), 

[orange] ports 317a are covered by a [blue] port-closure sleeve (325)—which 

corresponds to the claimed closed port position—and the [red] port-opening sleeve 

(322, red) has not engaged nor moved the sliding sleeve (325).  As it moves in 

direction S, the [red] port-opening sleeve (322) first engages the [blue] port-

closure sleeve (325) via dogs 351, and only then moves the [blue] port-closure 

sleeve (325).  Id. at 12:32-39 and 12:52-62; see also id. at 3:28-31. 

The Specification also uses “has engaged” to describe the location of another 

embodiment’s sliding sleeve in the closed and open positions for cap-covered 

ports.  See id. at 3:17-22; Ex. 1013 at 27 (original claims 3 and 4).  As shown in 
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Figure 7, sleeve 222 is not in engagement with caps 223 covering the ports 217.  

See Ex. 1001 at FIG. 7; 11:65-12:26.  Only after sleeve 222 moves in direction S 

does it engage and shear off a cap 223 to open a port 217.  See id. at 12:10-22. 

5. “plug” (claim 15) 

Claim 15 recites that the sealing device of claim 1 is a plug.  The ’505 Patent 

discloses that “[t]he sealing device can be, for example, a plug or a ball.”  Id. at 

3:1-3.  While “plug” need not be formally construed, it is worth noting that the 

’505 Patent does not define this term in a way that necessarily excludes a ball.  

This is also consistent with the Examiner’s interpretation during prosecution, in 

which the ball 48 of Hutchison (Ex. 1010) was equated to both a “plug” and a 

“ball.”  Ex. 1013 at 67 (addressing original claims 10-12). 

6. “load into one another” (claims 22, 24) 

“Load into one another” refers to packing elements that are extruded by a 

common mechanical force.  Claims 22 and 24 each recite variations of setting a 

packer by driving a piston to cause multiple packing elements to “load into one 

another.”  The only guidance offered by the ’505 Patent is that the “arrangement of 

[its] packing elements aid in providing high pressure sealing in an open borehole, 

as the elements load into each other to provide additional pack-off.”  Id. at 8:51-

54 and FIG. 2 (emphasis added); see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 66.  This assembly includes 

two “solid, extrudable packing elements” that are spaced apart and not in contact 
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with each other, but are still simultaneously extruded by a common mechanical 

force imparted via pistons expanded by hydraulic pressure.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 60, 66. 

VIII. REASONS FOR THE RELIEF REQUESTED UNDER 37 C.F.R. 
§§ 42.22(a)(2) AND 42.104(b)(4) 

A. Ground 1 – Anticipation by Thomson 

Thomson describes a successful well completion for selectively treating 

multiple formation zones.  Ex. 1002 at 97, Abstract.  
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Figure 3 
(annotated) 
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As annotated in Figure 3 above, isolation of each zone is “achieved by 

hydraulic-set retrievable packers . . . on each side of a MSAF [multistage acid 

fracture] tool.”  Id.  While Figure 3 shows one MSAF tool and two packers, “[u]p 

to 9 MSAF tools can be run . . . with . . . packers . . . on each side.”  Id. at 97, 

Abstract; see also id. at 100.  The lower end of such a tool string is shown below: 

 

Modified Figure 3 
(annotated) 

Each MSAF tool is “a sliding sleeve device that can allow communication 

between the tubing and the annulus once the sleeve is moved to the open position.”  

Id. at 98.  Figure 5 (annotated below) shows the MSAF tool sleeve in both open 

and closed positions.  “[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve, and 

when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied pressure from above 

moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”  Id.  “The smallest inside diameter 

(ID) seat is run at the bottom of the completion, and the largest . . . at the top” so 

that each “ball and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower 

zones.”  Id. 

1.5” MSAF 1.75” MSAF 2” MSAF 
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Figure 5 

(annotated) 

To treat the formation, “the smallest ball [is] lubricated into the completion 

and pumped on to its mating seat in the lowest MSAF . . . [such that] over-pressure 

sheared the preset shear pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the open position, 

allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing pumped 

fluids from going to any lower zones already stimulated,” and “repeated by 

pumping increasingly larger ball until the zones had been stimulated.”  Id. at 99. 

1. Thomson anticipates independent claim 1 

Claim element 1[p]:  “[a]n apparatus for fluid treatment of a borehole.”  

This “system . . . allows acid stimulation of up to 10 different zones . . . . [for] the 

most cost-efficient treatments possible.”  Id. at 97, Summary (emphasis added). 

Claim element 1[a]:  “a tubing string having a long axis.”  As annotated 

in Figure 3 above, Thomson’s tubing string has a long axis. 
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Claim element 1[b]:  “a first port opened through the wall of the tubing 

string.”  Thomson’s system has nine MSAF tools.  Id. at 97, Summary (“9 MSAF 

tools can be run in the completion”), Table 1 (ball/seat sizes for 10-zones, 9 MSAF 

tools).  As annotated in Figure 5 above, each MSAF tool has a port opened through 

the wall of its mandrel.  Id. at 99 (“sleeve to move to the open position, allowing 

stimulation . . . through the MSAF tool”).  As annotated in Modified Figure 3 

above, in the 10-zone system, the port of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool (1.75-inch ball) 

corresponds to the first port.3 

Claim element 1[c]:  “a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 

string.”  The port of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool corresponds to the second port. 

Claim element 1[d]:  “the second port offset from the first port along the 

long axis of the tubing string.”  Thomson teaches that its MSAF tools, and their 

respective ports, are spaced or offset from each other along the long axis of the 

tubing string.  Id. at 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be run in the 

completion with isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set retrievable 

                                                 
3 The claims recite only two ports/sleeves, while Thomson describes nine MSAF 

tools.  The Petition explains how Thomson’s two lowermost MSAF tools map to 

the claims, but any two of the MSAF tools would meet these claim limitations. 
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packers that are positioned on each side of an MSAF tool.”).  The first and second 

ports identified above are necessarily offset because a packer is between them. 

Claim element 1[e]:  “a first packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from the first 

port along the long axis of the tubing string.”  Thomson’s completion system 

includes packers on either side of each MSAF tool to seal about the tubing string.  

Id. at 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be run in the completion with 

isolation of each zone being achieved by hydraulic-set retrievable packers that are 

positioned on each side of an MSAF tool.”); 99 (“spaced out . . . to isolate the 

zones”); Figure 3 (showing 7-in. RETRIEVABLE PACKER “1 REQ[UIRED] 

PER ZONE”); Table 1 (ball/seat sizes for 10-zone system with 9 MSAF tools); 100 

(“wells . . . completed without incident.”).  The packer between, and thus offset 

from, the 2-inch and 1.75-inch MSAF tools corresponds to the first packer. 

Claim element 1[f]:  “a second packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the first port 

and the second port along the long axis of the tubing string.”  As annotated in 

Modified Figure 3 above, the packer between the 1.75-inch MSAF tool (including 

the first port) and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool (including the second port) corresponds 

to the second packer.  See also claim element 1[e]. 
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Claim element 1[g]:  “a third packer operable to seal about the tubing 

string and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from the 

second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a side of the second 

port opposite the second packer.”  As annotated in Modified Figure 3 above, the 

packer between the 1.5-inch MSAF tool and the “cycle plug/shear out sub,” which 

packer is on an opposite side of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool than the second packer, 

corresponds to the third packer.  See also claim element 1[e]. 

Claim element 1[h]:  “at least one of the first, second and third packer 

being a solid body packer each including multiple packing elements and a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and 

third packers to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 

within the apparatus.”  As depicted in the enlarged excerpts of Figures 3 and 4 

below, Thomson’s retrievable packer is a non-inflatable one.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 70-73. 
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Excerpt of Figure 3 

(annotated) 

Thomson’s retrievable packers are “hydraulic-set” and require “no mandrel 

movement in relation to the slips . . . while setting,” such that “any number of 

hydraulic-set packers [can] be set simultaneously without requiring expansion 

devices between the packers . . . .”  Ex. 1002 at 98. 
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Excerpt of Figure 4 (Retrievable Configuration) 

(annotated) 

As annotated in the Figure 4 excerpt above, a port extends through the wall 

of the tubing to allow pressurized fluid within the tool string to pressurize a piston 
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which, in turn, mechanically compresses packing elements between a compression 

ring and a fixed stop ring.  Id. at 99 (“pressure was applied down the tubing . . . to 

set all seven packers simultaneously”); see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 71. 

Compression of the packing elements causes them to extrude out to fill and 

seal the annulus between the tubing string and the casing, as in the above excerpt 

of Figure 3—i.e., the packer is a “solid body packer.”  Id.  While not necessarily 

clear from Figure 4 alone, Figure 3 shows that the solid body packer includes three 

distinct packing elements that are separated by spacer rings, which was a common 

approach to encourage rubber packing elements to extrude in a desirable way.  Id.; 

see also Ex. 1016 at FIGS. 1, 2 and 3:62-65 (“ring spacers 25, 35”). 

Claim element 1[i]:  “a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port.”  As 

annotated in Figure 5 above, the sliding sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is 

positioned relative to the first port (i.e., port through the MSAF mandrel). 

Claim element 1[j]:  “the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first 

port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid flow through 

the first port from the tubing string inner bore.”  As shown in Figure 5 above, the 

sliding sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is movable between a closed port 

position and an open position permitting fluid flow through the first port (i.e., the 

port through the MSAF mandrel) from the tubing string inner bore.  See also id. at 
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99 (“Once [the ball] landed, over-pressure . . . allowed the sleeve to move to the 

open position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool”). 

Claim element 1[k]:  “a second sleeve being moveable relative to the 

second port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid flow 

through the second port from the tubing string inner bore.”  As annotated in 

Figure 5 above, the sliding sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is movable between a 

closed port position and an open position permitting fluid flow through the second 

port (i.e., the port through the MSAF mandrel) from the tubing string inner bore.  

See also id. at 99 (“[O]ver-pressure . . . allowed the sleeve to move to the open 

position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool”). 

Claim element 1[l]:  “a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 

from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow.”  As annotated 

in Figure 5 above, the 1.5-inch MSAF tool includes a 1.36-inch seat sized to 

receive and be sealed by a 1.5-inch ball to move the sliding sleeve from the closed 

port position to the open position.  See also id. at 98 (“A ball seat is threaded on 

the bore of this sleeve, and when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied 

pressure from above moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”). 

Claim element 1[m]:  “the means for moving the second sleeve selected to 

create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second sleeve 

through the tubing string inner bore.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the ball 
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and seat are selected to create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the 

second sleeve through the tubing string inner bore.  See also id. at 98 (“The ball 

and seat form a seal that prevents pumped fluid from entering lower zones . . . .”) 

and 99 (“[O]ver-pressure sheared the . . . pins and allowed the sleeve to move to 

the open position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and 

preventing pumped fluids from going to any lower zones already stimulated.”). 

2. Thomson anticipates dependent claims 2-7, 11 and 14-18 

Claim 2:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein in the closed port position, the 

first sleeve is positioned over the first port to close the first port against fluid flow 

therethrough.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, in its closed position, the sliding 

sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is positioned over the first port (i.e., port 

through the MSAF mandrel) to close the first port against fluid flow therethrough. 

Claim 3:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the means for moving the second 

sleeve is selected to move the second sleeve without also moving the first sleeve.”  

As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is 

moved via the 1.5-inch ball, independently of the first sleeve of the 1.75-inch 

MSAF tool, which is moved via the 1.75-inch ball.  In order for the 1.5-inch ball to 

engage and move its corresponding seat and sleeve, the ball must necessarily have 

passed through the seat corresponding to the 1.75-inch ball. 
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Claim element 4[a][i]:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first sleeve has 

formed thereon a first seat.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the first sleeve of 

the 1.75-inch MSAF tool includes a 1.61-inch seat.  See also id. at Table 1; p. 98 

(“[A] ball seat is threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[a][ii]:  “further comprising a means for moving the first 

sleeve including a first sealing device selected to seal against the first seat, such 

that once the first sealing device is seated against the first seat fluid pressure can 

be applied to move the first sleeve and the first sealing device can seal against 

fluid passage past the first sleeve.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the first 

sleeve of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is moved by a 1.75-inch ball that is selected 

(sized) to seal against the 1.61-inch seat, such that once the ball is seated against 

the 1.61-inch seat fluid pressure can be applied to move the first sleeve and the ball 

and the ball can seal against fluid passage past the sleeve.  Id. at 99 (“Once landed, 

over-pressure sheared the preset shear pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the 

open position . . . preventing pumped fluids from going to any lower zones . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[b][i]:  “the second sleeve has formed thereon a second 

seat.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF 

tool includes a 1.36-inch seat.  See also id. at Table 1; p. 98 (“[A] ball seat is 

threaded on the bore of [the] sleeve . . . .”). 

Claim element 4[b][ii]:  “the means for moving the second sleeve includes 
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a second sealing device selected to seal against the second seat, such that when 

the second sealing device is seated against the second seat pressure can be 

applied to move the second sleeve and the second sealing device can seal against 

fluid passage past the second sleeve.”  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the second 

sleeve of the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is designed to be moved by a 1.5-inch ball that is 

selected (sized) to seal against the 1.36-inch seat, such that once the ball is seated 

against the 1.36-inch seat fluid pressure can be applied to move the second sleeve 

and the ball and the ball can seal against fluid passage past the sleeve.  Id. at 99 

(“[O]ver-pressure sheared the . . . pins and allowed the sleeve to move to the open 

position, allowing stimulation of the zone through the MSAF tool and preventing 

pumped fluid from going to any lower zones already stimulated.”). 

Claim element 4[c]:  “the first seat having a larger diameter than the 

second seat, such that the second sealing device can move past the first seat 

without sealing there against to reach and seal against the second seat.”  The 

first seat of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool has a larger diameter (1.61-inch) than the 

second seat (1.36-inch), such that the 1.5-inch ball can move past the first seat 

without sealing, in order to reach and seal against the second seat.  See id. at Table 

1; 97, Summary (“Each sleeve contains a threaded ball seat with the smallest ball 

seat in the lowest sleeve and the largest ball seat in the highest sleeve. . . . 

lubricates various sized . . . balls into the tubing and, then, pumps them to a mating 
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seat in the appropriate MSAF, thus sealing off the stimulated zone and allowing 

stimulation of the next zone, which is made accessible by opening the sleeve.”). 

Claim 5:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in the excerpts of Figures 3 

and 4 above, the multiple packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

Claim 6:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein each of the first, second and 

third packers include multiple packing elements.”  As annotated in the excerpts of 

Figures 3 and 4 above, the first, second, and third packers each includes multiple 

packing elements.  Id. at FIG. 3 (7-in. RETRIEVABLE PACKER “1 

REQ[UIRED] PER ZONE”) ”) and 97, Summary (“Up to 9 MSAF tools can be 

run . . . with isolation of each . . . [via] packers . . . on each side . . . .”). 

Claim 7:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the hydraulically actuated setting 

mechanism includes a compression ring to compress at least one of the multiple 

packing elements to extrude it outwardly.”  As annotated in the excerpt of Figure 

4 above, the hydraulically actuated setting mechanism includes a compression ring 

to compress the packing elements to extrude them outwardly. 

Claim 11:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first port has mounted 

thereover a sliding sleeve and in the position permitting fluid flow, the first 

sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.”  As 

annotated in Figure 5 above, Thomson includes a “ball seat [that] is threaded on 
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the bore of this sleeve, and when the correct size ball lands on the ball seat, applied 

pressure from above moves the sleeve to the down/open position.”  Id. at 98.  

Should Patent Owner seek a construction in this proceeding that is as broad as the 

one implicitly asserted in the Litigation (as explained in Section VII.D.4 above), 

then the Thomson seat of the 1.75-inch MSAF tool is a first sleeve that, in the open 

position, has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from the first port. 

Claim 14:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the second sleeve has formed 

thereon a seat and the means for moving the second sleeve includes a sealing 

device selected to seal against the seat, such that fluid pressure can be applied to 

move the second sleeve and the sealing device can seal against fluid passage past 

the second sleeve.”  See claim elements 4[b][i] and 4[b][ii]. 

Claims 15 and 16:  “apparatus of claim 14 wherein the sealing device is a 

plug” (claim 15) or “the sealing device is a ball” (claim 16).  The first sleeve of 

the 1.5-inch MSAF tool is moved by a 1.5-inch ball that is sized to seal against the 

1.36-inch seat, and this ball is a plug because it prevents fluid flow past the seat. 

Claim 17:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are spaced apart.”  As annotated in the excerpts of Figures 3 and 4, packing 

elements #1, #2, and #3 are each spaced apart by at least the thickness of the 

spacers.  Additionally, packing element #1 is spaced apart from packing element 

#3 by the thickness of packing element #2 and both spacers. 
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Claim 18:  “apparatus of claim 17 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in Figures 3 and 4 above, 

the packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

3. Thomson anticipates independent claim 19 

The above evidence also corresponds to claim 19, as indicated below. 

Claim 19 
19[p] A method for fluid treatment of a borehole, the method 
comprising: 

See claim 
element 1[p]. 

19[a] providing an apparatus for wellbore treatment including a 
tubing string having a long axis, 

See claim 
element 1[a]. 

19[a][i] a first port opened through the wall of the tubing string, See claim 
element 1[b]. 

19[a][ii] a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 
string, 

See claim 
element 1[c]. 

19[a][iii] the second port offset from the first port along the long 
axis of the tubing sting, 

See claim 
element 1[d]. 

19[a][iv] a first packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the first port along the long axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[e]. 

19[a][v] a second packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the 
first port and the second port along the long axis of the tubing 
string; 

See claim 
element 1[f]. 

19[a][vi] a third packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a 
side of the second port opposite the second packer, 

See claim 
element 1[g]. 

19[a][vii] at least one of the first, second and third packer being a 
solid body packer each including multiple packing elements; 

See claim 
element 1[h]. 

19[a][viii] a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port, See claim 
element 1[i]. 

19[a][ix] the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first port 
between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the first port from the tubing string inner bore and 

See claim 
element 1[j]. 
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19[a][x] a second sleeve being moveable relative to the second 
port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the second port from the tubing string inner bore; 
and 

See claim 
element 1[k]. 

19[a][xi] a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 
from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, 

See claim 
element 1[l]. 

19[a][xii] the means for moving the second sleeve selected to 
create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second 
sleeve through the tubing string inner bore and; 

See claim 
element 
1[m]. 

19[b] running the tubing string into a wellbore in a desired 
position for treating the wellbore; 

See below. 

19[c] setting the packers by hydraulically driving a piston to 
compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least 
one of the first, second and third packers; 

See below. 

19[d] conveying the means for moving the second sleeve to move 
the second sleeve and increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore 
treatment fluid out through the second port. 

See below. 

Claim element 19[b]:  As annotated in Figure 3 above, Thomson’s tubing 

string is run into a wellbore in a desired position for treating the wellbore.  For 

example, “[t]he new wells were designed to intersect the most productive reservoir 

layers twice to further maximize production . . . [and] each reservoir layer was to 

be stimulated by means of a design developed for its specific needs.”  Id. at 97, 

Well Design.  Thomson targeted these layers by positioning each MSAF tool in a 

desired zone isolated by packers.  See id., Summary. 

Claim element 19[c]:  As annotated in the excerpt of Figure 4 above, 

Thomson’s retrievable packers were set by hydraulically driving the piston to 

compress the packing elements.  This packer design “enable[d] any number of 

hydraulic-set packers to be set simultaneously without requiring expansion devices 
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between the packers to account for mandrel movement.”  Id. at 98. 

Claim element 19[d]:  As annotated in Figure 5 above, the 1.5-inch ball is 

conveyed to seal the 1.36-inch seat in the 1.5-inch MSAF tool, such that increasing 

fluid pressure moves the second sleeve to open the second port and force wellbore 

treatment fluid out through the port.  Id. at 99 (“over-pressure sheared the . . . pins 

and allowed the sleeve to move to the open position, allowing stimulation of the 

zone through the MSAF tool”). 

4. Thomson anticipates dependent claims 20-22 

The above evidence also corresponds to claims 20-22, as indicated below. 

Claim 20 
20. The method of claim 19 further comprising providing a first 
sleeve shifting arrangement for moving the first sleeve from the 
closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, causing 
the first sleeve shifting arrangement to move the first sleeve and 
increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore treatment fluid out 
through the first port. 

See claim 
elements 
4[a][i] and 
4[a][ii] 

Claim 21 
21. The method of claim 19 wherein in setting the packers at least 
one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 
second and third packers is extruded out into a sealing position to 
seal an annulus between the apparatus and the wellbore. 

See claim 7. 

Claim 22 
22. The method of claim 19 wherein the hydraulic driving causes 
any multiple packing elements to load into one another. 

See below. 

Claim 22:  As annotated in Figure 4 above, hydraulic driving causes the 

packing elements to load into one another as they are compressed between the 

compression ring and the fixed stop ring. 
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5. Thomson anticipates claims 24-26 

The above evidence also corresponds to claims 24-26, as indicated below. 

Claim 24 
24[p] A method for fluid treatment of a borehole, the method 
comprising:  

See claim 
element 1[p]. 

24[a] providing an apparatus for wellbore treatment including a 
tubing string having a long axis, 

See claim 
element 1[a]. 

24[a][i] a first port opened through the wall of the tubing string, See claim 
element 1[b]. 

24[a][ii] a second port opened through the wall of the tubing 
string, 

See claim 
element 1[c]. 

24[a][iii] the second port offset from the first port along the long 
axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[d]. 

24[a][iv] a first packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the first port along the long axis of the tubing string, 

See claim 
element 1[e]. 

24[a][v] a second packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position between the 
first port and the second port along the long axis of the tubing 
string; 

See claim 
element 1[f]. 

24[a][vi] a third packer operable to seal about the tubing string 
and mounted on the tubing string to act in a position offset from 
the second port along the long axis of the tubing string and on a 
side of the second port opposite the second packer, 

See claim 
element 1[g]. 

24[a][vii] at least one of the first, second and third packer being a 
solid body packer each including multiple packing elements; 

See claim 
element 1[h]. 

24[a][viii] a first sleeve positioned relative to the first port, See claim 
element 1[i]. 

24[a][ix] the first sleeve being moveable relative to the first port 
between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the first port from the tubing string inner bore  

See claim 
element 1[j]. 

24[a][x] a second sleeve being moveable relative to the second 
port between a closed port position and a position permitting fluid 
flow through the second port from the tubing string inner bore; 

See claim 
element 1[k]. 

24[xi] and a sleeve shifting means for moving the second sleeve 
from the closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, 

See claim 
element 1[l]. 

24[a][xii] the means for moving the second sleeve selected to See claim 
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create a seal in the tubing string against fluid flow past the second 
sleeve through the tubing string inner bore and; 

element 
1[m]. 

24[b] running the tubing string into a wellbore in a desired 
position for treating the wellbore; 

See claim 
element 19[b]. 

24[c] setting the packers by driving at least one of the first, 
second and third packers such that the multiple packing elements 
load into one another; 

See claim 
elements 
19[c], 22. 

24[d] conveying the means for moving the second sleeve to move 
the second sleeve and increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore 
treatment fluid out through the second port. 

See claim 
element 
19[d]. 

Claim 25 
25. The method of claim 24 further comprising providing a first 
sleeve shifting arrangement for moving the first sleeve from the 
closed port position to the position permitting fluid flow, causing 
the first sleeve shifting arrangement to move the first sleeve and 
increasing fluid pressure to force wellbore treatment fluid out 
through the first port. 

See claim 
20. 

Claim 26  
26. The method of claim 24 wherein in setting the packers at least 
one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of the first, 
second and third packers is extruded out into a sealing position to 
seal an annulus between the apparatus and the wellbore. 

See claim 
21. 

B. Ground 2 – Obvious over Thomson and Hartley 

Claim 15:  “apparatus of claim 14 wherein the sealing device is a plug.” 

To the extent Patent Owner may argue that a plug does not include a ball, it 

would have been obvious to use the plug of Hartley (Ex. 1003) in place of 

Thomson’s ball to actuate the sliding sleeves of the MSAF tools. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  Hartley’s plug was a known alternative to a ball for sealing 

against a seat to actuate a sliding sleeve in a well completion assembly.  Ex. 1007 
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at ¶ 74.  In particular, Hartley uses its plug 96 to seal its seat 94 and shift its sliding 

sleeve from a closed position to an open position.  See Ex. 1003 at 4:65-5:1, 7:57-

8:8, and FIGS. 2-3; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74.  As described above, this is the same 

purpose for which Thomson employs a ball-shaped plug.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74.  As 

with Thomson, Hartley also recognizes that plugs of different diameters can be 

used to selectively actuate sliding sleeves with seats that decrease in size with 

distance from the wellhead.  Ex. 1003 at 5:1-7.  A POSITA would have recognized 

that Hartley’s plug was thus a straightforward alternative to Thomson’s ball-

shaped plugs as of November 19, 2001.  Such a substitution would have been a 

straightforward task for such a person at that time (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 74), and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person (e.g., the Thomson system actuated by plugs with the shape of Hartley’s 

plugs rather than a ball-shaped plugs (id.)), thus rendering the combination 

obvious.  See KSR Int’l Co. v Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 416 (2007). 

C. Ground 3 – Obvious over Thomson and Ellsworth 

Claims 23 and 27 recite the “method of claim 19 [or 24] wherein when in 

a desired position the apparatus is adjacent an open hole section of the wellbore 

and the packers are set to seal the annulus between the apparatus and the 

wellbore wall.”  Using the Thomson system in an open hole section of a wellbore, 

such that the packers seal the annulus between the tubing string and the wellbore 
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wall, would have been obvious in any formation with sufficient structural integrity 

to maintain a circular wellbore without casing, for at least the following reasons. 

Ellsworth (Ex. 1004) describes a region with formations in which uncased 

wellbores could be formed and completed without casing.  Entitled “Production 

Control of Horizontal Wells in a Carbonate Reef Structure,” Ellsworth explains 

that “[o]pen hole completions have been the accepted practice for horizontal wells 

in the Rainbow Lake area of Northern Alberta.”  Ex. 1004 at 1, Abstract. 

Ellsworth notes that “[h]istorically, inflatable packers were used for water 

shut-off, stimulation, and segment testing,” but explains that “[m]ore recently, 

solid body packers (SBP’s) (see Figure 4) have been used to establish open hole 

isolation.”  Id. at 3.  As with Thomson’s packers, “[t]hese tools provide a 

mechanical packing element that is hydraulically actuated . . . to provide a long-

term solution to open hole isolation without the needaid of cemented liners.”  Id. 

(emphasis added).  “Although the expansion ratios for these packers are [not] as 

large as for inflatables, the carbonate formation in Rainbow Lake generally drills 

very close to gauge hole, and effective isolation is possible with these SBP’s.”  Id. 

(emphasis added).  In this context, “very close to gauge hole” means that the 

formation is stable enough that the borehole formed during drilling is round rather 

than oval, and has a diameter that is not much larger than the drill bit.  Ex. at ¶¶ 41-

42.  Thus, Ellsworth teaches that solid body packers similar to those disclosed in 
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Thomson for cased holes can also be used effectively in open holes.  Id. 

Efficiency & Cost Minimization:  A POSITA would have been motivated to 

use Thomson’s system without casing (in an open hole section of wellbore) to 

minimize the time and expense of completing a well.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 47-49, 75; see 

also Ex. 1004 at 9 (“[C]ost effective use of horizontals can be enhanced with 

ability to segment, and control production without the need to run and cement 

liners.”).  For example, the cost of completing a well is often driven by the amount 

of time and the materials for doing so.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 47-49, 75.  All other things 

being equal, the cost of cased wells is higher than open wells.  Id.  This is because 

installing casing in the wellbore, and cementing the casing in place, requires more 

time and materials than not doing so.  Id.; see also Ex. 1002 at 101.  As such, any 

time a formation is stable enough to complete a well without casing, there is an 

inherent motivation for a POSITA to not case the well.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 75. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  As explained above, Thomson and Ellsworth describe known 

alternatives (cased and uncased) for completing a well as of November 19, 2001.  

The use of Thomson’s system in an uncased well would have been a 

straightforward task for a POSITA at that time (id. at ¶ 52, 75), and the 

combination would have yielded nothing more than predictable results to that 

person (e.g., a well that could be selectively stimulated (id.)), thus rendering the 
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combination obvious.  See KSR, 550 U.S. at 416. 

D. Ground 4 – Obvious over Thomson and Echols 

Claim 11 recites the “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first port has 

mounted thereover a sliding sleeve and in the position permitting fluid flow, the 

first sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve away from a the first port.”  

Under the BRI explained in Section I.A.4 (versus the interpretation asserted in the 

Litigation), the “first sleeve” is not met by Thomson’s threaded seat because it is in 

a fixed relationship with the sliding sleeve, and therefore cannot be said to “ha[ve] 

engaged” the sliding sleeve.  However, for at least the reasons below, it also would 

have been obvious to add Echols’ dual-sleeve arrangement to Thomson’s system. 

As annotated in the below excerpts of Figures 7 and 8, Echols includes a 

[red] C-ring 52 that is “compressed within the smooth bore 54 of the [blue] 

isolation sleeve [26 and] has a sloped shoulder . . . coated with a polymeric coating 

. . . [to] define[] a valve seat for receiving and sealing against the drop ball 66.”  

Ex. 1005 at 5:4-8 and 6:52-54.  “[H]ydraulic pressure is [then] increased until the 

shear pins 81 separate, thus permitting the C-ring 52 and the shear collar 56 to be 

shifted into . . . counterbore 58 . . . [and] expand[ed] radially outwardly, thus 

releasing the drop ball 66 and permitting it to be flowed through the setting tool 

mandrel bore 85 to the next seat [C-ring 52 of another sleeve 26].”  Id. at 6:30-37 

(emphasis added). 
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Excerpts of Figures 7 & 8 
(annotated) 

It would have been obvious to add Echols’s dual-sleeve arrangement to 

Thomson’s system to increase the number of points from which treatment fluid 

could be injected.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 78-79.  Echols itself explicitly suggests using it 

for injecting treatment fluids like Thomson’s.  Id.  After describing its invention 

for setting packers, Echols explains that its dual-sleeve arrangement “may also be 

used for injecting completion chemicals through the exposed port into the annulus 

surrounding the tubing string.”  Ex. 1005 at 6:45-53.  An example of the modified 
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Thomson system is shown in Figure A (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 78-83): 

 

Figure A 
(Thomson-Echols) 

A POSITA would have been motivated to include multiple ones of Echols’ 

dual-sleeve arrangement sized for a 1.5-inch ball above Thomson’s 1.5-inch 

MSAF tool, and multiple ones of Echols’s dual-sleeve arrangement sized for a 

1.75-inch ball above Thomson’s 1.75-inch MSAF tool, to provide additional 

injection points above Thomson’s MSAF tools in each of these zones.  Ex. 1007 at 

¶¶ 78-79.  In this modified Echols-Thomson system, both the 1.5-inch Echols 

sleeves and the 1.5-inch MSAF tool could be actuated by a single 1.5-inch ball.  Id. 

at ¶ 79.  Similarly, both the 1.75-inch Echols sleeves and the 1.75-inch MSAF tool 

could be actuated by a single 1.75-inch ball.  Id.  A POSITA would have expected 

this modified Echols-Thomson system to be beneficial for treating longer zones, or 

zones with larger thicknesses, to provide additional fractures or porosity at both 

sleeves to improve porosity and thus production from the formation.  Id. 
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points in a given zone could increase the productivity of that zone.  See Ex. 1007 at 

¶ 80 (citing Ex. 1017 at 1 (“To get an effective treatment, it is desirable to treat as 

much of the perforated interval as possible.”)).  A POSITA would also have been 

aware that stimulating multiple zones at once could reduce the cost and time 

needed to complete a well.  See Ex. 1018 at 2 (in the context of limited-entry, 

noting that “[o]ne way of reducing cost while improving fracture treatments was to 

complete both intervals at once”).  Using two or more of Echols’ dual-sleeve 

arrangements in one of Thomson’s zones would have been a logical approach to 

achieving these objectives, while still allowing the tubing string to be run into the 

well with the ports in a closed position to prevent intrusion of wellbore fluids and 

avoid related issues like premature setting of packers.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 80. 

The modified Thomson system would include several Echols dual-sleeve 

arrangements, in which (as annotated in the above excerpts of FIGS. 7 and 8) “the 

[green] drop ball 66 is . . . flowed into sealing engagement with the [red] C-ring 

52” or first sleeve.  Echols at 6:14-16.  The ball causes the “first sleeve” or C-ring 

52 to engage the “sliding sleeve” 26 via shear collar 56 to move the sliding sleeve 

(26) and open the first port 28.  Id. at 6:17-21.  In particular, when the [green] ball 

seals against the [red] first sleeve, the ball presses the [red] first sleeve into the 

[yellow] shear collar (56).  Because the [yellow] shear collar is fixed to the [blue] 

sliding sleeve, the [red] first sleeve becomes trapped between the ball and the first 
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sleeve and thus “engaged” with the [blue] sliding sleeve.  Before this point, these 

sleeves are not engaged because the [red] first sleeve is not constrained from 

moving away from [yellow] shear ring and [blue] sliding sleeve.  Once pins 81 

shear, the C-ring 52 and shear collar 56 then disengage from the sliding sleeve and 

shift into counterbore 58 to allow the ball to continue down the tubing. 

E. Grounds 5-8 – Obvious over Thomson and Brown 

To the extent Patent Owner may dispute that Thomson fails to disclose, or 

fails to disclose in sufficient detail, the packer-related elements of the Challenged 

Claims, it would have been obvious to use the retrievable packer of Brown (Ex. 

1006) in place of Thomson’s retrievable packers in each of Grounds 1-4. 

As annotated in its Figures 1 and 2 below, Brown discloses a “retrievable, 

hydraulically set well packer” that is set and released in the same way as 

Thomson’s packer—via hydraulic pressure through the tubing string and pulling 

the tubing string, respectively.  Ex. 1006 at Abstract.  Brown’s packer 10 includes 

a “mandrel 11 [or packer body that] is connected to a production tubing string T” 

and “is set by the application of fluid pressure through the tubing T to an expansion 

chamber 16 . . . through a mandrel port 17.”  Id. at 4:33-37 and 4:49-53. 
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“Setting pressure applied to the chamber 16 forces an annular piston ring 19 

upwardly . . . toward a retaining end piece 20 . . . compress[ing] the seals 13 and 

14 and mov[ing] them into sealing engagement with the casing C,” while “lower 

cone spreader element 21 [also moves] toward an upper cone spreader element 22 

. . . [to] wedge the intermediate slip elements 15 outwardly into anchoring 

engagement with the casing C.”  Id. at 4:63-5:6. 

Shear “pins [23, 24, 25, 26] are employed to prevent inadvertent setting of 

the packer while it is being run into the casing before the desired subsurface 

location is reached.”  Id. at 5:18-25.  “During the described setting procedure, 

shear pins 23, 24, 25 and 26 sever in the stated order to permit relative movement 

of the pinned components as required to expand the slips and seals.”  Id. 

Brown’s packer offers several advantages over other packer designs.  Ex. 

1007 at ¶¶ 85-92.  “Once set, the packer 10 is firmly anchored to the casing C to 

prevent either up or down movement of the packer and attached tubing T.”  Ex. 

1006 at 5:7-9.  And “[t]he dual cone configuration holds the packer in place 

irrespective of the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”  Id. 

at 5:9-12.  Further, “[t]he upper and lower seals 13 and 14 form a seal between the 

mandrel and the casing to prevent fluid flow in the annular area A [and] . . . isolate 

the slip elements . . . to prevent debris in the annulus from accumulating about the 

slip and cone assembly.”  Id. at 5:12-17; Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92.  A POSITA would have 
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been motivated to use Brown’s hydraulic-set retrievable packer in place of 

Thomson’s hydraulic-set retrievable packers for several independent reasons. 

Redundancy & Structural Stability:  A POSITA would have been motivated 

to use Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide redundant seals and 

structural stability.  Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 89-91.  For example, Brown’s packer includes 

two spaced-apart packing elements that are compressed on opposite sides of its slip 

elements, increasing the likelihood that at least one will fully seal in an irregularly 

shaped part of an (e.g., open or uncased) wellbore.  Id.  Brown’s packer also resists 

movement of the packer and tool string.  Ex. 1006 at 5:7-9; Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 89-91. 

Directional-Independence of Seals:  A POSITA would have been motivated 

to use Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide a seal that is independent 

of any pressure differential across the packer.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 91; see also Ex. 1006 

at 5:9-12 (“The dual cone configuration holds the packer in place irrespective of 

the direction of the pressure differential acting on the packer.”). 

Isolation of Slip Elements:  A POSITA would have been motivated to use 

Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system to provide a packer with slip elements that 

are isolated from fluid and debris in the wellbore.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92; see also Ex. 

1006 at 5:12-17.  In particular, Brown’s packer includes a packing element on 

either side of its slip elements, thereby isolating its slip elements from wellbore 
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fluids, which a POSITA would have expected to protect and increase the reliability 

and working life of its slip elements.  Ex. 1007 at ¶ 92. 

Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods to Yield 

Predictable Results:  Thomson and Brown teach known alternatives for isolating 

zones in a well completion as of November 19, 2001.  In particular, Thomson and 

Brown each describe hydraulically-set, solid body packers, such that the use of 

Brown’s packer in Thomson’s system would have been a straightforward task for a 

POSITA at that time (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 87), and the combination would have yielded 

nothing more than predictable results to that person (e.g., a completion system that 

worked in the same manner as the system disclosed in Thomson (id.)), thus 

rendering the combination obvious.  See KSR, 550 U.S. at 416. 

In the modified system, the following elements would be met by Brown. 

Claim element 1[h]:4  “at least one of the first, second and third packer 

being a solid body packer each including multiple packing elements and a 

hydraulically actuated setting mechanism for at least one of the first, second and 

third packers to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 

within the apparatus.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, the Brown packer 

is a solid-body packer including two packing elements and a hydraulically actuated 

                                                 
4 As also applied to claim elements 19[a][vii] and 24[a][vii]. 
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setting mechanism to act on fluid pressure communicated to the mechanism from 

within the tool string.  See also id. at 4:49-51 (“packer 10 is set by application of 

fluid pressure through the tubing T to an expansion chamber”). 

Claim 5, 18:  “apparatus of claim 1 [17] wherein the multiple packing 

elements are included on a single packer body.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 

above, the two packing elements are included on a single packer body. 

Claim 6:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein each of the first, second and 

third packers include multiple packing elements.”  The Brown packer includes 

two packing elements as annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, and would be used 

for each of the first, second, and third packers in the Thomson-Brown system. 

Claim 7:5  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the hydraulically actuated 

setting mechanism includes a compression ring to compress at least one of the 

multiple packing elements to extrude it outwardly.”  As annotated in Figures 1 

and 2 above, the Brown packer includes a compression ring at the upper end of its 

piston 19 to compress the two packing elements. 

Claim 17:  “apparatus of claim 1 wherein the multiple packing elements 

are spaced apart.”  As annotated in Figures 1 and 2 above, the two packing 

elements are spaced apart from one another. 

                                                 
5 As also applied to claim 21. 
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Claim element 19[c]:6  “setting the packers by hydraulically driving a 

piston to compress at least one of the multiple packing elements of at least one of 

the first, second and third packers.”  “Setting pressure applied to the chamber 16 

forces an annular piston ring 19 upwardly . . . toward a retaining end piece 20 . . . 

compress[ing] the seals 13 and 14 and mov[ing] them into sealing engagement 

with the casing C.”  Id. at 4:63-68. 

Claim 22:7  “method of claim 19 wherein the hydraulic driving causes any 

multiple packing elements to load into one another.”  As annotated in Figures 1 

and 2 above, the hydraulic driving causes the packing elements to load into one 

another when compressed by the compression ring. 

  

                                                 
6 As also applied to claim element 24[c]. 

7 As also applied to claim element 24[c]. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, claims 1-7, 11, and 14-27 of the ’505 Patent are 

invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and/or 103(a), and institution is appropriate. 

Dated:  February 12March 4, 2016 Respectfully submitted, 

/Mark T. Garrett/ 
Mark T. Garrett, Lead Counsel 
Reg. No. 44,699 
Tel: 512.536.3031; Fax: 512.536.4598 
mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT US LLP 
98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Suite 1100 
Austin, TX 78701 
 
Counsel for Petitioners 
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Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(e) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.105(a), the undersigned 

certifies that on February 12March 4, 2016, a complete copy of this Replacement 

Petition for Inter Partes Review, Petitioners’ power of attorneyreplacement 

Exhibit 1004, and all exhibitsnew Exhibit 1019 were served on Patent Owner at the 

correspondence addresses of record listed below Owner’s Exclusive Licensee via 

email (by EXPRESS MAIL®:consent), as follows: 

BENNETT JONES LLP 
C/O MS ROSEANN CALDWELL  
4500 Bankers Hall East 
855 – 2nd Street, SW  
Calgary, AB T2P 4K7 
CANADA 
mray-PTAB@skgf.com 
lgordon-PTAB@skgf.com 
kconklin-PTAB@skgf.com 
ptab@skgf.com 
 
 

 
/Mark T. Garrett/ 
Mark T. Garrett (Reg. No. 44,699) 

mailto:mray-PTAB@skgf.com
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Garrett, Mark

From: Mike Ray <MRAY@skgf.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 1:55 PM
To: Garrett, Mark; Lori Gordon; Kyle E. Conklin
Cc: PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle
Subject: RE: Proposal for Replacement Petition and Exhibits, and New Exhibit - IPR2016-00596

Mark: 
 
Thank you for the detailed explanation in your email. 
 
Patent Owner will not oppose Petitioner's Motion to Correct provided that the Motion indicates that the change is 
substantive (e.g., a new declaration is being submitted), and asks that, if granted, the Office change the Petition’s filing 
date to the date the motion to correct is granted and moves Patent Owner's preliminary response due date to 3 months 
from the new filing date. 
 
Patent Owner will oppose any Motion to Correct that presents this mistake as clerical or typographical or does not 
request a change to the petition filing date and preliminary response date. 
 
We are available for a call with the Board March 11 (9‐1pm ET) and March 14 (1‐6pm ET). 
 
Regards,  
Mike 
 
Michael B. Ray 
Managing Director 
Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C. 
1100 New York Avenue, Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20005‐3934 
(202)772‐8569 direct 
(202)371‐2600 main 
(202)371‐2540 fax 
  
Notice: The information in this electronic transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential or 
legally privileged information and is intended solely for the individual(s) or entity(ies) named above. If you are 
not an intended recipient or an authorized agent, you are hereby notified that reading, distributing, or otherwise 
disseminating or copying, or taking any action based on the contents of this transmission is strictly prohibited. 
Any unauthorized interception of this transmission is illegal under the law. If you have received this 
transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by return email and then destroy all copies of the 
transmission. 
 
 
 

From: Garrett, Mark [mailto:mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 7:25 PM 
To: Mike Ray; Lori Gordon; Kyle E. Conklin 
Cc: PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: Proposal for Replacement Petition and Exhibits, and New Exhibit - IPR2016-00596 
 
Mike, 
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We are going to request a call with the Board to request leave to file a replacement petition, new versions of exhibits 
1004 (Ellsworth) and 1007 (expert), and new exhibit 1019 (declaration related to publication of Ellsworth).  We will 
accept the date the Board grants us permission to file as our new filing date. 
 
We learned after filing the petition for the ‘505 patent that the filed version of Ellsworth may not have been the final 
version, which we used in the other petitions.  We would like to file a replacement petition that references new versions 
of exhibits 1004 and 1007.   
 
I’ve attached the replacement petition (signature and service dates will change), the new exhibit versions, and new 
exhibit 1019, along with redlines of the petition and expert declaration (ex. 1007), showing the changes relative to the 
originals.  There are no substantive changes to either the petition or the expert declaration. 
 
The changes to the petition are: 

 listing of ex. 1019 in Exhibit List 

 citation to ex. 1019 as showing publication of ex. 1004 

 changing “SBPs” to “SBP’s” (not necessitated by new ex. 1004, but wanted to correct the typo) 

 changing “need” to “aid” (same) 

 fixing lack of “……” lead lines in headings of TOC (same) 
 
The changes to the expert declaration (ex. 1007) are: 

 changing citations from page 9 of Ellsworth to page 8 in several locations 

 replacement of packer image (though this does not show up in the redline comparison) 

 changing “SBPs” to “SBP’s” (not necessitated by new ex. 1004, but wanted to correct the typo) 

 changing “need” to “aid” (same) 
 
Can you let us know whether RC will oppose our request, and also provide us with some times next week that you would 
be available for a call? 
 
Thanks, 
‐ Mark 
 
Mark Garrett | Partner 
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP 
98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Suite 1100, Austin, Texas  78701-4255, United States 
Tel +1 512 536 3031 | Fax +1 512 536 4598 
mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT 
 
Law around the world 
nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not 
the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any 
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Norton Rose Fulbright entities reserve the right to monitor all email 
communications through their networks.  
 
Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright 
South Africa Inc and Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP are separate legal entities and all of them are members of Norton 
Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein. Norton Rose Fulbright Verein helps coordinate the activities of the members but 
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does not itself provide legal services to clients. Details of each entity, with certain regulatory information, are available at 
nortonrosefulbright.com.  
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Garrett, Mark

From: Vignone, Maria <Maria.Vignone@USPTO.GOV> on behalf of Trials 
<Trials@USPTO.GOV>

Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 4:01 PM
To: Garrett, Mark; Trials
Cc: 'Mike Ray'; 'Lori Gordon'; 'Kyle E. Conklin'; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596

Counsel:  We do not yet have a panel for this case.  Please check back in two weeks. 
Thank you, 
 
Maria Vignone 
Paralegal Operations Manager 
Patent Trial and Appeal Board 
703‐756‐1288 
 
 
 

From: Garrett, Mark [mailto:mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 4:36 PM 
To: Trials <Trials@USPTO.GOV> 
Cc: 'Mike Ray' <MRAY@skgf.com>; 'Lori Gordon' <LGORDON@skgf.com>; 'Kyle E. Conklin' <KCONKLIN@skgf.com>; PTAB 
Account <PTAB@skgf.com>; Robinson, Eagle <eagle.robinson@nortonrosefulbright.com> 
Subject: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016‐00596 
 
Dear Board, 
 
Petitioners request a conference call to seek permission to file a motion seeking leave to file:   

1.      a replacement version of originally‐filed Ex. 1004 (prior art); 
2.      new Ex. 1019 (a declaration attesting to the publication of Ex. 1004); 
3.      a replacement version of Ex. 1007 (expert declaration), to correct citations to the replacement version of Ex. 

1004; and 
4.      a replacement Petition. 

 
The replacement Petition will include: 

a.      an updated Exhibit List (referencing new Ex. 1019);  
b.      a citation to Ex. 1019 as showing the publication of replacement Ex. 1004; and 
c.      corrections to some typographical errors. 

 
Petitioners will also seek to have originally‐filed Exs. 1004 and 1007 expunged to keep the record clear. 
 
Petitioners will accept the date (if any) the Board grants such a motion or otherwise accepts the filing of items 1.‐4. 
above as the new filing date under 37 CRF 42.106.   

Petitioners seek such permission under the Board’s authority under 37 CFR 42.5(b).  Counsel of record learned after 
filing the February 12, 2016 Petition that the filed version of Ex. 1004—which is a paper—may not have been the final 
version, which Petitioners subsequently filed as the proposed replacement version of Ex. 1004 (in combination with new 
Ex. 1019) in other recent IPR petitions against the same Patent Owner (i.e., in IPR2016‐00597 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see 
Exs. 1004 and 1019); IRP2016‐00598 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see Exs. 1003 and 1014); IPR2016‐00650 (filed February 23, 
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2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1016); IPR2016‐00656 (filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021); and IPR2016‐00657 
(filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021)).   
 
On March 4, 2016, the day Patent Owner filed mandatory notices in this case, Petitioners sent Patent Owner’s counsel 
an email at 7:25 pm EST, explaining this proposal, requesting feedback on whether Patent Owner opposed this request, 
and forwarding copies of: 

        the proposed replacement Ex. 1004; 

        new Ex. 1019; 

        the proposed replacement Ex. 1007; 

        a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Ex. 1007 relative to originally‐filed Ex. 1007, showing the 
changes in the replacement relative to the original, and explaining those changes (and one that was not 
clear from the redline) in the email;  

        the proposed replacement Petition; and 

        a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Petition relative to the originally‐filed Petition, showing the 
changes in the replacement relative to the original, and explaining those changes in the email.  

 
Earlier today (March 9, 2016), Patent Owner’s counsel indicated the following: 

 
Patent Owner will not oppose Petitioner's Motion to Correct provided that the Motion indicates that the change 
is substantive (e.g., a new declaration is being submitted), and asks that, if granted, the Office change the 
Petition’s filing date to the date the motion to correct is granted and moves Patent Owner's preliminary 
response due date to 3 months from the new filing date. 
 
Patent Owner will oppose any Motion to Correct that presents this mistake as clerical or typographical or does 
not request a change to the petition filing date and preliminary response date. 

 
The parties are available for a call with the Board on March 11, 2016 from 9 am – 1 pm EST and on March 14, 2016 from 
4:30 – 6 pm EST. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Mark Garrett 
Lead Counsel for Petitioners 
 
Mark Garrett | Partner 
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP 
98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Suite 1100, Austin, Texas  78701-4255, United States 
Tel +1 512 536 3031 | Fax +1 512 536 4598 
mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT 
 
Law around the world 
nortonrosefulbright.com 
 
 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not 
the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any 
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Norton Rose Fulbright entities reserve the right to monitor all email 
communications through their networks.  
 
Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright 
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South Africa Inc and Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP are separate legal entities and all of them are members of Norton 
Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein. Norton Rose Fulbright Verein helps coordinate the activities of the members but 
does not itself provide legal services to clients. Details of each entity, with certain regulatory information, are available at 
nortonrosefulbright.com.  
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Garrett, Mark

From: Mike Ray <MRAY@skgf.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:32 PM
To: Garrett, Mark; Lori Gordon
Cc: Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596

Thanks Mark. We appreciate it. ‐Mike 
 

From: Garrett, Mark [mailto:mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 5:21 PM 
To: Mike Ray; Lori Gordon 
Cc: Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
Mike – that’s fine.   
 
Thanks, 
‐ Mark 
 

From: Mike Ray [mailto:MRAY@skgf.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:12 PM 
To: Garrett, Mark; Lori Gordon 
Cc: Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
Mark: 
Lori is out of the country until next Thursday (March 31). But we are available anytime that day. Does that work for you? 
Thank you. ‐Mike 
 

From: Garrett, Mark [mailto:mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:36 PM 
To: Lori Gordon 
Cc: Mike Ray; Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
All,  
 
Can you let us know us know if there are suitable times this week for a call with the Board to discuss our request below?
 
Thanks, 
‐ Mark 
 

From: Garrett, Mark  
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 5:38 PM 
To: 'Lori Gordon' 
Cc: Mike Ray; Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
Lori, 
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Our request is not predicated on 42.104(c), so characterizing the nature of the changes as clerical or substantive is not 
required.  As the redlines we provided and the documents themselves reflect, there is no change in substance to Ex. 
1004, Ex. 1007, or the petition.  Ex. 1019 is new, but it does not relate to the substance of Ex. 1004.  
 
Similarly, we are not seeking to extend any dates.  If PO wants to make that part of its opposition, it is free to do so and 
we will address same in due course, though we anticipate opposing.  On what do you intend to base the request for an 
extended preliminary response date? 
 
Thanks, 
‐ Mark 
 

From: Lori Gordon [mailto:LGORDON@skgf.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 5:09 PM 
To: Garrett, Mark 
Cc: Mike Ray; Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: RE: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
Mark, 
 
Could you confirm whether Petitioners intend to oppose the conditions set forth in our email from earlier today, 
namely, that Petitioners will acknowledge that the requested changes are substantive (not clerical) and that Rapid 
Completions' preliminary response will be due 3 months from the new filing date?   
 
We would like to inform the Board of the status of our request in the next communication with the Board on this issue. 
 
Regards, 
Lori A. Gordon 
Counsel – Rapid Completions 
 
 

 
 
 
 

From: Garrett, Mark [mailto:mark.garrett@nortonrosefulbright.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 4:36 PM 
To: trials@uspto.gov 
Cc: Mike Ray; Lori Gordon; Kyle E. Conklin; PTAB Account; Robinson, Eagle 
Subject: Request for Conference Call in IRP2016-00596 
 
Dear Board, 
 
Petitioners request a conference call to seek permission to file a motion seeking leave to file:   

1. a replacement version of originally‐filed Ex. 1004 (prior art); 
2. new Ex. 1019 (a declaration attesting to the publication of Ex. 1004); 
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3. a replacement version of Ex. 1007 (expert declaration), to correct citations to the replacement version of Ex. 
1004; and 

4. a replacement Petition. 
 
The replacement Petition will include: 

a. an updated Exhibit List (referencing new Ex. 1019);  
b. a citation to Ex. 1019 as showing the publication of replacement Ex. 1004; and 
c. corrections to some typographical errors. 

 
Petitioners will also seek to have originally‐filed Exs. 1004 and 1007 expunged to keep the record clear. 
 
Petitioners will accept the date (if any) the Board grants such a motion or otherwise accepts the filing of items 1.‐4. 
above as the new filing date under 37 CRF 42.106.   

Petitioners seek such permission under the Board’s authority under 37 CFR 42.5(b).  Counsel of record learned after 
filing the February 12, 2016 Petition that the filed version of Ex. 1004—which is a paper—may not have been the final 
version, which Petitioners subsequently filed as the proposed replacement version of Ex. 1004 (in combination with new 
Ex. 1019) in other recent IPR petitions against the same Patent Owner (i.e., in IPR2016‐00597 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see 
Exs. 1004 and 1019); IRP2016‐00598 (filed Feb. 19, 2016; see Exs. 1003 and 1014); IPR2016‐00650 (filed February 23, 
2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1016); IPR2016‐00656 (filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021); and IPR2016‐00657 
(filed February 25, 2016; see Exs. 1009 and 1021)).   
 
On March 4, 2016, the day Patent Owner filed mandatory notices in this case, Petitioners sent Patent Owner’s counsel 
an email at 7:25 pm EST, explaining this proposal, requesting feedback on whether Patent Owner opposed this request, 
and forwarding copies of: 

 the proposed replacement Ex. 1004; 

 new Ex. 1019; 

 the proposed replacement Ex. 1007; 

 a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Ex. 1007 relative to originally‐filed Ex. 1007, showing the 
changes in the replacement relative to the original, and explaining those changes (and one that was not 
clear from the redline) in the email;  

 the proposed replacement Petition; and 

 a redlined copy of the proposed replacement Petition relative to the originally‐filed Petition, showing the 
changes in the replacement relative to the original, and explaining those changes in the email.  

 
Earlier today (March 9, 2016), Patent Owner’s counsel indicated the following: 

 
Patent Owner will not oppose Petitioner's Motion to Correct provided that the Motion indicates that the change 
is substantive (e.g., a new declaration is being submitted), and asks that, if granted, the Office change the 
Petition’s filing date to the date the motion to correct is granted and moves Patent Owner's preliminary 
response due date to 3 months from the new filing date. 
 
Patent Owner will oppose any Motion to Correct that presents this mistake as clerical or typographical or does 
not request a change to the petition filing date and preliminary response date. 

 
The parties are available for a call with the Board on March 11, 2016 from 9 am – 1 pm EST and on March 14, 2016 from 
4:30 – 6 pm EST. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Mark Garrett 
Lead Counsel for Petitioners 
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Exhibit K to Paper 7 in  
Case IPR2016-00596 

(MOTION SEEKING 
AUTHORIZATION TO FILE 

REPLACEMENT PETITION AND 
EXHIBITS AND NEW EXHIBIT  

PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. § 42.5(b)) 
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Replaces "1999 CIM Horizontal Well Conference"
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Replaces "1999 CIM Horizontal Well Conference"
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new

replaced "were produced"

new
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new


